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FOREWORD 

IN 1939 the prospect of a war which would involve 
many Asian nations made men in positions of responsi
bility in Britain suddenly aware of the meagre number 
of our experts in Asian languages and cultures. The 
Scarbrough Commission was set up, and its report led 
to a great expansion of Oriental and African studies 
in Britain after the war. In the third decade after 1939 
events are making clear to ever-widening circles of 
readers the need for something more than a superficial 
knowledge of non-European cultures. In particular the 
blossoming into independence of numerous Mrican 
states, many of which are largely Muslim or have a 
Muslim head of state, emphasises the growing political 
importance of the Islamic world, and, as a result, the 
desirability of extending and deepening the understand
ing and appreciation of this great segment of mankind. 
Since history counts for much among Muslims, and 
what happened in 632 or 6)6 may still he a live issue, a 
journalistic familiarity with present conditions is not 
enough; there must also he some awareness of how the 
past has moulded the present. 

This series oE:'Islamic surveys" is designed to give 
the educated reader something more than can he found 
in the usual popular hooks. Each work undertakes to 
survey a special part of the field, and to show the present 
stage of scholarship here. Where there is a clear picture 
this will he given; hut where there are gaps, obscurities 
and differences of opinion, these will also he indicated. 
Full and annotated bibliographies will afford guidance 
to those who want to pursue their studies further. There 
will also he some account of the nature and extent of the 
source material. 
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to those who want to pursue their studies further. There 
will also be some account of the nature and extent of the 
source material. 

While the series is addressed in the first place to the 
educated reader, with little or no previous knowledge 
of the subject, its character is such that it should be 
of value also to university students and others whose 
interest is of a more professional kind. 

The transliteration of Arabic words is essentially that 
of the second edition of The Encyclopaedia of Islam 
(London, 196o, continuing) with three modifications. 
Two of these are normal with most British Arabists, 
namely, g for*' and j for dj. The third is something of a 
novelty. It is the replacement of the ligature used to 
show when two consonants are to be sounded together 
by an apostrophe to show when they are to be sounded 
separately. This means that dh,gh, kh, sh, th (and in non
Arabic words ch and zh) are to be sounded together; 
where there is an apostrophe, as in ad' ham, they are to 
be sounded separately. The apostrophe in this usage 
represents no sound, but, since it only occurs between 
tWo consonants (of which the second is h), it cannot be 
confused with the apostrophe representing the glottal 
stop (hamza), which never occurs between two con
sonants. 

W.Montgomery Watt 
GENERAL EDITOR 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Role of Legal History in Muslim jurisprudence 

LA WYERS, according to Edmund Burke, are bad his
torians. He was referring, of course, to a disinclination 
rather than ari inaptitude on the part of early nineteenth
century English lawyers to concern themselves with the 
past: for contemporary jurisprudence was a pure arid 
isolated science wherein law appeared as a body of rules, 
based upon objective criteria, whose nature and very 
existence were independent of considerations of_time 
and place. Despite the influence of the historical school 
of Western jurisprudence, whose thesis was that law 
grew out of, and developed along with, the life of a 
community, Burke's observation is still today generally 
valid. Legal practitioners, of course, are interested only 
in the most recent authorities and decisions; and English 
law, it may be remarked, has declared the year u89 to 
be the limit of legar memory for certain purposes. But 
more particularly, current Western jurisprudence as a 
whole relegates the historical method of enquiry to a 
subsidiary and subordinate role; for it i,s primarily direc
ted towards the study of law as it is or as it ought to be, 
not as it has been. 

Muslim jurisprudence, however, in its traditional 
form, provides a much more extreme example of a legal 
science divorced from historical considerations. Law, 
in classical Islamic theory, is the revealed will of God; a 
divinely ordained system preceding and not preceded 
by the Muslim state, controlling and not controlled by 
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Muslim society. There can thus be no notion of the law 
i~elf evolving as an histo~cal phenomenon closely tied 
wtth the pro_gress of s~ct~t:y. Naturally the discovery 
and form_ulauo~ o~ the dtvme law is a process of growth, 
systematically dtvtded by traditional doctrine into seve
ral _ distinct st~ges . Master-architects were followed by 
~UJlders who Implemented the plan ; successive genera
~ons of craftsmen made their own particular contrihu
tton to the fixtures, fittings, and interior decor until, the 
task completed, future jurists were simply passive care
takers of the eternal edifice. But this process is seen in 
co~plete isolation from the historical development of 
soctety as such. The role of the individual jurist is mea
sured by the purely subjective standard of its intrinsic 
worth in the process of discovery of the divine com
m?nd: It is _no~ consid_ered in the light of any external 
crttena or m lts relatiOnship to the circumstances of 
particular epochs or localities. In this sense the tradi
tional picture of the growth of Islamic law completely 
lac~~ the ~imension of historical depth. 

;,mce dtrect access to revelation of the divine will had 
ceased upon the death of the Prophet Muhammad the 
Sha~' a, h~vi?g once _achiev~d perfection o.f expres~ion, 
was t_n pnnctple stattc and tmmutable. Floating above 
Muslim society as a disembodied soul, freed from the 
currents a.nd vicissitudes of time, it represented the eter
nally valid ideal towards which society must aspire. To 
call Muslim jurisprudence idealistic is not to suggest 
that the terms of the law itself lack practical considera
~ions ~ealistically related to the needs of society; nor is 
tt to tmply that the practice of Muslim courts never 
coincided with this ideal. Both such propositions are 
demonstrably false. It is simply that Muslim legal philo
sophy has been essentially the elaboration and the ana
lysis of Shan""' a law in abstracto rather than a science of 
the positive law emanating from judicial tribunals. In 
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short, the function of Muslim jurisprudence has always 
been, with one notable but limited exception, to tell the 
courts what they ought to do, rather than attempt to 
prophesy what they will in fact do. 

Inherent, then, in Islamic law-to use the term in the 
sense of the laws which govern the lives of Muslims
is a distinction between the ideal doctrine and the actual 
practice, between the Shari' a law as expounded by the 
classical jurists and the positive law administered by the 
courts; and this provides a convenient basis for historical 
enquiry, which would proceed, simply, along the lines 
of the extent to which the practice of the courts has co
incided with or deviated from the norms of the Shari a. 
Muslim legal literature, however, has shown little inter
est in such an approach. Biographical chronicles of the 
judiciary in particular areas, descriptions of non-Shari' a 
jurisdictions and similar works, are not lacking; but 
they cannot be regarded as systematic or comprehensive 
accounts of_the legal practice, much less as attempts to 
compare th~ latter with the doctrine of the scholars. 
Occasional protests against the legal practice by indivi
dual jurists provide the exceptions to the general attitude 
of resignation which the majority assumed. The stan
dards of the religious law and the demands of political 
expediency often did not coincide; and perhaps the 
arbitrary pbwer of the political authority induced the 
jurists to adopt a discretionary policy of ignoring rather 
than denying. But however that may be, the nature of 
Muslim legal literature, coupled with the absence of any 
system of law-reporting, naturally makes any enquiry 
along the lines indicated a task of considerable difficulty. 
Light has been shed on certain aspects of the problem 
by Western scholarship, but the extent to which the 
ideal law has been translated into actuality in a given 
area at a given period remains a grave lacuna in our 
knowledge oflslamic legal history. 
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From these brief remarks on the nature of the Shari' a, 
it will be evident that the notion of historical process in 
law was wholly alien to classical Islamic jurisprudence. 
Legal history, in the Western sense, was not only a sub
ject of study devoid of purpose; it simply did not exist. 
Two developments in the present century, however
developments of a wholly different origin and nature 
but possessing, as will be seen, a link of profound signifi
cance-require a radical, revision of this traditional 
attitude. In the first place Joseph Schacht (who would 
generously ascribe the initiative in the approach he has 
adopted to that great Islamist of a previous genera
tion, Ignaz Goldziher) has formulated a thesis of the 
origins of Shari' a law which is irrefutable in its broad 
essentials and which proves that the classical theory of 
Shari' a law was the outcome of a complex historic;al 
process spanning a period of some three centuries; 
further development of this thesis by Western scholar
ship has shown how closely the growth of Islamic law 
was linked to current social, political and economic 
conditions. In the second place the notion of the Shari' a 
as a rigid and immutable system has been completely 
dispelled by legal developments in the Muslim world 
over the past few decades. In the Middle East particu
larly the substance of Shari' a family law as applied by 
the courts has been profoundly modified and to a large 
degree successfully adapted to the needs and the temper 
of society. 

Islamic legal history, then, does exist. The Shari'a 
may now be seen as an evolving legal system, and the 
classical concept oflaw falls into its true historical per
spective. This classical exposition represents the zenith 
of a process whereby the specific terms of the law came 
to be expressed as the irrevocable will of God. In con
trast with legal systems based upon human reason such 
a divine law possesses two major distinctive character-
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is1ics. Firstly, it is a rigid and immutable system, em
h< ,c] ying norms of an absolute and eternal validity, which 
arc not susceptible to modification by any legislative 
a11thority. Secondly, for the many different peoples 
who constitute the world oflslam, the divinely ordained 
Slwi' a represents the standard of uniformity as against 
1 he variety oflegal systems which would be the inevit
able result if law were the product of human reason 
based upon the local circumstances and the particular 
needs of a given community. In so far, then, as the 
historical evolution of Shari'a law falls into the three 
main stages of the growth, the predominance and the 
decline of the classical concept of law, the process may 
be measured in terms of these two criteria of rigidity 
and uniformity. 

During the formative period of the seventh to ninth 
centuries diversity of legal doctrine in the different 
localities oflslam was gradually reduced and the mobil
ity of the law progressively restricted, as the movement 
towards the classical theory gained ground. In the tenth 
century the law was cast in a rigid mould from which it 
did not really emerge until the twentieth century. Per
haps the degree of rigidity which the doctrine attained 
h<ls been unduly exaggerated, particularly in spheres 
other than that of the family law; and the notion of a 
uniform Shari' a is seriously qualified by wide variations 
of opinion between different schools and individual 
jurists. But a rift certainly developed between the terms 
of the classical law and the varied and changing demands 
of Muslim society; and, where the Shari' a was unable to 

make the necessary accommodations, local customary 
law continued to prevail in practice, and the jurisdiction 
of non-Shari'a tribunals was extended. From this state 
of coma, fast approaching rigor mortis, the Shari' a was 
roused and revived by legal modernism. Comparable 
to the effect of Equity on the moribund mediaeval 
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English common law, this movement has freed the con
gealed arteries of the Shari' a. In the claim of the moder
nists the Shari' a can he adapted to support the social 
upheavals and progress of modern times. Increasing 
mobility in the law, therefore, is the modern trend; and 
since the measure of adaptation of the traditional law is 
conditioned by the varying reaction of the different areas 
to the stimuli of modern life, the inevitable result is an in
creasing diversityoflegal p,ractice in the Muslim world. 

Fundamental indeed is the distinction between mod
ern Muslim legal philosophy and classical jurisprudence. 
According to the classical tradition law is imposed from 
above and postulates the eternally valid standards to 
which the structure of state and society must conform. 
In the modernist approach law is shaped by the needs of 
society; its function is to answer social problems. Thus 
expressed the distinction is, in broad terms, parallel with 
the conflict in modern Western jurisprudence between 
the exponents of ius naturae and the sociological school. 
But Islamic legal modernism in fact represents an inter
esting amalgam of the two positions. Social engineering, 
to use the phrase of Dean Pound, the American leader 
of the school of functional jurisprudence, is a fitting 
description of modernist activities. Yet the needs and 
aspirations of society cannot he, in Islam, the exclusive 
determinant of the law; they can legitimately operate 
only within the hounds of the norms and principles 
irrevocably established by the divine command. And it 
is precisely the determination of these limits which is the 
unfinished task of legal modernism. 

-The clash, therefore, between the allegedly rigid 
dictates of the traditional law and the demands of mod
ern society poses for Islam a fundamental problem of 
principle. If the law is to retai'n its form as the expression 
of the divine command, if indeed it is to remain Islamic 
law, reforms cannot he justified on the ground of social 
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nl'ccssity per se; they must find their juristic basis and J 
support in principles which are Islamic in the sense that 
till'~· re endorsed, expressly or impliedly, by the divine 
wil . · s long as the theory of classical Muslim juris
pruf cnce was predominant such support was difficult to 
find. I I ere it is, then, that the connection between mod
nnist legal activities and the results of the researches of 
Wl'stcrn orientalists becomes readily apparent. 

In its extreme form legal modernism rests upon the 
nut ion that the will of God was never expressed in terms 
s<' rigid or comprehensive as the classical doctrine main
t;linecl, but that it enunciates broad general principles 
which admit of varying interpretations and varying 
applications according to the circumstances of the time. 
Modernism, therefore, is a movement towards an his-
1 1 'rica! exegesis of the divine revelation. Western scholar
ship has demonstrated that Shari'a law originated as 
the implementation of the precepts of divine revelation 
within the framework of current social conditions, and 
thus provides the basis of historical fact to 'support the 
ideology underlying legal modernism. Once the classi
cal theory is seen in its historical perspective, as simply a 
stage in the evolution of the Shari' a, modernist activities 
n<' longer appear as a total departure from the one legiti
mate position, hut preserve the continuity of Islamic 
lq;"al tradition by taking up again the attitude of the 
t•arliest jurists and reviving a corpus whose growth had 
been artificially arrested and which had lain dormant for 
a period of ten centuries. 

Modernist activities, therefore, can find their most 
solid foundation in a correct appreciation of the his-
1 1 1rical growth of Shari' a hiw. As this movement gathers 
lllomentum and a new era in Muslim jurisprudence is 
ushered in, legal history assumes a role of vital and 
previously unparalleled significance. The Muslim jurist 
of today cannot afford to he a had historian. 
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Part One 

THE GENESIS OF SHARi'A LAW 

CHAPTER I 

QUR'ANIC LEGISLATION 

' ( ) 11 ~o: Y God and His Prophet.' In this Qur' anic command 
Ji,·s the supreme innovation introduced by Islam into 
11,,. social structure of Arabia: the establishment of a 
11ovr·l political authority possessing legislative power. 

Prior to the advent oflslam the unit of society was 
1 ill' tribe, the group of blood relatives who claimed 
dl'scent from a common ancestor. It was to the tribe as 
,, whole, not merely to its nominal leader, that the indi
vidual owed allegiance, and it was from the tribe as a 
whole that he obtained the protection of his interests. 
The exile, or any person hapless enough to find himself 
outside the sphere of this collective responsibility and 
sl'curity, was an outlaw in the fullest sense of the term, 
his prospects of survival remote unless he succeeded in 
gaining admittance into a tribal group by a species of 
;HI option or affiliation known as walii'. 

To the tribe as a whole belonged the power to deter
rninc the standards by which its members should live. 
But here the tribe is conceived not merely as the group 
of its present representatives but as a historical entity 
l'lllbracing past, present, and future generations. And 
this notion, of course, is the basis of the recognition of 
a customary law. The tribe was bound by the body of 
unwritten rules which had evolved along with the his
torical growth of the tribe itself as the manifestation of 
its spirit and character. Neither the tribal shaykh nor 
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any representative assembly had legislative power to 
interfere with this system. Modifications of the law, 
which naturally occurred with the passage of time, may 
have been initiated by individuals, but their real source 
lay in the will of the whole community, for they could 
not form part of the tribal law unless and until they were 
generally accepted as such. . . . . 

In the absence of any legislauve authonty It 1s not 
surprising that there did not exist any official organisa
tion for the administration of the law. Enforcement of 
the Jaw was generally the responsibility of the private 
individual who had suffered injury. Tribal pride usually 
demanded that inter-tribal disputes be settled by force 
of arms, while within the tribe recourse would usually 
be had to arbitration. But again this function was not 
exercised by appointed officials. A suitable ad hoc arbi
trator (~akam) was chosen by the parties to the dispute, 
a popular choice being the kiihin, a priest of a pagan cult 
who claimed supernatural powers of divination. 

This general picture of the primitive customary 
tribal law of Arabia in the sixth century requires some 
qualification as regards the settled communities of 
Mecca and Medina. Mecca, the birthplace of the Prophet 
Mu~ammad and a flourishing centre of trade, possessed 
a commercial law of sorts, while Medina, an agricultural 
area, knew elementary forms of land tenure. In Mecca, 
moreover, there appear to have existed the rudiments 
of a system of legal administration. Public arbitrators 
were appointed and other officials were charged with 
the task of recovering compensation in cases of homi
cide or wounding. Yet in both, these centres, just as 
among the Bedouin tribes, the sole basis oflaw lay in its 
recognition as established customary practice. 

The year 622 saw the establishment of the Muslim 
community in Medina. The Arab tribes or sub-tribes 
(with some temporary exceptions) accepted Mu~ammad 
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as rhe Prophet or spokesman of God, and regarded 
di<'Jnsdves and his Meccan followers as constituting a 
)!,rt •up of a new kind wherein the bond of a common 
rdi~ious faith transcended tribal ties. While Mu~am
Jnad's position gradually developed into one of political 
and legal sovereignty, the will of God as transmitted 
Jo 1hc community by him in the Qur'anic revelations 
r.11nl' to supersede tribal custom in various respects. To 
;tsscss the nature and scope of the legislation which the 
Qur'an contains and its impact upon the form and sub
~lilncc of the existing customary law is the purpose 
of 1 he remainder·of this chapter. 

In the evolution of a society the technical process of 
lt~ ~i~lation is a secondary stage. Reducing into terms of 
righ1s and obligations an accepted standard of conduct 
;tnd providing remedies in the event of its infringement, 
i1 prl'supposes the existence of this accepted standard. 
Na1 urally enough, therefore, the religious message of 
!Itt• founder-Prophet of Islam, the purpose of which 
included the establishing of certain basic standards of 
hc•haviour for the Muslim community, precedes, both 
in point of time and emphasis, his role as a political 
lq~islator. Accordingly, the so-called legal matter of 
1he Qur'an consists mainly of broad and general pro
posilions as to what the aims and aspirations of Muslim 
sm.:iety should be. It is essentially the bare formulation 
of li1c Islamic religious ethic. 

Most of the basic notions underlying civilised society 
lnd such a mode of expression in the Qur' an. Compas
Jon for the weaker members of society, fai rness and 
o d faith in commercial deaJings, incorruptibility in 

1 h ·administration of justice are all enjoined as desirable 
norms of behaviour without being translated into any 
lt•gal structure of rights and duties. The same applies to 
many precepts which are more particular, and more 
lll'culiarly Islamic, in their terms. Drinking of wine and 
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usury (riha) are both simply declared to be forbidden 
(~aram) in practically the same terms. But no indication 
of the legal incidents of the practices is contained in the 
Qur'an. In fact wine-drinking later became a criminal 
offence punishable by flogging while usury was a purely 
civil matter, the transaction being a type of invalid or 
unenforceable contract. This clearly demonstrates the 
distinct attitudes of the religious prophet and the poli
ticallegislator. Both are _obviously concerned with the 
consequences of an act or omission; but, while the legis
lator sees those consequences in terms of practical sanc
tions enforceable by human agencies, the prophet sees 
them as the attainment of merit or fault in the sight of 
God. The ultimate sanction visualised for the infringe
ment of the Qur'anic provisions is always the blessing 
or wrath of God. For example, those who wrongfully 
exploit the property of orphans, says the Qur'an, "only 
swallow down the fires of hell into their stomachs and 
shall bum in the flame". While political legislation 
considers social problems in terms of the effects of an 
individual's behaviour upon his neighbour or upon the 
community as a whole, a religious law looks beyond 
this to the effect that actions may have upon the con
science and eternal soul of the one who performs them. 
In short, the primary purpose of the Qur'an is tore~
late not the relationship of man with his fellows but hts 
relationship with his Creator. 

While the Qur'anic legislation, then, is predomi
nantly ethical in quality, the quantity is not great by any 
standards. It amounts in all to some six hundred verses, 
and the vast majority of these are concerned with the 
religious duties and ritual practices of prayer, fasting, 
and pilgrimage. No more than approximately eighty 
verses deal with legal topics in the strict sense of the 
term. The first laws of a society are naturally couched in 
brief and simple terms-as was the case with the Twelve 
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Tables of Roman law. But unlike the Twelve Tables the 
ur'5n does not attempt to cover, in however rudimen

t rry • form, all the basic eleme:lts of a .given legal rela-
1 , m. hip. Although the regula nons wru~h are of a ~ore 
J • Hically legal tone cover a great :'~.ety of sub1ec~s, 

r.rll l-(ing from women's dress to the dtvtston of the ~p01ls 
11f war, and from the prohibition of the flesh of swtne to 
the penalty of flogging for fornication, they often have 
the appearance of ad hoc solutions for particular prob
lrms rather than attempts to deal with any general topic 
comprehensively. . . 

This piecemeal nature of the legtslatton follows 
nnturally perhaps from the circumst~nces in ;-rh~ch the 
Qur'an was revealed; for the offictal c~mptlatwn of 
the Qur'an, which did not appear unttl some xears 
nftrr the death of the Prophet, represents an arbitrary 
11rrangement of short passages which had been uttered 
hy the Prophet at various times and in various places 
throughout his lifetime--or at least, as far as the legal 
vt•rses are concerned, during the ten years of his resi
dence at Medina. An example of this type of regula
tion which catered for the exigencies of the moment is 
provided by the verse (xxxi!i. 37) which ~bolishes the 
pre-Islamic custom of adoption, under whtch an adop
ted child had the legal status of the adopter's own child; 
fo~ this was designed to settle the controversy which 
Arose from the marriage of the Prophet to the divorced 
wife of his adopted son Zayd. Similarly the Qur' anic 
verses which lay down the penalty of eighty lashes for 
the offence of a false accusation of unchastity (qadhf) 
were revealed following imputations of adultery against 
the Prophet's wife, 'A'isha. . . 

Certain topics, it is true, are dealt wtth at constder
llhle length. But even here there is no single comprehen
alvc exposition of the topic. It was simply that certain 
problems of a recurring nature gave rise to a series of 
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regulations, disjointed in point both of time and sub
stance, on the same general subject, and these, when 
gathered together from their various positions in the 
Qur'an, afford some semblance of a detailed treatment. 
Without doubt it is the general subject of the position 
of women, married women in particular, which occupies 
pride of place in the Qur'anic laws. Rules on marriage 
and divorce are numerous and varied, and, with their 
general objective of the improvement of woman's 
status, represent some of the most radical reforms of 
the Arabian customary law effected in the Qur'an. The 
import of two outstanding rules in this context may be 
briefly noticed. 

As regards marriage the Qur'an commands that the 
wife alone shall receive the dower (mahr) payable by 
the husband. While payments to the wife herself were 
sometimes made in pre-Islamic times, the basic concept 
of marriage under some forms of the customary law was 
that of a sale of the woman by her father, or other near 
male relative, who received, qua vendor, the purchase 
price paid by the husband. The effect of this simple 
Qur'anic rule, then, is to transfer the wife from the 
positi?n of a sale-object to that of a contracting party 
who, m return for her granting the right of sexual union 
with herself, is entitled to receive the due consideration 
of the dower. She is now endowed with a legal com
petence she did not possess before. In the laws of divorce 
the supreme innovation of the Qur' an lies in the intro
duction of the "waiting period" (' idda). Prior to Islam 
a husband could discard his wife at a moment's notice. 
His repudiation (?alaq) of his wife, a right naturally 
stemming from his position as a purchaser of her, 
operated as an immediate and final severance of the 
marital relationship. The Qur'an now virtually sus
pended the effect of the repudiation until the expiry of 
the "waiting period", which was to last until the wife 
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h,,, I , • 1111pkred three menstrual cycles or, if she proved 
1'"'1'.''·"11, 11111il cldivery of the child. This period is 
1'"'"·1' ily desi~ned , according to the express terms of 
dr, · <.lnr':lll itself, to provide an opportunity for recon
' d1.11 i""· ;111<.l during it the wife is entitled to financial 
'· "1'1'"" ln11n the husband. 

Jt, ·l<>lllls such as these obviously go a long way to
w.ud• .. lllll'liorating the position of the wife. But they 
.Ill ' .l .. ·:ig•H'd 10 remedy only particular aspects of the 
IILIIII.il rt'larionship: they do not attempt to create an 
··nd,. ·ly novd structure of family law or to eradicate the 
!,,, .. " 1 <lll('l'(lts of existing customary practices. Mar
ll.lf','' 1 l'lllclins a contract in which the husband, as a 
'I"·''" lliii"L·il;lser, occupies the dominant position. He 
.d ·,,. l'o'l.iins his basic right (which, as has been p'ointed 
11111 , i·1 a natural corollary of that concept) unilaterally to 
tt ' llllinare tlre marriage. "The men are overseers over 
rill' wt~nten",says the Qur'an, "by reason of. .. the pro
p• ·rr y which they have contributed" (i.e. the dower and 
111.11111•·nance). But this patriarchal scheme of society is 
"' 11v subjected to the tempering influence of the ethical 
Nt.uubrd of fair treatment for women. The oft-repeated 
111juneriun to "retain wives honourably or release them 
wirlr kindness" finds its practical implementation in 
lq1,.d ndes which mitigate for women the rigours of that 
.,"; 'il'ry and remove its harshest features. In short, the 
'l111-' :i11 ic regulations modify in certain particulars rather 
t h.lll supplant entirely the existing customary law. 

I '• Tlr;tps the best illustration of the various aspects of 
clr•· 'lt1r'anic laws to which we have referred is provided 
h y rl1 1 • rep;u Ia tions concerning inheri ranee. In pre-Islamic 
CtiiH'S 1 he rules of inheritance were designed to con
No olidarc rite strength of the individual tribe as an effec
tivl ' p;t rticipant in the popular sport of tribal warfare. 
P.tll'iliueal in structure, the tribe was formed of those 
whn traced their descent from the common ancestor 
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exclusively through male links.' Accordingly, in order 
to keep property within the tribe, rights of inheritance 
belonged solely to the male agnate relatives(' a~aha) of 
the deceased. Furthermore, it was the "nearest" such 
relative alone who inherited, the order of priority being 
the descendants of the deceased, followed by his father, 
his brothers and their issue, his paternal grandfather, 
and finally his uncles and their descendants. Although 
there is some evidence that property was occasionally 
bequeathed, outside this scheme, to close relatives such 
as parents and daughters, the general rule was that 
females had no rights of succession; nor had minor 
children-on the ground, presumably, of their inability 
to participate in military activities. 

The first Qur'anic reference to this subject is a 
typically ethical injunction which urges a person who 
is on the point of death to "bequeath equitably to his 
parents and kindred". This provision obviously quali
fies, in general, the system ofexclusive inheritance by 
the male agnate relatives and in particular recognises 
the capacity of women relatives to succeed. As such it 
reflects the transition effected by Islam from a society 
based on blood relationship to one based on a common 
religious faith; and in this new society the individual 
family has replaced the tribe as the basic unit.2 

Later circumstances, however, necessitated the trans
lation of this general injunction into more positive and 
practical rules. Following the death of many Muslims 
in the battles fought against the unbelievers, a series of 
Qur'anic revelations allotted specific fractions of the 
deceased's estate to individual relatives. Of the nine 
relatives so entitled six are women-the wife, the 
mother, the daughter, the germane, consanguine and 
uterine sisters-and the remaining three are male rela
tives who would either never have inherited at all under 
the old system (i.e. the husband and the uterine brother) 
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111 wo11ld have been excluded by a nearer agnate (i.e. the 
f,ulll'r, who would not have inherited in competition 
wilh .r son of the deceased). Although the Qur'an does 
11ot nprcssly recognise the claims of the male agnate 
1rl,11 iv•·s as such, it enacts that where the deceased is 
-Ill vivnl by sons and daughters the share of the son 
-lt.rlllw double that of the daughter; and a similar prin-
t lpk ;rpplies when the heirs are the deceased's brothers 
nnd ~ i s tns. The obvious intention, then, of the Qur' anic 
rui•·N is not to sweep away the agnatic system entirely 
lmt llll'l'l'ly to modify it, with the particular objective of 
lluprovin~ the position of female relatives, by super
lmpo~in~ upon the male agnates an additional class of 
nrw lwirs. Once again the legislation is by way of a 
~uppl<'ment to, not a substitute for, the existing custo
nurry law. 

Fur those who were pledged to conduct their lives in 
11t rmd;rncc with the will of God the Qur'an itself did 
11111 provide a simple and straightforward code of law. 
A•nlq~islative document, the Qur'an raises manyprob
lflmN; hut we are not for the moment concerned with the 
1111111ifold and complex questions of the interpretation of 
lltr Qur'an and its precise implications which were to 
'""-'llflr,thcmindsoflaterandmore sophisticated genera
lloiJ~. fhere were, however, two basic problems which 
Ill liNt have been of immediate concern to the contem
pmarics of the Prophet themselves. 

lu the first place there was the question of the effect, 
In trrms of practical measures, of the essentially ethical 
Mlluulards established by the Qur'an. Usury had been 
-Imply prohibited. But it is hardly too cynical to suggest 
tl uu 1 he potential lender or borrower might be at least 
liN intncstcd in the effect of his dealings on his pocket or 
hi" pt·rson as he would he in the prospect of eternal 
tl1111111<ll ion.3 

lu some cases the legal implications of an ethical 
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norm were self-e ident. On the subject of homicide and 
physical assaults, for example, the Qur'iin lays down Lltl' 

standard of just retribution in the maxim' an eye for an 
eye and a life for a life". Under me pre-Islamic custo
mary law a rough system of private justice, dominated 
by tbe notion of vengeance, had prevailed in these 
matters: T!1e_lo s o_L tribal member was to be avenged 
by the mfl1caon o( a corresponding loss upon the cul
prit's tribe who were collectively responsible for tl1e 
action of one of their members. Until satisfactory ven
geance had been wreaked, the soul of the victim- could 
not rest in peace; and, since the natural tendency was for 
a tribe to set an exaggerated value on the member it had 
lost, two or more lives might be claimed in revenge for 
a single victim. The Qur'anic maxim thus radically 
altered the legal incidents of homicide. Henceforth onlv 
one life-the life of the killer himself-was due forth~ 
life of the victim, and the distinction is marked by a 
ch~nge of terminology, the term tha' r (blood revenge) 
bemg replaced by that of qi~a~ (just retaliation). It is 
once again norewonhy, however, that the basic struc
ture of the existing law is left un hanged. Homicide 
remains an offence whid1 falls into the category of civil 
injuries rather than that ofpublic"'ffcnces or crimes for 
it is the relatives of the victim who have the right to 
demand retaliation, accept compensation or pardon dJc 
offence alrogcther. his still a ma tter for private ju rice 
but that justice i.s now to be meted out in accordance 
with the moral standard of just and exact reparation for 
loss suffered, the maxim of a life for a life itself stemming 
from the broader religious principle that all Muslims are 
equal in the sight of God. 

But the legal implications of the Qur'anic precepts 
were by no means always as self-evident as in the case of 
homicide. Polygamy, restricted to a maximum of four 
wives concurrently, is expressly permitted, but at the 
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-·IIIII' liiiH' lmsbands are enjoined to treat co-wives 
np1.dly .111d not to marry more than one wife if they fear 
lill"y will he unable to do so. Does this represent a legal 
, 1 "1d11 ion .Ill aching to polygamous unions, and if so 
11 11.11 1, 1 he remedy for its breach? Or is the duty of 
illljl.llll.d IITatmcnt simply a matter for the conscience 
ul d1 .. lliilividual husband? These and similar questions 
111 onld "oon require an answer from those whose task it 
II''"' In apply the law of God. 

'I'll<' second and even more obvious problem arises 
f1c 11111i1t' <Hnissionsin the Qur'aniclegislation. On many 
lt·fl,•lllopics, of course, the Qur'an is completely silent. 
IIIII 1 his would occasion no difficulty, at least for the 
•·•tdy Muslim community, inasmuch as the existing 
111~111111ary law would continue to apply in these re
~1"'' 1~. l1 is a natural canon of construction, and one in 
f11ll .tn•ord with the general tenor of the Qur'an, that 
tlw ·''"''~~" quo is tacitly ratified unless it is expressly 
t'IIII'IHlcd. Again the rules in the Qur'an on certain 
-llhJt't' ls may be extremely rudimentary. There is the 
l!'lll',llcd injunction, for example, to pay alms ({akat), to 
llu· t'XIt"llt a person can afford, to those in need. Simple 
111h·., lib· this naturally proved inadequate as society 
f'l"f!,l"l'sscd, and they were later developed into an elabo
"'"' syslcm ?f taxation which specified the amount 
Jhly.thlc , 1 he property subject to the tax and the order of 
pdori 1 y among beneficiaries. But this does not consti-
1111•· .Ill omission, in our sense, in the Qur'an. Neverthe-
1•"•~. ill cerlain respects the Qur'an formulated novel 
111l•"• ll'hiclt were manifestly incomplete in themselves. 
A 11 Ill !ISlanding instance is provided by the rules of 
lnl11·1 il.llle<: previously discussed. While the injunction 
111 111.1kt· out bequests in favour of near relatives had 
dr.nly been superseded by the system of fixed shares, 
tlth hq•,ged the obvious and unanswered question as to 
wlu·dH·r ally power at all of testamentary disposition 
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still remained, and if it did to what extent and in favour 
of whom it could be exercised. 

How these lacunae were filled, and how the other 
problems to which we have alluded were solved will be 
indicated in the chapters that follow. Here we ha~e been 
attempting an objective assessment of the Qur'an itself 
as a legislative document, and enough has now been said 
to show that it does not expressly provide solutions for 
all the legal problems inherent in the organisation of a 
society. The principle that God was the only lawgiver 
and that his command was to have supreme control over 
all aspects of life was clearly established. But that com
mand was not. expressed in the form of a complete 
or comprehen~tve charter for the Muslim community. 
Later events, mdeed, were to show that the Qur'anic 
precepts form little more than the preamble to an 
Islamic code of behaviour for which succeeding genera
tions supplied the operative parts. 

CHAPTER 2 

J.E(;AL PRACTICE IN THE FIRST 
CENTURY OF ISLAM 

Tmt prriod up to the year A.D. 750 witnessed the 
I nm-fl•rmation of Islam from a small religious com
rnunlt yin Arabia to a vast military empire which on one 
1ldl'l threatened the frontiers of Latin Christendom in 
tlu• Pyrrnccs and on the other stood astride the northern 
iiJlJlmilchcs to the Indian sub-continent. Within the 
1p11M of a century the Islamic empire had embraced a 
~&r1'!11 l'Omplcxity of races, cultures and religions; its 
rulltitotl dominion had spread over territories as differ
lilt liN those which were formerly subject to the highly 
tlilVI.'Iupcd civilisations of Byzantine and Persian rule 
1111d thosc which supported the more primitive societies 
of the Arab peoples and the Berber tribes of North 
Afrk11. Little imagination is needed to appreciate the 
IJ't!lllrndous problems of administrative organisation 
whirh faced the Arab rulers as a result of the military 
oninptt·sts and the social and economic upheavals which 
fulluwcd in their wake. Nor was Islam free from internal 
pollricnltroubles in this period, when disputes concern
lnw; tht' right of succession to leadership produced a 
p~>rlml of civil war, a series of revolts, and the formation 
uf political factions hostile to the central power. This 
litpldly moving background of momentous historical 
I'VI'Ill~ determined the course of legal development 
dudn!l; the first century ofislam. 

Ar~ long as Mutammad was alive he was naturally 
fl!l(lll'clt'd as the ideal person to settle disputes. Later 
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generations falsely ascribed to Mu~ammad a great cor 
pus of legal decisions, and the extent of his extr~l 
Qur'anic law-making is the subject of the greatest sing!t• 
comroversy in early Islamic legal history. This prob 
lem, however, wiiJ be more conveniently di scussed at a 
later stage. Suffice it to say here that Mul~ammad mu~r 
have been faced during his rule at Medina wit.h a varier; 
of legal problems, particularly those which, as we lm\ ·l. 
noted, arose ou t of ~e terms of the Qur' an itself: Ht>
course to a pagan arbitrator, or lcahin, had been pecifi
cally denounced in the Qur'an ru1d Mui:Jammad had 
been elevated to the position of judge upreme with 
the function of interpreting and explaining rhe gener<~l 
provisions of the divine revelation . 

One example of his varied rulings ·of rJ1is nature will 
be sufficient. In t.he matter of inheri tance the Qur'an had 
introduced radical but ambiguous innovations. A series 
of rulings by Mu~ammad clarified the position. First t IH 
relationship between the new heirs named in the Qur'an 
and the old heirs of the cusromary law was e tablished 
by the simple rule that the Qur'anic heirs should first bl· 
given their share and then the residue shou ld go ro rllL' 
nearest 'a~aba relative. Secondly Mui,lammad made it 
clear that the bulk of an estatemustnecessarily devolve in 
accordance wicl1 this scheme by restricting the power o{ 
testamentary disposition to one-third of the net asset s. 
~inally th~ principle of the inviolability of the propor
tionate claims of the legal heirs was enshrined in the 
rule: "No bequest in favour of an heir". 
· Regulations of this nature marked the beginnings or 
the growth of a legal structure out of the ethical prin
ciples contained in the Qur'an. But Mul;ammad made 
no attempt to elaborate anything like a code of law on 
this basis. He was content to proffer ad hoc solutions as 
problems arose. 

For some thirty years after the death of Mul,lammad 
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111 f1\ 1 ~'It-dina remained the focal point of Muslim ac
li\IIV. I krl' the vital issue was that of succession to the 
I'' dt r IL .d .1111 liority ofMu~ammad. At first it was natural 
1 1!.11 rIll' i11fluencc of those most closely associated with 
ldtn ·.l1o11dd prevail, and the office of Caliph-"succes
''"1" 1 • 1 tl~t· Prophet-was held in succession by four of 
Muh.lllllll<td's most intimate companions: Abii-Bakr, 
'lln1.11, 'lJ t hman and' Ali. 

I l111 ing this period military expeditions, meeting 
\\ itl1 in .. n·asing success, expelled the Byzantine forces 
!111111 .",v1· i~1 and Egypt and overran Persia; and such 
1 "'l'l"'"·t·; posed novel problems for these Caliphs. To 
'II ttl.! I i; ;II r ributed the foundation of the rudiments of 
,, lt'•l .d rq~ime when, in 641, he instituted the diwan, or 
lhll 11 d I rl'gister, to facilitate the distribution of stipends. 
',it11d.111y !tis decision not to divide out the conquered 
1<-r 111•11 it·s a111ong the soldiery but to retain them in the 

Iotti olio· IIWnersh~p of the Muslim ~om~unity, exacting a 
.tnd 1.1\ (klwrii;) from the occupter, mauguratcd a new 
"""''Ill of land tenure. But the principal concern of the 
oltllhmitit·s lay with the internal organisation of the 
llllillllllll ity. 

llpo11 t lte Caliphs and their advisers fell the duty of 
l111tl~t'l' itnplementing t~e Qur'anic provisions in the 
o>IIIIC' :;pirit as their former leader. Once again instructive 
"''unpb of this activity are provided by the subject 
ul inht·rirance. Why this particular sphere of the law 
~ho11dcl lm·e proved of such importance in Medina is 
rw•ily t· .xplaincd. The new Qur'iinic scheme of inherit
•IIIU' ~t·prcscnted the transition from a tribal society to 
,, ~~~~ il't y in which the individual family was the unit 
illlol in which the rights of relatives other than the male 
,t!l,ll.ltc- n·l;i!ives were recognised. Epitomised, therefore, 
In rlw problems to which it gave rise is the tension 
<ft',llo·d hl'tween the old and the new orders. Moreover, 
d~t• .,, olur ion of these probiems was a matter of practical 
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urgency: for the increasing influx of booty to the 
treasury created an intense preoccupation with the 
newly acquired wealth and provoked a legal activity 
concerning its devolution on death, which was matched 
only by the concern for its distribution among the 
living. 

To 'Ali is ascribed the device of proportionately 
reducing the fractional shares allotted by the Qur'an 
when these add up ~o more than a unity. From the 
somewhat arresting circumstances in which it occurred 
the case is known as the Minbariyya (the Pulpit case). 
While delivering a sermon in the mosque 'Ali was 
interrupted by a questioner from the congregation wh 
asked what happened to the wife (normal share l ) when 
the deceased husband had also left two daughters (i), 
a father (i) and a mother(-!). 'Ali, we are told, replied 
without any hesitation: "The wife's one-eighth be
comes one-ninth". And the shares of the other relatives, 
of course, were abated in proportion. 

For other problems, and other judges, the solution 
was not so readily reached. Where the deceased was 
survived only by his maternal and paternal grand
motners Abii-Bakr adjudged the whole estate in the 
first instance to the maternal grandmother, on the 
ground, presumably, that, since the Qur'an does 
not specifically mention grandmothers, the mother's 
mother, but not the father's mother, could be regarded 
as the mother of the deceased. But when 'Abd-ar
Ral;unan ibn-Sahl raised the question of reciprocity and 
pointed out that the person from whom the present 
propositus would have inherited as an agnate had been 
excluded and all had been given to the person from 
whom the present propositus, as a daughter's son, 
would never have inherited, Abu-Bakr revised his deci
sion and gave both the grandmothers equal shares. 

Probably the most striking illustration of the conflict 
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hr t WtTil the old and the new orders of cosiety is reflec
ted t11thl' celebrated case of the Himarryya (the Donkey 
1 ~ ··r ). The deceased had left a husband, mother, two full 
t. 1 .,dl!'tsancl two uterine brothers. 'Umar, in accordance 
wlllt illl' rule of first satisfying the Qur'anic shares, gave 
rh r. hu ~ hancl 2 the mother 6 and the uterine brothers 3, 
thll~ nkmsti~g the estate and leavnig nothing for t?e 
ff~ldu.1ry heirs, the full brot~ers. The_se latter, despt~e 
vi~J,~ ontus protestations of their pre-emme~ce as agnatic 
hPil ~ .uul bitter complaints that they had m effect been 
uu•tl'd hy the non-agnatic half-brothers, w:re forced to 
dcpilrl l'mpty-handed. Since there was no dtspute about 
lhl" rightx of the husband a':d the mother .t~e case 
tll-lllvt•cl itself into a straightforward competttJon for 
tht~ \ r<'siduc between the heirs of the old customary law 
und thl' new Qur'anic heirs, and 'Umar had preferred 
thr ,]aims of the latter. The full brothers, however, 
l111rr ;1ppcaled against the decision on the ground that 
ill lt•.lst they had the same mother as the deceased and 
thrrl'fon: possessed the very same quality of relation
~hlp which was the exclusive basi~ of the ute~ne br~
thrr~· right of inheritance. Acceptmg the logtc of t?ts 
iii'KIIIIIt'llt, 'Umar allowed them to share equ~Ily wtth 
tlw utnine brothers in the 3· The case takes tts name 
ftlllll tl11• way in which the full brothers explained that 
thtty wished to claim qua uterines and waive their char
lirlr:'l' of ag;nates. "Assume", they said, "that our father 
due·~ not count. Consider him a donkey (himar)." 

From the readiness of the Caliphs Ahu-Bakr and 
'llmat' to take advice it is evident that the right ofinter
JI' 1 n~ the Qur'anic regulations was not the p~ivilege 
11 l 111y sp cia! official body but co~ld be ~xerctsed by 
111 1111 · whose piety or social consoence dtctated such 

1111 • • Zayd ibn-Thanit, the fo rmer secretary of 
Mulhtlllt'nad is one whose name is often associated with 
vl!-!w~ solvi~g the arithmetical complexities of the laws 
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of succession. Since they now wore the mantle of tht· 
political, if not the religious, authority of the Prophet, 
the Caliphs were naturally regarded as eminently quali
fied judges. But there is no reason to suppose that othn 
close associates of MuJ:!ammad did not fulfil this role, 
in accordance with the established custom of the parties 
to a dispute selecting their own arbitrator. 

Naturally enough, however, the Caliphs alone had 
the power of positive. legislation, a power implied by 
the Qur'anic erse: " Obey God, his prophet and tho c 
in charge of you r affairs". Such power seems occasi on
ally to have been exerci ed durina tbe fedinan peri d 
by way of a supplemenr to the Qur'an-to lay down, 
for example, the penalry for wine-drinking. This was 
fixed, apparently, at forty lashes by Abu-Bakr, and 
later at eighty lashes by' Umar and' Ali, the latter draw
ing a rough parallel with the offence of qadhf (false 
accusation of unchastity) for which the Qur'an had 
fixed the same penalty. Again, circumstances obviously 
called for the regulation of matters altogether outside 
the purview of the Qur'anic provisions.' Umar's fiscal 
laws have already been mentioned, and the general 
po~er of defining offences and the punishment therefor, 
in the interests of public security, was certainly used. 
But the precise nature and scope of this legislative 
activity remains clouded in obscurity. 

During the Medinan period, then, the principles of 
the Qur'anic legislation were developed by the Prophet 
and his successors tO th degree that was required by 
the practical problems confronting the Muslim com
munity in Medina. In a spirit of compromise typified by 
the case of the /fimiiriyya, a population deeply attached 
to its traditional values had come to terms with the 
dictates of its new religious faith. 

Events now took place which brought about a pro
found change in the character of Islam. As military 
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t llltopw·.l ·. produced a growing awareness of political 
I'"''·"' t h,· im111cdiate force and impact of the distinctive 
1w·n.q·,• · "' Uam began to wane and the old Arab tribal 
tolr,,· . ~t · .•· . : .t·owd themselves. After the acknowledgement 
, <1 ~~~~· .t1vi yo~ as Caliph in 66r and the foundation of the 
llno.t\ 1 ·"' dynasty, members of the old aristocracy set 
"''fi' '''' .olu>lll the task of consolidating the vast terri
lt•ll.d l'.o~in:>. From their new seat of government at 
I ),lfn,l'•tll'• the Empire builders wielded their political 

llllll ,.1 111 dw name of Islam; but while the Medinan 
.dq d1·. l1.1d he en the servants of the religion the Um,ay .. 

\''" 1·, ,,·,·n· i 1,; m;tsters. Damascus became the centre of an 
llfW,•tltl· .. lli<tlt for administering the affairs of the con
tjllrl o·d pn >vinccs and their populations-the occupying 
Ar.th j, <ITt's no less than the original inhabitants; and this 
ptt•dtlo ,.d .tlcgal development of such broad dimensions 
tlioll it 1\t.l(k the activities of the Medinan period seem 
1•11 11 h!.tl in comparison. 

llu J ; 1 ~ic.: policy of the Urnayyads, dictated by neces
ll 1 W•l. 1 h ' preservation of rhe existing administrative 
11111 llll'l in the provinces. Umayyad practice thus 

1, IIIJ,II ly ,tbsorl cd many concepts and institutions of 
f, •il'ifl,ll migin. The legal status of non-Muslim subjects 
In 1~l.t111 was ti10delled largely on the position of the 
ftOJII , it i;.t·n f.,;roups in the Eastern Roman empire. By 
tit~· 1 11111' .tel o( dl1imma, which Pmbodied the notion of 
{t',t,., 111 llo1t1an law, the Jewish and Christian com
'uuttlllio"i, "r dl1immis, paid a poll tax in return for the 
"lhll.tl<l<'<' of protection and the preservation of their 
t'lttlll·• 1111dn their own personal law administered by 
tlirlt 1.1hhinical and ecclesiastical tribunals. Although 
1lw lotllulations of this policy \Vere laid earlier, the 
tll'l•lilo·d n·g1dations concerning the dhimmis were the 
Will k 'd tit!' Umayyads.4 Similarly they elaborated and 
~y-t••tn.lliscrl the tax laws inaugurated by 'Umar. 

On•· particular adrninistrative office taken over . by 
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the Umayyad regime was that of the Byzantine market 
inspector, or agoronomos. This official, bearing the 
equivalent Arabic title of' ami! as-siitj, possessed limited 
powers of jurisdiction concerning such things as weights 
and measures used in the market and petty offences 
committed there. At a later stage he was entrusted with 
the peculiarly Islamic function of ~isha, or the duty of 
safeguarding the proper standards of religious morality. 
Accordingly he now took the title of mu~tasih, but still 
retained the market-place jurisdiction as a legacy of his 
historical origin. 

Such adoption of existing administrative machinery 
naturally opened the door to a wider reception offoreign 
elements in the substantive law proper. Because of the 
lack of contemporary sources the precise measure of 
this influence cannot be known, but it must have been 
considerable. It extended from details of legal termino
logy-for example, the term tadlis, with the root con
sonants DLS and meaning the fraudulent concealment 
of defects in merchandise, is an Arabicized form of the 
Byzantine Greek DoLoS-to that important part of 
property law known as wa'lf, that is, religious trust 
or charitable settlement; for this institution stemmed 
largely from the Byzantine system of piae causae. Over 
the whole of the Umayyad period standards and norms 
of fQreign law (Sasanian Persian as well as Roman law) 
gradually infiltrated into legal practice, so that Muslim 
jurisprudence in the mid-eighth century could take 
them for granted when conscious knowledge of their 
origin had been lost. 

Among the army of officials created by the Umayyad 
administration was the 'liitfi, a judge of a special kind. 
Like all other officials he was the delegate of the local 
governor and had the particular task of settling disputes; 
administrative efficiency could no longer tolerate the 
old system of ad hoc arbitrators. But at first this judicial 
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ltttr• 11"11 i~ a subordinate, almost a merely incidental, 
1'"11 .,f .ulrninistrative work.s In the early days we find 
lit ~ • I tid .. r police and the Master of the Treasury acting 
~· tldi 1. In A.D. 717 the Egyptian qa/i'lya~ was also the 
ttfllt lrrl in l'lrarge of the granary. Not until towards the 
r11tl "' t Itt' lJ mayyad period, it would appear, were qa/iS 
"'' lll~ivt·ly !'oncerned with judicial business. And with 
llrr '"'''' of tlrl'ir character as jacks-of-all-trades the first 
I til• · · ~~~~ .qm lcssionalprideappear. Khayr ibn-Nu' aym, 
t~flrt '' tr·rnt of office as qri/i of Egypt, was appointed 
tn 1lu· lll'wrds Office. On being appointed qa/i for a 
••"""" 11'1'111 he refused to adjudicate a suit brought by 
thr ~·•vrmor ' Abd-al-Malik ibn-Marwan, and this pro
\lll~rtl from the latter the comment: "Perhaps you are 

11 1 ltlt 11 for making you a scribe after you had 
1 .. • 11 11 9 <II" . This same qa/i refused to con tinue in 
'rfl t • h n t h governorintervened to set free a soldier 

lurm dlt' /'udg had imprisoned while awaiting further 
.!1 1 1 • t 1 t he had committed slander. Khayr ihn
t' 1 m tl · held the office of qri{{, or instructor on 

1 I 1111 pr· 'Cep t and precedents. T his was often a 
Jultlt ~ ppoi n t ment with that of qa/i, and the redoubtable 
)O,~yr• Hrt·ms to have considered it a fit and proper task 
fut 11 j111l~c. 

A• "uhordinate officials the tjri/is were, of course, 
hruuul hy the orders of the political authority. But such 
tUrN' IIvc·~ 01s were issued to them were of an essentially 
ltllllhtiNtrativc nature. Thus Mu'awiya, while effective 
•IIV!ll'llor of Egypt in 657, ordered that the compensa
tlrm clur in cases of wounding and assault should be 
ftllfiV!'Ird hy the pay-roll officer making the necessary 
~llthll'tlonN from the stipends of the offender's tribe in 
hl•fl•lr•u•111~ spread over three years. In addition there 
ill'fl llrvrntl recorded instances ot judges seeking and 
hlt'f' IVIIlff, tht• advice of their political superiors on points 
11,.l11w. But the Umayyad Caliphs and governors seem 
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to have been generally content to leave such matt~rs 
to their qat/is. As a result the general uniformity tk:t 
prevailed in the sphere of public law (e.g. fiscal la\1 

and the treatment of the non-Muslim communities), 
which was the subject of regulation from the cenm: 
government, was matched by a corresponding diversi t; 
in private law. 

There were two principal reasons for this diversity. 
Firstly, the basic feature of the qat/i's work was th,· 
application of the local law and this varied considerably 
throughout the territories of Islam. Society in Medina, 
for instance, remained faithful to the traditional con· 
cepts of Arabian tribal law under which the arranging 
of marriage alliances was the prerogative of the mail
member~ of the family. No woman, therefore, could 
contr~ct a marriage on her ewn account but had to be 
given in marriage by her guardian. In Kilfa, on the 

. other hand, a town in Iraq which had started as a military 
encampment, the admixture of diverse ethnic groups 
in a predominantly Persian milieu produced a cosmo
politan atmosphere to which the standards of a closely 
knit tribal society were alien. Woman occupied a less 
inferior position and in particular had the right to con· 
elude her own marriage contract without the interven
tion of her guardian. 6 

The second reason behind the diversity in Umayyad 
legal practice was the simple fact that the power of the 
individual judge to decide according to his own personal 
opinion (ra'y) was to all intents and purposes unrestric
ted. No real unifying influence was exerted by the central 
government and there was no hierarchy of superior 
courts whose bindingprecedentsmighthave established 
the uniformity of a case law system. Nor can it be said 
that the Qur'anic laws provided a strong unifying ele
ment. Apart from their limited scope, whether or not 
the Qur'anic norms were applied at all depended simply 
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IIJI"II 1111' d,·!.!/tT of knowledge and piety possessed by 
lite llulividu.d judge. But even for the pious qarfis the 
lllt t> ljllt 'Lil ion of the Qur'anic provisions was largely a 
"'""'' ' .,j' personal discretion, so that, apart from the 
"''"l'l1· .11trl basic rules, their application often added to 
fiillll' l 1 1!.111 subtracted from the prevailing diversity in 
kl!••lpLtl 1 in·. Two examples from the laws of marriage 
llllrl dl\'"''' '' will illustrate this. 

Tlw l11·.1 case arises from uncertainty in the text of 
tlu• l)111 .. 111 itself. Oneofthevariantreadingswhichhad 
1'\l•ott·d i11 early days concerned the rights of a finally 
trp!tdi.lt<·d wife during her 'idda or "waiting period". 
\\'hllr til!' otlicial text of the Qur'an (lxv. 6), addressed 
"' lttt·,j,,,,uls, reads: "Lodge them where you lodge 
ill''''"lin! r. to your circumstances", the text transmitted 
l.tv llllt -r-.h,' C1d, an eminent companion of the Prophet 
"'''" lt.1d li ,.,.d in Klifa, contained the additional words: 
"J .11dp,•· them where you lodge and bear their expenses 
, , , ' 1' A 1 1 'Ill d i ngl y the practice in Kilfa was to allow such 
il t~>plldi.ttl'd wife full maintenance during her 'idda 
twrltul, while elsewhere she had the bare right to the 
5ludtn "' tltc husband's roof. 

l )Ill ~.~·wnd example illustrates the diversity of opin
lull wltkl1 obtained, even among the judiciary of one 
piHiintl.u· locality, on the question of the precise legal 
hnpllt ;tti<llts 11f a general moral injunction of the Qur'an. 
Vrt~t"• "' llw Qur'an (ii. 236, 241) urge husbands to 
lflii~~J "a L1ir provision" for wives they have repudiated. 
IJm. )llljayra, '!#i of Egypt 688-702, considered such 
pr11\"l~loll, which came to be called mut' a, to be obliga
lnfy, ll1· lix,·d the amount at three dinars and arranged 
f11t It~,,.,' •vny by ordering the pay-roll official to make 
till' Ill'• , .. ,•,;u-y deduction from the husband's stipend. On 
tlll:l 111il!'l lt.tlld, a httcr qar/i, Tawba ibn-Namir, opined 
tluu tl~t· l,)ur':illic injunction was directed only to the 
lw~l .. uul \ conscience. When a husband refused his 
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request to provide a mut'a for his repudiated wif,., 
Tawba "fell silent, for he did not consider that 11 

was legally binding upon the husband"; although in ·' 
later case, where this same husband appeared as a wi 1 
ness, Tawba refused to accept his testimony, on t!J,. 
ground that he was not to be numbered "among rh .. 
virtuous and the pious". Under Tawba's successor, 
Khayr ibn-Nu'aym, mut'a once again became a stri<l 
legal obligation. 

A typical picture of the activities of the later Umay-
yad judges is provided by al-Kindi's account ofTawh:• 
ibn-Namir's term of office in Egypt (733-737). It is tht 
picture of a hard-working official (who forbade his wif,. , 
under pain of divorce, to talk of judicial business durin1 ·. 
his leisure hours) faced with a great variety oflaw suit'. 
and generally enjoying a discretion bounded only IJ\ 
the dictates of common sense. Although the norm~;! 
standard oflegal proof was two witnesses, Tawba would 
accept the evidence of one witness coupled with the oar!J 
of the plaintiff as to the truth of his claim in "trifljn!!. 
matters". He rejected the evidence of witnesses whom 
he considered biased because of inter-tribal enmity be
tween the parties, or of those persons whose conduc1 
he regarded as morally blameworthy-as we have jus I 
seen in the case of the husband who refused to pav 
mut'a. The absence of any rigidity in the law allowe;l 
Tawba to deal with each case on its individual merits. 
When the plaintiffs sought his permission to sell ~~ 

mukiitab slave (one who has contracted to purchase hi s 
freedom by instalments) on the ground that the slavl' 
had defaulted in his payments, Tawba was prepared to 
grant the slave one year's grace to make up the arrears. 
Only when the slave expressed his doubts as to his 
ability to keep up future payments and declared himsclr 
willing to be sold at once did Tawba authorise the sale'. 
With a similarly unfettered discretion Tawba dismiss d 
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Ill ''' I ioon brought by slave dealers to rescind the pur
"'"~"" ool ,J,tvc.::s on the ground that the vendors had 
1~11<-ol '" disdose hidden defects in the slaves. "If you 
Y"""'''J\,., :1rc.:: selling", Tawba addressed them, "you 
l!lr •1k11t about faults, but when you have bought a 
I !IIIIi \' '•l.tvc you wish to return him to the vendor. You 
11111 ,,JI tit~· san_1e." These_ two decisions embody prin
tciJtlr·•• wlutll dtd not survtve the later systematisation of 
Ill" lo~w h~tt which are remarkably parallel to certain 
flttllt '"'' ol Equity introduced into English law in late 
ttwollotrv,d. times. Fro~ a comparative standpoint it 
ftliiY lor :•.ucl that Islamtc equity here preceded Islamic 
luw. 

ll1tt T:11vba's activities were not confined to the 
Dt'ttlrllll'llt. o_f disputes. In 736 he instituted a register of 
'IN'//' n·hg10us trustsorcharitableendowments. Before 
thl• ~"' h properties had been under the exclusive control 
HI IIIIV;IIt' administrators or the beneficiaries. "I cannot 
t•w", ~.1id 'J.'aw?a, "that the ultimate purpose of these 
t'hdtllotltk gd ts ts other than the benefit of the poor and 
" , ,1 , I th ·refore think that I should take charge of 
• J II pr 1 ct their interests." Such initiative natur-

11 11 11 111 •d the importance of the qarj.i.'s office. From 
It 111 tlli r nd subordinate role oflegal secretary to the 

l111 I II n' r he w_as grad~ally acquiring the prestige 
" ' 11 1, v 11 d rank tn the hterarchy of public servants. 

lly thr ~·nd of the Umayyad period the qiir/.is had 
l~\lllllt ' (•d far from their original position as official arbi
tNIIII~. 'J'hl'y ~~~d be~ome an_ integral and important 
ptlflltf I hi' adnuntstrattve m~chme, no longer controlled 
.y, l1111 tht'msdves controlling, the customary law and 
by tlu•lr dl'cisi.ons _adapting it to meet the changing cir
l'Ufl•-1•1111 t's ol soctety. An illuminating example of this 
il!!pr• I of thl'ir work, although it occurred slightly after 
fhti l lu111yyad period, is provided by a decision of Abil
khut .• tyma, '/iirf.i of Egypt 761-769. 
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The plaintiffs, members of the tribe of I3anu 'A lJ, l 
Kula!, were the near kinsmen of a girl who had b~·, .,, 

contracted in marriage by her paternal uncle. Tl• ,·• 
sought annulment of the marriage on the ground t l1 11 

the husband belonged to a tribe which was inferior ru 
the Banu 'Abd-Kulal and was therefore not the equal ell 
his wife. Although such inequality of status betwct '' 
spouses was a recognised ground for annulment, A!J i, 
Khuzayma refused to accede to the plaintiffs' dern:111t! ' 
"Since the girl was married by her guardian", he d, • 
dared, "the marriage must stand." The right of IIlcil 

riage guardianship, which had been exercised under t I :•• 
old customary law by the tribe collectively, was n' •W 

vested in the closest male rdati\ e-in this c:1sc li lt' 
patennl uncle whL· hac!, by consenting to the nni u:t, 
waived his right to msist upon equality of status. In 
contemplation of the law the family had now repbc,_d 
the tribe as the unit of society. 

Under the Urnayyads, then, the basic mJtetid of ::, . 
local custonnry law had been modified by the elal)(\1 ·' 
tion of the Qur'anic rules, ')Verlaid by a corpus " ' 
administrative regulations and infiltrated by elements td 
foreign legal systems. The process of growth had be ._ , , 
haphazard, the fusion of these heterogeneous materi:1l ~ 
being largely fortuitous and depending ultimately uptJII 
the discretion of the individual judge. Within this co1n 
plex mass of legJl material, produced by administrati v• · 
officials such as the police and the market inspector . 1 • 

well as the qac/is, the specifically religious or Qur'a111• 
element had become largely submerged. Certainly t l1· · 
authorities had demonstrated their concern for 1 i lc' 
application of the Qur'anic rules. Yunus ibn-'A~iyy.t. 
we arc informed, owed his appointment as qac/1 ofEgjJ' 1 

in 704 to the favourable impression he made on t i I• ' 
governor when summoned to court with a group " r 
scholars to discuss the problem of the legal rights 'ol 
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·• .!1' 111, , .! wi I(· during the' idda period. But the sharp 
'"' It'• 111 which the Qur'anic laws had been held in the 
\J, .ltll.lll I" ritlcl was now lost and their image blurred 
J,\ t11, ''J'ol lllling horizons of activity. 

I , " ·.t" lt·li('s in history can have been subject to such 
"" 111 , ll,tllJ~··s ;~ncl been so ill-equipped to deal with them 
''' '" 11· t lw Muslim Arabs. That Umayyad legal practice 
>~• 11,, '··d .1 workable synthesis of the diverse influences 
"' ''," k 111 tl1c Islamic empire was a real achievement. 
I l1,.[, 1 tilt' JH<'ssun· of events problems had materialised 
~,,.1 lllldtq>lil'(l too rapidly for systematic thought, and 
.,Jiill<tll', wnc necessarily based on the demands of 
l!llllll"di.llt· ('xpcdiency. The task of the Umayyacls had 
lw• 11 '" , .. ,,,1i>lish a practical system cflegal administra-
11"11, 11111 .1 ,,cicncc of jurisprudence; and in this they had 
~,,,''' ,J,·d. 
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CHAPTER 3 

JURISPRUDENCE IN EMBRYO: THE 
EARLY SCHOOLS OF LAW 

CoMMUNITIES, like shopkeepers, have their periods of 
stocktaking, when the momentum of events slackens t<. • 
afford a breathing space and the opportunity to review 
the present position in the light of original aims and 
objectives. Such a time came for Islam in the earl y 
decades of its second century (from A.D. 720 on). It :; 
auditors showed a hypercritical tendency to exaggerat<' 
the losses and undervalue the gains, and found tl )(' 
account sadly deficient in the balance. 

Politically the process of review resulted in a mount
ing wave of hostility towards current governmental 
policy. The Umayyads stood condemned as x:ulers who, 
in their thirst for worldly power, had lost srght of the 
fundamental principles of the religion. Discontent was 
fostered by the complaints of the Persian and other 
non-Arab converts (known as mawali) against the racial 
discriminations of the Arab dominion and was exploited 
by those whose ambition was to seize power for them 
selves. The troubled conscience of Islam looked f01 
its salvation in a return to the pious administration nf 
the Medinan Caliphs who now, in contrast to their sue-· 
cessors, were seen as "the rightly-guided ones" 01 

ar-Rashidun. 
Legally the same process of review led to the conclu

sion that the practices of the Umayyad courts had failed 
properly to implement the spirit of the original laws of 
Islam propounded in the Qur'an. Pious scholars began 
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l~tfLivr· voice to their ideas of standards of conduct which 
"'"ttld represent the fulfilment of the true Islamic reli-
1,1;11111<• rt hi e. Grouped together for this purpose in loose 
ntwli"ll ' lrJtcrnities they formed, in the last decades of 
lftuayy.ul rule, the early schools oflaw. 

Tbr~•· 1 wo streams of anti-Umayyad criticism, poli
lh ;tl,llld legal, naturally converged when the Umayyad 
~yll;.t•oty was finally overthrown and the 'Abbasids 
Hlllll' 111 power in A.D. 750. The legal scholars were 
fmlolio ly recognised as the architects of an Islamic 
.. 11 lilt' u stare and society which the 'Ahbasids had 
ttlttl d themselves to build, and under this political 
Jl'' 1H hip the schools of law developed rapidly. 
I I 111 · ju risprudence thus began not as the scientific 

t I f th existing practice of couns whose author-
Ity Wrlb a u :pted, but as the formulation of a scheme of 
Ill\\' In opposition to that practice. The first scholar
Itt I w rc men of religion rather than men of law, 

11111 f' t t\ d almost exclusively, with the elaboration of 
till 1 tn f ritual practices. Their interest in the field 
•I I I r I, lionships strictly so called was a subsequent 

l11pm nt, deriving its major impetus from the poli
th 1 I ·.11 f the' Abbasids, and their approach to law, 
th 1 f 11 , was initially that of religious idealists. Such 

1 11 ity of academic speculation contrasted sharply 
hit dt pragmatism of Umayyad legal tradition and 

111 1 I 1'1 w point of departure. . 
II I rl I circumstances had thus produced a distinc

""" h tw n the legal doctrine expounded by the 
II tit nd the legal practice of the courts. Under 

tit ,. 1 ly • Abbasids a large measure of integration of 
I I c I m nts was achieved. Representatives of the 

lut• tl f law were appointed to the judiciary and 
tttplt 1 l'cl by the government as legal advisers. Abii

'"f (d. 799) was an outstanding scholar who filled 
lt11tlt 1h r les. He was appointed chief qtit/i by the 
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·Caliph Hariin (786-809) and composed, at the request 
of the latter, a treatise on fiscal and penal law. But in later 
times the rift between doctrine and practice widened 
and became the central feature oflslamic legal history. 
In this chapter, however, we are concerned only with 
the doctrine and its development in the early schools of 
law. 

Of the many schools of law which flourished in the 
different provinces oflslam at this time those of Medina 
and Kufa were to prove the most important and endur
ing, and to these two schools our attention will be con
fined. Although legal thought in Kufa was generally in 
advance of that in Medina-the result, to some extent, 
of the fact that Kufa was the school officially sponsored 
by the central' Abbasid government-the basic method, 
and the broad lines of development which ensued, were 
common to both schools. 

The starting-point was the review of local practice, 
legal and popular, in the light of the principles of con
duct enshrined in the Qur'an. Institutions and activities 
were individually considered, then approved or rejected 
according as to whether they measured up to or fell 
short of these criteria. Thus, one of the methods of 
paying the troops in Umayyad time was by a kind of 
cheque which entitled the holder to draw a specified 
amount of grain from the Government granaries after 
the harvest. peculation on the basis of the fluctuating 
price of grain produced an activity of buying and selling 
the e cheques which was disapproved by the scholars. 
It fe ll, they opin ·d, under the general prohibition of 
usury (ril)(i) contained in the Qur'an. For the Qur'anic 
prohibition of gambling had become merged with the 
prohibition of ribii w give the latter a much wider 
import rhan simple usury or interest on capita l loans. 
It was now interpreted ro cover any form of profit or 
gain which was unearned, in the sense that ir resulted 
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from chance, and which could not be precisely calcu
lated in advance by the contracting parties. Accord
ingly, w counteract this speculative traffic in army pay 
cheques, the legal rule was formulated that a purchaser 
of foodstuffs could not re-sell before he had taken 
physical delivery of them. Although confined to food
stuffs in Medina the rule was extended in Kufa to apply 
to all moveable goods. 

An example of a customary contract which passed r:Je 
scrutiny of the early scholars was the barter of' aro/ya, 
or unripe dates on the palm, against their calculated 
value in dried dates. Although there is an obvious ele
ment of risk and uncertainty in a contract of this kind, 
it was not of such a degree as to prove objectionable, 
qua ri6a., to the early scholars. 

From this piecemeal review of existing practice a 
body of Islamic doctrine was gradually formed in the 
early schools. It had originated in the personal reason
ing, or ra'y, of individual scholars, but as time passed 
its authority was rested on firme -: foundations. With the 
gradual growth of agreement between the scholars of 
a particular locality the doctrine was expressed <IS the 
consensus of opinion in the school. Then, as the con
sensus remained firmly established over the course of 
the years, the concept of the sunna of the school ap
peared. Swma, literally "beaten path", had origin<~lly 
meant the actual customary practice, whether of pre
Islamic tribes or of seventh-century Muslims; but in the 
jurisprudence of the eighth century it had come to bear 
a different connotation. In the language of the scholars 
sunna was now the ideal doctrine established in the 
school and expounded by its current representatives. 
From its very nature it obviously did not coincide with 
the sunna of U mayyad courts. 

In the development of jurisprudential method in 
early 'Abbasid times two main tendencies emerged. 
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First, in the interests of consistency and coherence of 
the doctrine, reasoning became more systematic, and 
arbitrary opinion, or ra'y, gradually gave place to ana
logical deduction, or qiyas. Among the earliest instances 
of the use of analogy, in a naturally somewhat rudimen
tary manner, was the fixing of the minimum amount 
of dower payable by the husband on marriage as ten 
dirhams in Kufa and three dirhams in Medina. A parallel 
had been drawn between the loss of virginity as a result · 
of marriage and the amputation of the hand as the 
penalty for theft; for the sums mentioned were the 
value which the stolen goods had to reach, in Medinan 
and Kufan doctrine respectively, before the penalty of 
amputation was applicable. 

Practical considerations, however, often necessitated 
a departure from strict analogical reasoning. Where the 
jurists made equitable concessions or preferred some 
other criterion to analogy-as, for instance, the criterion 
of the public interest in the rule that the joint perpe
trators of a homicide could all be put to death in retalia
tion for the life of their single victim-this was called 
isti~stin. or "preference". It represented a return to the 
freedom of ra'y, and in fact the two terms were at first 
used synonymously. But isti~stin. represents a more 
advanced stage in the development of legal thought 
since it presupposes as normal the method of reasoning 
by analogy. 

The second trend in early jurisprudence was a grow
ing emphasis on the notion of sunna or established doc
trine. In order to consolidate the idea of tradition the 
doctrine was represented as having roots stretching back 
into the past, and the authority of previous generations 
was claimed for its current expression. Although such 
authority was at first anonymous, increasing formalism 
soon attached the specific names of former pious person
ages to the doctrine. It was projected backwards 
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through intermediate links to the early generations of 
Muslims. 'Umar, for example, was frequently repre
sented as the originator of Medinan sunna, and Ibn
Mas'ild held a similar position in Kufa. Eventually and 
inevitably the process ended in claiming the authority 
of the Prophet himself for the doctrine. Although there 
was involved in this process a certain amount of material 
which had genuinely originated in the early days of 
Islam, and which Umayyad legal practice or oral tradi
tion had preserved, the great mass of the alleged doc
trines of the ancients were anachronistic ascriptions. 
Legal as well as political aspirations now sought to 
revive the pristine purity of! slam in the Medinan period. 
In cutting right through the Umayyad period and 
representing the doctrine as having its roots in the 
earliest days, the jurists forged a link of continuity with 
the time of the "rightly-guided" rulers. 

It was at this stage, circa A.D. 770, that opposition 
to the generally accepted legal method in the early 
schools materialised. Its distinguishing feature was a 
rigidly doctrinaire attitude both in regard to the sub
stance of the law and the jurisprudential basis on which 
it rested. While the majority of the scholars were pre
pared to accept current legal practice into their scheme 
of law unless an explicit principle of the Qur'an was 
thereby flagrantly violated, the doctrinaire group advo
cated a much stricter and a much more meticulous 
adherence to the Qur'anic norms. Their rigid interpre
tation, for example, of riba resulted in the rule that 
the barter of certain commodities-gold, silver and 
staple foodstuffs-against a commodity of the same 
species was only permissible when the offerings on both 
sides were exactly equal in weight or quantity and when 
delivery on both sides was immediate. Early Medinan 
doctrine had allowed the exchange of gold ore against 
a smaller weight of gold coinage, the difference covering 
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the cost of minting. But to the doctrinaire group this 
constituted rihii and was therefore prohibited. This ap
proach naturally resulted in the law of the doctrinaire 
group assuming a highly negative character, in essence 
if not in form, to the degree that it lost touch with prac
tical needs and circumstances. It is difficult to see any 
point or purpose in a transaction where 'Umar takes 
20 lb. of Zayd's wheat in exchange for 20 lb. of his 
own wheat in the same session. 

But it was in the matter of the juristic basis of the law 
that the conflict between the majority and the doctri
naire group was mo t clearly defined. Pursuing to its 
systematic conclusion the tendency in the early schools 
to project the swzna backwards into the past, the oppo
si_tion movement saw the precedents of the Prophet 
himself as the supreme and overriding authority for law. 
The logical appeal of this thesis was undeniable, and 
in the desire to establish it many rulings and decisions 
were falsely ascribed to the Prophet. These are con
tained in stOries or reports of what MuJ:tammad said or 
did on a particular occasion, which are usually known 
in English as "Traditions" (this technical sense being 
distinguished by a capital in the present work) and in 
Arabic as ~adith., akh.hiir, etc. Those who put into circu
lari~n. ucb reports, however, should not be regarded as 
malicious forgers. Rather in the bona fide belief that 
their doctrine expressed the correct Islamic standard, 
they were convinced that the Prophet would so have 
acted had be been faced with the relevant problem. 
From this it was a short step to asserting that he had in 
fact so acted, and affixing to the Tradition a formal 
chain (known as the isnad) of authorities, who had 
supposedly transmitted the report from MuJ:tammad 
through succeeding generations to the present time. 
Thus, while certain of the legal Traditions may preserve 
the substance of the actions and words of Muhammad 
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particularly in non-controversial matters, this genuine 
core became overlaid by a mass of fictitious material. It 
should finally be stressed that there was no suggestion, 
at this stage, that the Prophet was other than a human 
interpreter of the divine revelation; his authori ty lay in 
the fact that he was closest, in time and spirit, to the 
Qur'an and as such was the ultimate starting-point of 
the Islamic sunna. 

Under the influence of the doctrinaire opposition the 
current doctrine in the early schools was gradually 
modified. Many of the stricter rules advocated by the 
opposition-such as those concerned with rihii-won 
a general acceptance, and there was a growing tendency 
to claim the authority of the Prophet for the doctrine 
and to express it in the form of Traditions. But though 
this brought an increasing awareness of the potential 
conflict of principle between the authority of MuJ:tam
mad and the contemporary consensus of opinion among 
the local scholars, no attempt was as yet made to resolve 
this conflict in a systematic manner. In the jurisprudence 
of the years 77o-8oo the reasoning of individual 
scholars, local consensus and the reported precedents 
of Mu~ammad lay in uneasy juxtaposition. This stage 
of legal development is mirrored in the first written 
compendium of law produced in Islam-the Muwana' 
of the Medinan scholar Malik ibn-Anas (d. 796). Three 
examples from this important text, all taken from the 
section on contracts, provide evidence of the influences 
and . the trends in jurisprudence to which we have 
alluded. 

Malik recognises the general prohibition against 
mutiihana contracts-the barter of unripe fruits on the 
tree against the same species of dried fruits-but at 
the same time recognises the validity of the barter of 
'ar&Ya, or unripe dates on the palm, against dried dates. 
Both these conflicting rules are expressed in the form 
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of Traditions from the Prophet. The evidence of the 
isnads shows that the general prohibition of mu{abana 
was the firs t rule to be expressed as a precedent of 
~u~ammad.8 We conclude, therefore, that the prohibi
~!On of mu~abana co~tracts resulted from the stringent 
tnterpretauon of rzba adopted by the doctrinai re 
group. Medinan doctrine came to accept this rule but 
qtnlified it by admitting ~he particular barter of un
ripe _dates which had long been established practice in 
Medma and which was now also expressed in the form 
of a Tradition. In this Tradition the transaction is de
scribed as a "special dispen:;ation" (rukh~a) and Malik 
attempts to ~xplain it _on this basis by arguing that the 
barter of unnpe dates IS a transaction which has its own 
peculiar legal incidents and, as such, is to be numbered 
amongst other exceptions to general rules which exist 
in the law of contrac~. Later doctrine sought to explain 
the_ anomaly more sausfactori ly by restricting the trans
action to the case where the owner of a palm tree takes 
u_nripe dates from the person who has the usufructuary 
nght to the date crop. This is jus tined by the immediate 
needs of the owner of the croo for edible dates and the 
inte:ests ~f the owner of the tree in ridding himself of 
the tntruswns of others on to his land. But there is no 
reason to ~uppose that t~e transaction allowed b y the 
early ~edman scholars, mcluding Malik, was of such 
a particular and restricted form. The Muwatta' here 
simply reflects the stage of a rough and une~~y com
promise between t~e comparatively liberal and practical 
outlook of the earhest scholars and the rigid approach 
of the doctrinaire group. 

Malik's invariable practice is to begin his discussion 
of a legal topic by quoting relevant Traditions or prece
dents. On a particular problem involved in the sale of 
slaves he first quotes an alleged statement of' Umar. "If 
a slave who has property is sold, the property of the 
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~lllvc• ht·longs to the seller unless the buyer stipulates 
tllnt it shall belong to him." Malik then states that "the 
111lc· upon which we are all agreed in Medina" is that 
"tll'h a stipulation by the buyer is valid and effective, of 
whatever nature and value the property of the slave may 
(,{', and whether its precise amount is known or un
known. This is so, he says, "because a master does not 
puy ... taxes on his slave's property; if a slave has a slave 
~irl, his sexual relations with her are permissible by 
virtue of his owning her; a slave who is set free .. . takes 
II IN prpperty with him; and if a slave becomes bankrupt 
hiH creditors take his property but have no recourse 
ulo(ainst the slave's master for any part of his debts." 

Mcdinan doctrine, then, as Malik is at some pains to 
Nilow by these four illustrations, was that the legal 
ownership of a slave's property vested in the slave him
Nt•lfand not in his master. And it is on this basis that the 
lave's property may be validly transferred, along with 

th ' slave himself in the same transaction, to the buyer. 
·or if the master were the true owner of the slave's pro

p•rty, a transfer of the slave and his property for one 
lump price would infringe one of the basic principles 
of sale of which Malik was fu lly aware and which he 
<~c.:cepted, namely, that where two or more distinct 
articles are the objects of a single sale, the price of each 
should be individually known and determined, other
wise the transaction is void for uncertainty (gharar). 
Kufan doctrine, holding that a slave was incapable of 
ownership, regarded the slave and his property as two 
distinct artides belonging to the master, and therefore 
did not admit the transfer of both for one price unappor
tioned between the two. For Malik, on the other hand, 
the slave and his property naturally form one sale-object 
which can be validly transferred for one price if such is 
the intention of the parties. But if this intention is- not 
made manifest by the appropriate stipulation the seller 
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of the slave will be presumed to have exercised his 
power, as master, to appropriate the slave's property for 
himself. 

' Umar's alleged dictum therefore, presupposes both 
the recogni cion of the preci e nature of the slave's capa
city to own property and rhe application of tbe doctrine 
of uncertainty to composite sales, this last being part of 
the increasingly strict interpretation of riba previously 
described. As such, the rule must be of relatively late 
origin; it was nor the starting-point of Medinan doctrine 
but the succinct expression of an advanced stage in its 
elaboralion and development. 

"Each of the parties to a contract of sale has the option 
against the other party as long as they have not sepa
rated." This alleged statement of the Prophet expresses 
the doctrine known as khiyar al-majlis, which gives the 
parties to a contract, duly completed by offer and accept
ance, the right to repudiate the agreement during the 
session (majlis) of the bargain. Having quoted the 
Tradition, Malik comments: "Here in Medina we have 
no such known limit and no established practice for 
this", and the points he then proceeds to discuss show 
that for Malik a contract was binding as well as complete 
immediately mutual agreement had been reached. This 
is one of the many occasions on which the law e>..-pres ed 
in the reponed precedents of the Prophet or later 
authori ties was rejected by the early Medinan scholars 
when it ran counter to their curremly accepted doctrine. 

Tl1e Muwana', then, was written at a time when the 
concern to ascertain the basis of the authority of the law 
had led to its growing expression, both by the majority 
of the scholars as well as the opposition group, as pre
cedents established by the early Islamic authorities and 
by the Prophet himself. Malik's chosen method of com
posing his treatise was first to report such precedents as 
were known, and then to consider them, interpret them, 
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and accept them or otherwise in the light of his own 
reasoning and the legal tradition ofMedina. His supreme 
criterion was the local consensus of opinion, and there 
was nothing so sacrosanct about Traditions from the 
Prophet or other precedents that enabled them to over
ride this authority in cases of conflict. The Muwarra' is 
essentially a manual of the doctrine currently endorsed 
by "the Establishment" in Medina. 

Before leaving the Muwarta' we may finally remark 
upon the close connection between the development of 
the law and its literary expression. The Muwatta' is 
divided into "books", based on the major divisions of 
the law, on marriage, contracts, penal law, etc.; but 
each book consists of a seemingly haphazard and dis
jointed collection of individual topics and rules. Law 
was thus recorded exactly as it had grown up, through 
the piecemeal review of particular aspects of Umayyad 
legal practice. Later li terature, although certainly deal
ing with each topic in more logical sequence, preserved 
the fragmentary form of the Muwana'. Islamic legal 
treatises do not first expound general principles and 
follow them with their detailed applications, but consist 
of a succession of separate and isolated topics. Such a 
legal method naturally produced its own legal concepts. 
There is, for example, no notion of Contract, in the 
English sense, where general principles governing 
agreement are applied to the manifold forms such agree
ment may assume: instead there is a law of contracts, on 
the Roman pattern, in which individual types of trans
actions are each governed by their own particular rules. 
In fact the whole technique of law in Islam was, until 
modern times, profoundly influenced by the method
ology of its originators in the eighth century. 

Although the legal method in Kiifa and Medina was 
basically the same, the systems of law which the two 
schools created from it differed to no small degree. 
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Their common ground lay in the explicit provisions of 
the Qur'an and in such precedents of the Prophet and 
the early Caliphs as had been preserved in Umayyad 
legal practice; and to a great extent ~he i~plicatio~s 
which the two schools drew from thts baste matenal 
were the same. But outside this restricted field the 
freedom of personal reason enjoyed by the scholars 
inevitably produced different results, certain of which 
have already been noted. In particular, legal thought 
was naturally influenced by prevailing local conditions, 
and many of the differences between Medinan and 
Kufan doctrine are explained, as the following examples 
will show, by the different societies of the two centres. 

Although the schemes of inheritance adopted by both 
schools shared the same fundamental rules, in so far as 
this subject had been regulated in some detail by the 
Qur' an, the precedents of the Prophet and those of his 
immediate successors, there arose significant differences 
on points which had not been so settled. Where no 
Qur'anic heir or agnate relative (''¥aha) had survived 
the propositus, the Kufan jurists admitted non-agnate 
relatives (e.g. daughters' and sisters' children) to succes
sion. Such relatives (known as dhawu 'l-ar~iim) were 
never allowed to inherit in Medina. Both these views 
may be said to be reasonable interpretations of the 
Qur'an, the Medinan view resting on the fact that such 
relatives were ncit specifically granted rights of succes
sion by the Qur'an, and the Kufan view on the fact 
that, by recognising the rights of women relatives, t_he 
Qur'an implied the rights of relatives connected with 
the propositus through them. But it was the natural 
tendency in the patrilineal society of Medina to deny 
such relatives rights of inheritance; while it was equally 
natural for society in Kiifa to admit their rights. For 
women enjoyed a higher estimation in the cosmopolitan 
society of Kiifa, one concrete result of which-their 
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capacity to contract their own marriage-has already 
been observed. In short, the Qur'an was interpreted by 
both schools in the light of existing social circumstances. 

Class consciousness in Kiifa, stemming from the 
variegated nature of its society, where Arab and non
Arab Muslims were in intimate contact, and from the 
tradition of social stratification in the Sasanian Persian 
empire, produced the doctrine of marriage equality 
(kafii' a).9 This doctrine, which req~re? the ~usband r.o 
be the equal of his wife (or her famtly) ~ vartou.s speci
fied respects, including lineage, finane1~l standmg an~ 
profession, had no.parallel in early Medman law _a n_d IS 

not mentioned at all in Malik's Muwaua' . Class dJstmc
tions were not so keenly felt in the closely knit society 
of Medina. 

Certain variations in the legal systems of the two 
schools show how the bond of traditional Arabian 
society-that of blood relationship-no lo~ger had 
the same importance for the jurists o~Kiifa as ~t h.ad for 
those of Medina. Both schools recogmse the pnnc1ple of 
collective responsibility for the payment of compensa
tion in cases of homicide or wounding, and they both 
call the group which shoulders this burden the 'iiqila. 
But in Medina this group is made up of the fellow
tribesmen of the offender, while in Kufa the 'iiqila are 
those who have a common interest with the offender 
arising out of profession or simple neighbourhood~ 
the soldiers in the same unit, for example, or the mer
chants who occupy premises in the same market. Similar 
considerations account, at least partially, for differences 
in the rules of pre-emption, or the right to step into the 
shoes of a purchaser of real property and take the pro
perty from the vendor on the agreed terms: The interest 
of the pre-emptor in the property sold, wh1ch ~rounded 
the right, could be in Kufa his own owne~sh1p of I?ro
perty adjoining the property sold. In Medma the nght 
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of pre-emption did not belong to a neighbour but only 
to the co-owner, who, under the customary methods of 
property tenure, would normally be a blood relative of 
the vendor. 

Apart from such differences in the details of the law 
the whole outlook and attitude of the scholars was con
ditioned by their respective environments. A conserva
tive attachment to tradition is the hallmark of the early 
Medinan jurists, while their Kufan colleagues, living 
in a newly formed society which had no such roots 
in the past, were animated by a spirit of free enquiry 
and speculation. 

Again, tl1e school of Kufa was geographically more 
open to, and mentally more receptive of, the influence of 
foreign legal systems. Abii-l:lanifa (d. 767), in his time 
the leading authority of Kufan jurisprudence held that 
a person could not be subject to interdiction-or con
trol by a guardian over his dealings with his property 
-after he had reached the age of twenty-five. This 
was the recognised limit for guardianship of property 
( curatio) under Roman law. The legal status of slaves in 
Medina reflected their position as accepted members of 
the family group in Arabian society; inter alia they were 
capable, as we have seen, of owning property. In Kiifa 
their position was strictly regulated on the basis that, 
being themselves owned, they could have no rights of 
ownership; and this systematic attitude stems as much 
from the influence of Roman law as it does from the 
rigid class distinctions of Kufan society. 

Besides these considerable differences between the 
legal systems of the two schools, divergent doctrines 
were held by individual scholars within each school. 
Two outstanding jurists in Kiifa, for example, Abu-

, Yusuf (d. 798) and ash-Shaybani (d. 8o4), were not the 
kindred spirits that their traditional title of "the two 
companions" might imply; they had, in fact, little in 
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common apart from their pupilage under Abu-l:lanifa. 
Abu-Yusuf, as chief qafjl, was an eminently practical 
man who was intimately connected with political circles. 
Ash-Shaybani was by inclination an academic lawyer 
who, although he was a judge for a brief spell, found his 
true metier in prolific writings expounding his legal 
doctrine. 

The distinct personalities of the two jurists appear in 
their treatment of the law of waqf (charitable endow
ment), one of the many respects in which their opinions 
were at variance. Ash-Shaybani regulates the incidents 
of waqfby drawing sy,stematic parallels with the law of 
gift. Waqf, he argued, is a gift of the corpus of the pro
perty to God and of the usufruct thereof to the bene
ficiaries. Hence his rule that delivery of the property to 
the administrator is essential for the validity of the waqf. 
Abu-Yusuf's doctrine, on the other hand, was largely 
affect'ed by the practical consideration that the creation 
of waqfs should be facilitated and encouraged. To this 
end he ruled that the mere declaration of the founder, 
without any delivery, was sufficient to constitute a valid 
waqf; and an even more obvious indication of his atti
tude lies in his view that the founder may reserve a life 
interest for himself in the income of the waqf. 

With the advent of the literary period in law came a 
change in the constitution of the early schools. Notions 
oflocal allegiance were now superseded by the personal 
authority of the authors of the first legal treatises. The 
Medinan school became the Maliki school, and the 
school of Kufa the I:Ianafi school; for the faithful pupil 
ash-Shaybani attributed the authority for all his writings 
to his former master Abu-l:lanifa. Later generations were 
to exaggerate the role played by the nominal founders 
of the two schools. Ash-Shaybani was the true founder 
of I:Ianafi law; later doctrine clung to his support, says 
Sachau,10 "as ivy entwines the powerful trunk of the 
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oak". Similarly it was Malik's pupil, lbn-al-Qasim, wilt > 
laid the real systematic foundations of Maliki law. 

Increasing diversity of doctrine, then, is the out 
standing feature oflegal development in the second hall 
of the eighth century. Local and partisan affiliatio11 '. 
had produced a fragmentary scheme of law; sever.d 
schools-for Medina and Kufa were but two of many 
-rivalled each other as the true expression of an Islami< 
code of conduct, and within each school controvcr'y 
had given rise to variant opinions and the formation ol 
splinter groups. · 

As early as 757 lbn-ai-Muqaffa', a secretary of stalt ·, 
had recognised the dangers inherent in such diversity, 
and had urged the Caliph al-Man~ur to resolve conflich 
by his command and to unify the law by a comprehcn 
sive enactment. But the opportunity thus to impos<' 
unity in the law from without had been lost, and one<' 
the schools of law were firmly established such an ap 
proach was no longer feasible. For' Abbasid policy hac I 
endorsed the idea that the Caliph was the servant of tilt' 
law, not its ma-ster; legal authority was vested in til, · 
scholar-jurists and not in the political ruler. F urthn 
more, conflicts of principle had now become too funcla 
mental to admit of any such peremptory solution. Th" 
issue between "the Establishment" in the early school·. 
and the doctrinaire opposition had crystallised in .1 
conflict between those who maintained the right of 
jurists to reason for themselves (ahl ar-ra'y) and tho"· 
who advocated the exclusive authority of precedent· . 
from the Prophet (ahl al-~adith, Traditionists). 

Clearly some unifying process was necessary to sa1 .. 
the law from total disintegration. Equally clearly tl 1t 
impetus for such a process had to come from within tl1 t· 
law itself and its qualified exponents. The hour P' " 
duced the man-in the person ofMu~ammad ibn-llhi ·. 
ash-Shafi'i. 

· CHAPTER 4 

MASTER ARCHITECT: 
MUHAMMAD IBN-IDRIS ASH-SHAFI'i 

hut N in A.D. 767 ash-Shafi'i at first played the role of a 
ll•ll 11pectator rather than an active participant in the 
11lv ug drama of Islamic law. From his periods of 

ttuly 11nd deliberation in the principal centres of juris-
1 wlrncc-Mecca, Medina, Iraq and Syria-:-he had 

111 t •d an intimate knowledge of all the leadmg pro
ttl\ 1, but he refused to ally himself with any one 

11 , St~nding aloof from local and particular alle-
1 111 H he was able to comprehend the whole complex 

IHIIotmic scene with a breadth of outlook and depth 
I porccption that produced an altogether new dimen-
111\ In legal thought. He eventually appears on the 

,. 118 the deus ex machina of hls time, who seeks to 
111 vel the tangled threads of multiple controversies 
till propound a solution to create order out of existing 
h II , 

II the field of technical legal method generally ash
h li' consolidated and improved upon the advances 
lelrvud by his older contemporary ash-Shaybani, the 
11 1 nding jurist ofKUfa. Prior to this time the process 

tf " l1l11micising" the law-the moral evaluation of acts 
1111 relationships in the light of the religious standards 

l111d fully occupied the attentions of the scholars. An 
1 1 Illustration of the more advance.~ ~nd mo~e tech
·l• II)' legal approach of ash-Shafi 1 1s provtded by 

11 trolltment of a group of alleged statements of the 
ttplwr which censure interference by a third party 
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when a contract is in the course of negotiation-for 
example, "Let no one sell to a person what he has 
already agreed to sell to another". 

The scholars of the early schools had simply declared 
such interference to be prohibited without attempting 
to consider its specifically legal implications. Ash
Shafi'i, on the other hand, reduces the problem to terms 
of the material damage such conduct might cause to the 
contracting parties. Before mutual agreement has been 
reached, he argued, no legal damage can result because 
no legal obligations have been created. Equally, no 
damage can result once the contract is binding; for "if 
a man purchases a suit of cloth for ten dinars and the 
contract is binding, no damage accrues to the first ven
dor if a third party offers to sell to the purchaser (a 
similar suit) for nine dinars, because the contract for ten 
dinars is binding and cannot be repudiated". Such inter
ference, therefore, reasoned ash-Shafi'i, was only pro
hibited in the period between the completion of the 
contract and its becoming binding-i.e. during the 
session (majlis), when both parties had the right to 
repudiate a concluded agreement; for inducement so 
to repudiate, as where a third party offers the same 
commodity at a cheaper price, might cause loss to the 
original vendor should he be unable to find another 
purchaser, and loss to the original purchaser if the 
second sale did not materialise.ll 

Such reasoning has, of course, its obvious deficien
cies in comparison with later standards. Inducement to 
break a binding contract can certainly result in damage 
-for example, to confine ourselves to the limited 
instance given by ash-Sha.fi'i, where the purchaser in 
breach proves bankrupt. Moreover, ash-Sha.fi'i wholly 
ignored the question of the precise legal remedies avail
able to the frustrated party. Nevertheless his approach 
represents a considerable step forward in legal reason-

MUJ;IAMMAD I~N-IDRiS ASH-SHAFI'i 

ing. A structure of law properly so called was beginning 
to arise upon the foundations of the essentially ethical 
standards of conduct which had been formulated by the 
early schools. 

Ash-Shafi'i's influence upon the substance of the 
law, however, fades into comparative insignificance 
beside his impact in the realm of jurisprudential method. 
Here, the grandeur of the role he assumed and the force 
of intellect he brought to bear upon its implementation 
mark him out as the colossus of Islamic legal history. 
His supreme purpose was the unification of the law, his 
method of neutralising the forces of disintegration the 
exposition of a firm theory of the sources from which 
law must be derived. The Risala, composed in Cairo 
where he spent the last five years before his death in 82o, 
contains the matured essence of ash-Shati'i's legal 
theory. From the brief analysis which follows it will be 
seen to be drawn in simple, yet bold and uncompromis
ing, lines. It was an innovation whose genius lay not in 
the introduction of any entirely original concepts, but 
in giving existing ideas a novel connotation and em
phasis and welding them together within a systematic 
scheme. 

According to ash-Shafi'i there are four major sources 
or roots (u~ul) of law. The first of these is naturally the 
Qur'an. But, while there had never been any dispute 
about the binding force of its legal rules, the Qur'an 
had, argued ash-Shafi'i, a deeper significance as the 
primary source of law than his predecessors had recog
nised. For the Qur'an, apart from its substantive pro
visions, also indicated the means by which this limited 
material was to be interpreted and supplemented. In 
particular, the repeated command to "obey God and 
his Prophet" established the precedents of Mul).ammad 
as a source of law second only to the word of God 
himself. 
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Ash-Shafi'i's emphasis upon the authority of the 
Prophet as a lawgiver is the mainstay and the dominat
ing theme of his doctrine. But here he did not simply 
reassert the thesis of the doctrinaire opposition (ahl al
~adith, or party of Tradition) in the early schools. For 
them the authority of the Prophet had been that of the 
J?erson best qualified to interpret the Qur'an, a primus 
mter pares but none the less a human interpreter;12 and 
it was for this reason that scholars like Malik had felt 
free to reject the Prophet's rulings on the ground that 
their intrinsic merits were outweighed by other juristic 
considerations, inter alia the fact that they were not in 
accordance with the terms of the Qur'an. 13 Ash-Shafi'i, 
however, adduced a further and decisive argument. 
Expounding, for the first time consistently, a notion 
:Wh!ch before him had been but vaguely mooted, he 
~nsts.ted that the Prophet's legal decisions were divinely 
msptred. For ash-Shafi'i this was the inescapable signifi
cance of the Qur' anic command to obey God and his 
Prophet and the similar injunction to follow "the Book 
and the Wisdom (~ikma)"; for this last term could mean 
only the actions of Mul;ammad. The recognition of 
the Traditions (~adith, precedents of the Prophet) as a 
source of the divine will complementary to the Qur'an 
is the supreme contribution of ash-Shafi'i to Islamic 
jurisprudence. His arguments proved irrefutable, and 
o~ce they were accepted Traditions could no longer be 
reJected by objective criticism of their content; their 
authority was binding unless the authenticity of the 
report itself could be denied. 

.Sunna, th~refore-in the sense of the divinely in
sptred behavwur of Mul)ammad-is the second source 
oflaw in ash-Shafi'i's scheme. In the early schools, as we 
have seen, sunna had signified essentially the local tradi
tion o_f ~he indi~idual school. By replacing this concept of 
a tradltlon, whtch had, for Islam as a whole, a multiplicity 
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of starting points, with thatof a tradition which stemmed 
from one single origin-the actions of Muhammad
ash-Shafi'i aspired to eradicate a root cause ~f diversity 
between the several centres and instil uniformity into 
the doctrine. In short, he argued, there could be only 
one genuine Islamic "tradition". And yet ash-Shafi'i 
was not propounding any completely novel idea. There 
had been a grow_ing_ tendency for the early schools, 
through the projecuon backwards of the doctrine 
loosely to represent their sunna as rooted in the practic~ 
of t~e Pr?phet. Ash-Shafi'i exploited this tendency, con
firm!ng tt c~~ecrness as a matter of principle by his 
rhest~ of the divme nature of the Prophet's authority, and 
argumg, as a matter of form, that the Prophet's practice 
cou l~ ?e proJ?erly as~ertained and established only by a 
T radmon. His doctnne thus achieves a subtle synthesis 
of the apparently contradictory atti tudes of "the Estab
lishment" in the ea_rly schools and the opposition groups. 

Although nommally the sunna (or practice of Mu
l)ammad) was for ash-Shafi'i the second source of law 
in fact it .~as bound to ~ssume a primary importance: 
The Qur a~ was to be mterpreted in the light of the 
sunna, and smce the function of the sunna was to provide 
an explanatory commentary on the Qur' an it was natu
;all.Y vested with a superseding authority. Ash-Shafi'i's 
mststence upon this overriding role of the sunna of 
Mul)amm~d, and his outright rejection of any argu
~ents whtch tended to jeopardise it, can best be seen in 
~us approach to the question of apparent contradictions 
m the substance of the divine revelation. 
. ~y ash-Shafi'i's time the fictitious ascription of de

ctswns to the Prophet had produced a considerable 
conflict between the terms of individual Traditions. 
Primaril.y concerned as he was to establish uniformity 
of doctnn~, ash-Shafi'i devoted much of his energy to 
the resoluuon of such conflict. His first principle was to 
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attempt to reconcile the terms of the conflicting Tradi
tions, on the ground, for example, that one represented 

·a particular exception to a general rule propounded in 
the other. Failing this, one Tradition could be pre
ferred because it had a stronger chain of authority. 
Finally, all other things being equal , ash-Sha.fi'i resorted 
to the assumption of the repeal or abrogation (naskh) 
of the earlier rule by the later one. 

As applied to conflicts between the Qur'an and the 
Traditions, ash-Shafi'l's doctrine of abrcgation is based 

·on the rule that the Qur'an can only be abrogated. by the 
Qur' an and the sunna only by the sunna. The sunna 
cannot abrogate the Qur'an because its function is to 
interpret the Qur'an, not to contradict it. Equally the 
Qur'an cannot abrogate the sunna because to recognise 
this possibility would be to nullify the explanatory role 
of the sunna. If a prior precedent of the Prophet was in 
fact contradicted by a later Qur'anic revelation, then, 
argued ash-Shafi'i, there would certainly exist a further 
sunna in conformity with this later revelation. 

An illustration of this relationship between the twin 
sources of the divine will, as expounded by ash-Shafi'i, 
is provided by a problem concerning bequests. Three 
texts are involved: the Qur'anic verse which commands 
the making of bequests in favour of near relatives, the 
Qur'anic verses which allot specific portions of the 
estate (fara'it/.) to relatives, and the Tradition in which 
the Prophet states: "No bequest in favour of an heir". 
The obvious conflict between the verse of the bequests 
and the Tradition cannot be resolved by assuming that 
either one directly abrogates the other. The Tradition 
explains the ''fara'it/. verses" by ordaining that the 
balance established by them between the claims of dif
ferent relatives must not be disturbed by an additional 
bequest to any one of their number- and therefore 
indicates that the system of specific portions had abro-
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gated the verse of bequests, at least as far as those rela
tives who were actually entitled to specific portions were 
concerned. 

The rule rhar the sw111.a cannot be abrogated by the 
Qur'an embodies the essence of ash-Shafi'l's position. 
To admit that the sunna could be so abrogated would be 
to acknowledge, jn an even stronger form, the principle 
of the earlier scholars which it was ash-Shafi'i's aim 
to eradicate-namely, that the authority of Traditions 
could be challenged on the ground that they contra
dicted the spirit of the Qur' an. 

ljma' , or consensus, is ash-Shafi'i's third source of 
law. Again he takes up an existing notion and gives it a 
new connotation designed to achieve uniformity in the 
law. Denying that the agreement of the scholars of a 
particular locality had any authority, he argues that 
there could be only one valid consensus-that of the 
entire Muslim community, lawyers and lay members 
ali ke. Obviously ash-Shafi'i did nor regard such con
sensus as in any way an important sornce of law; its 
scope was in fact restricted to matters which, like the 
performance of the daily prayer affected each and every 
Muslim personally. While ash-Shafi'i admitted that, in 
theory, the Muslim community as a whole could never 
agree upon anything contrary to the Qur'an or the 
sunna, he also realised that the formation or ascertain
ment of such an agreement had ceased to be prac
tical once Islam had spread ourside the boundaries of 
M~dina . His doctrine on this point is therefore essen
tially negative, designed to the end of rejecting the 
authority of a local or limited consensus and thus elimi
nating the diversity of law which resulted therefrom. 

The fourth and final source of law for ash-Sha.fi'i is 
reasoning by analogy, or qiyas. In its widest sense, the 
use of human reason in the elaboration of the law was 
termed ijtihad ("effort" or "exercise" sc. of one's own 
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judgement), and covered a variety of mental processes, 
ranging from the interpretation of texts to the assess
ment of the authenticity of Traditions. Qiyas or ana
logical reasoning, then, is a particular form of ijtihad, 
the method by which the principles established by the 
Qur'an, sunna, and consensus are to be extended and 
applied to the solution of problems not expressly regu
lated therein. The role of juristic reasoning is thus com
pletely subordinate to the dictates of divine revelation. 
Analogical deduction must have its starting-point in a 
principle of the Qur' an, sunna, or consensus, and cannot 
be used to achieve a result which contradicts a rule 
established by any of these three primary material 
sources. 

Although ash-Shafi'i's predecessors were well ac
quainted with analogical reasoning, they had also em
ployed more arbitrary forms of reasoning called ra'y 
("juristic speculation") and, in more advanced ter
minology, isti~san ("juristic preference"). This inevit
ably produced a variety of doctrines. By repudiating 
these undisciplined forms of reasoning and insisting on 
the exclusive valiclity of strictly regulated analogical 
reasoning ash-Shafi' i is again systematically pursu
ing his goal of uniformity. Differences of opinion 
might still result, but would be cu t to a minimum. Ash
Shafi'i recognises this in a statement which will serve as 
a concise summary of his legal theory and of the purpose 
which inspired it. "On points on which there exists an 
explicit decision of God or a sunna of the Prophet or a 
consensus of the Muslims, no disagreement is allowed; 
on the other points scholars must exert their own judge
ment in search of an indication in one of these three 
sources .... If a problem is capable of two solutions, 
either opinion may be held as a result of systematic 
reasoning; but this occurs only rarely." 14 

Islamic legal scholarship has adequately recognised 
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ash-Shafi'i's role as the father of Muslim jurisprudence. 
Indeed his position in the science of Shari' a law has been 
compared to that of Aristotle in the realm of philosophy. 
Yet, as we have attempted to show, ash-Shafi'i's genius 
did not lie in the introduction of any completely novel 
concepts, but in giving existing ideas a new orientation, 
emphasis and balance, and in forging them together, for 
the first time, into a systematic scheme of the "roots" of 
law. Seeking to suppress the process of disintegration in 
current jurisprudence, his theory set the authority of 
law on a much higher plane by transforming the local 
and limited elements in the jurisprudence of the early 
schools into concepts of an application and validity 
universal for Islam. At the same time ash-Sha:fi'i's 
scheme embodied a compromise between divine revela
tion and human reason in law and thus endeavoured to 
reconcile the basic conflict of principle in the early 
schools between the "party of Tradition" (ahl al
~adith) and the "party of reasoning" (ahl al-ra'y). It 
was a legal theory which expressed, with irrefutable 
logic, the innate aspirations of Muslim jurisprudence. 
Expounded with an extraordinary force of persistence 
and singleness of purpose, it was assured of success. 
Future jurisprudence, as we shall see, considerably 
modified ash-Shafi'i's ideas of the relationship between 
the component parts of his theory; but his fundamental 
thesis-that the terms of the divine will were more pre
cisely indicated than had hitherto been recognised, that 
the supreme manifestation of God's will lay in the 
sunna or practice of Mu}_lammad, and that the function 
of human reason in law was subsidiary and complemen
tary-was never after him seriously challenged. In ash
Shafi'i's work lies a confluence of the different streams 
of activity in early Muslim jurisprudence; now har
nessed together they flowed inexorably forward along 
the channel he had defined. 
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CONCLUDING STAGES OF GROWTH 

IN the century which foilowed the death of ash-Sha.fi'i 
the sunna of the Prophet became the focal point of 
attention and legal development was conditioned, 
almost exclusively, by the reaction of the scholars to 
this central pillar of ash-Shafi'i's teaching. Measured by 
the standard of ash-Shafi'i's own views, initial reactions 
varied from lukewarm acceptance to over-zealous sup
port. But none rejected ash-Shafi'i's doctrine outright
or if they did, contemporary literature did not see fit to 
transmit their names to posterity-and by the year 900 

Muslim jurisprudence as a whole had succeeded in 
absorbing the master's teaching in a generally accept
able form. 

The outstanding feature of this period is the growth 
of a separate science of Traditions with a literature of 
its own. Specialist scholars devoted themselves to the 
process of collecting, documenting and classifying 
Traditions. They were not jurists in the full sense of the 
term but rather law reporters, who provided the raw 
material which it was the task of the lawyers then to 
evaluate and integrate within the wider scheme of 
jurisprudence. 

Voyages of discovery in search of Prophetic prece
dents unearthed a vast bulk of material. Muslim scholar
ship was intensely conscious of the possibility of 
fabrication; but now that Muhammad's decisions were 
recognised as divinely inspired, the substance itself of a 
Tradition could no more be challenged by objective 
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criticism than the text of the Qur'an itself. Only the 
chain of transmission (isniid) of the report could be 
questioned, and it was, accordingly, on this basis that 
the intricate structure of rules for assessing the authority 
of Traditions was built. 

Reliability of Traditions was thus formally deter
mined by the recognised criteria governing the validity 
of evidence given in the courts. For the testimony of a 
witness to be acceptable he had to possess the quality of 
moral integrity ('ada/a), and legal doctrine had already 
evinced an increasing strictness in this record. An Egyp
tian qat/i, for example, circa A.D. 795, had refused to 
accept the testimony of a person, who had been pre
viously renowned for his moral integrity, because he 
had excitedly applauded the performance of a singing 
girl. But such rigorous standards could not always 
govern the acceptance or otherwise of Traditions. A 
witness, and consequently a reporter, was presumed to 
possess moral integrity until the contrary was estab
lished, and the accepted practice of screening witnesses 
for this purpose (ta{krya) could hardly be effectively 
applied to reporters of Traditions in bygone genera
tions. Moreover, a reporter of a Tradition could not be 
challenged, as a witness could, on the ground that his 
evidence was biased. For these reasons the parallel 
between legal testimony and the transmission of Tradi
tions is a superficial one, and the canons of Tradition
criticism, as established by Muslim scholarship, cannot 
provide any real test of authenticity. 

Once the trustworthiness of their reporters was 
established, Traditions were classified in varying grades 
of authority according to the strength of their isnads. 
If the continuity of transmission was broken-i.e. 
where two successive links in the chain of reporters 
could not historically have been in contact with each 
other-this naturally detracted from, although it did 
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not necessarily wholly destroy, the authority of the 
Tradition. Apart from such considerations the simple 
criterion was the number of transmitters in each genera
tion. The scale of authority began with the report of a 
single individual (khabar al-wii~id), rose to the "weJI
known" (mash' hur) Tradition, and culminated in the 
"widely transmitted" (mutawiitir) report, where the 
number of transmitters in each generation was large 
enough to dispel any suspicion of fabrication or com
plicity.15 

During the latter part of the ninth century, scholar
ship in this field produced several compilations of 
Traditions which claimed to have sifted the genuine 
from the false. Two such manuals in particular, those of 
al-Bukhari (d. 870) and Muslim (d. 875), have always 
enjoyed a high reputation in Islamic jurisprudence as 
authentic accounts of the practice of the Prophet. 

This would therefore seem to be the most appro
priate point at which to explain, in such measure as 
space permits, the attitude which has been adopted in 
this book towards the controversial problem of the 
authenticity of Traditions from the Prophet. 

We take the view that the thesis of Joseph Schacht 
is irrefutable in its broad essentials and that the vast 
majority of the legal dicta attributed to the Prophet are 
apocryphal and the result of the process of "back-pro
jection" of legal doctrine as outlined above. At the 
same time, as has already been pointed out, the Qur'an 
itself posed problems which must have been of imme
diate concern to the Muslim community, and with 
which the Prophet himself, in his role of supreme poli
tical and legal authority in Medina, must have been 
forced to deal. When, therefore, the thesis of Schacht 
is systematically developed to the extent of holding 
that "the evidence of legal traditions carries us back to 
about the year A.H. roo [sc. A.D. 719] only", and when 
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the authenticity of practically every alleged ruling of 
the Prophet is denied, a void is assumed, or rather 
created, in the picture of the development of law in 
early Muslim society. From a practical standpoint, and 
taking the attendant historical circumstances into ac
count, the notion of such a vacuum is difficult to accept. 
This is not to suggest that the chain of transmission, or 
the isnad, of this Tradition or that is authentic, for this 
is, in the great majority of cases, demonstrably not so; 
but it is suggested that the substance of many Tradi
tions, particularly those which deal with the obvious 
day-to-day problems arising from the Qur'anic laws, 
may well represent at least an approximation to a deci
sion of the Prophet which had been preserved initially 
by general oral tradition. If this practical premise is 
accepted-then it is a reasonable principle of historical 
enquiry that an alleged ruling of the Prophet should be 
tentatively accepted as such unless some reason can be 
adduced as to why it should be regarded as fictitious. 

A discussion of"the case of the six slaves" may serve 
to clarify the issues involved. The restriction of the 
power of testamentary disposition to one-third of the 
deceased's net assets has been mentioned previously as 
a ruling of the Prophet called for by the urgent and 
practical nature of the problem. Schacht, on the other 
hand,• 6 states that this rule was ofUmayyad oi:igin and 
gives two reasons for this conclusion. The first is that 
"the Umayyad origin of the restriction is explicitly 
stated" in Malik's Muwarra', where it is recorded that, 
when a man on his death-bed manumitted the six slaves 
which were his only property, Aban ibn-'Uthman, 
governor of Medina, drew lots between them and set 
free only the winning two. Secondly, the Tradition 
with its full isniids going back to the Prophet "dates 
only from the second century [ oflslam ], because ash
Shafi'i states that it is the only argument which can be 
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adduced aga!nst the doctrine ofTawus on another prob
!em of le~ac1es; whether the alleged doctrine of Tawus 
IS authentic or not, the Tradition cannot have existed in 
the time of the historical Tawiis who died in A.H. 101 
(A.D. 720)". 

~ith respect? these two arguments by no means con
clusrvely establish the Umayyad origin of the rule. The 
first report of Malik simply records the decision of an 

Un:ayyad governor. It does not stare explicitly that 
Aban. first fo.rmulate~ the rule. Nor it may be argued, 
does It eve~ 1mply thts. Forth~ Muwatfa' is essen tially 
a co.mpendiUm of current. Medinan law and is not pri
n:arily concerned to establish the origins of that law. The 
simple statement, occurring passim in the Muwatta' 

that a rule i~ the subject of current practice and a~·ee~ 
ment, provides not merely a sufficient but often the 
supreme, juristic basis for the rule conc; rned. 

Bef?n: assessing the merits of Schacht's second argu
ment It !s ne~essary to consider in greater detail the 
co.ntext In which the Tradition occurs in ash-Shafi'i 's 
Rrsala. '7 Ash-Shafi'~ is here c~ncerned with the general 
problem of resolvmg conflicts between individual 
Qur'anic passages by the presumption that one passage 
repeals or abrogates the other. Such a presumption may 
be drawn from.the Qur'an itself or, failing this from the 
~unna or practice of the Prophet. The latter is the case 
m the matter ?~ inhe~itance for, argues ash-Shafi'i the 
repeal of the IDJUncuon to make bequests in favour of 
near relatives by the system of the fixed shares allotted 
ro the~ is indicated by the Prophet's words: "No be
quest m favour of an heir". But, ash-Shafi'i goes on 
~ough the obligation to make bequests ro those rela~ 
tl~es who d.o in fact inheri t may have lapsed, it might 
st~l ~p~ly m favour of relatives who are not heirs. 
T awus.Is then named as one who was in favour of this 
latter view, and who drew from it the further conclusion 
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that it was not permissible to make bequests to persons 
other than relatives. This last conclusion is then refuted 
by ash-Shafi'i on the ground of the Tradition concern
ing the six slaves; for this indicated that a gift (of their 
freedom to slaves) made in death-sickness was to be 
regarded as a legacy, and the slaves, the recipients of the 
"legacy", could not have been rela tives of their master. 

Schacht's second argument, then, that the Tradition 
did not exist in Tawiis's time because, if it had, he could 
not have maintained the view he did, is only valid if we 
assume (a) that Tawiis would necessarily be aware of an 
existing Tradition, (b) that he would interpret it in 
exactly the same way as ash-Shafi'i did, and (c) that 
he would consider himself bound by it. Each one of 
these suppositions is open to serious objection. 

At a time when the Prophet's practice, if it was pre
served at all, was orally transmitted and when contact 
between scholars was anything but close, to suggest 
that Tawlis was unaware of an existing Tradition is not 
to question his scholarly merit or assiduity. Next, he 
may have been aware of the Tradition but failed to draw 
from it the conclusions which were drawn by ash
Shafi'i, for Tawiis, as quoted by ash-Shafi'i, was con
cerned with the problem of the recipients of legacies, 
not their amount; and to attribute to him the same capa
city for systematic ·thought as ash-Shafi'i is to place him 
in a position some hundred years in advance of his time. 
In fact the Tradition, on the face of it, concerns gifts in 
death-sickness, not legacies.lt is by no means axiomatic 
that the two transactions should have the same legal 
incidents and ash-Shafi'i himself, as has been noted 
above, found it necessary to establish the parallel as the 
first stage in his line of reasoning. It may, however, be 
objected that it is fanciful to suppose that the implica
tions of the Tradition would not have been evident to 

Tawiis and his contemporaries. In this case it is no more 
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fanciful to suggest that T awiis, even so, did not regard 
the Prophet's action as opposed to his view, either 
because the gift of freedom to slaves, as members of 
the fami ly household, was not in the same category 
as legacies to total strangers, or becau e the prohibition 
against legacies in favour of strangers only appliecl 
where the deceased was in fact survived by relatives 
who were not entitled to inherit; and there was no indi
cation that this was so in the case of the six slaves. 
Finally, if Tawiis indeed knew of the Tradi tion and 
fully agreed with the interpretation of ash-Shafi'i, he 
would not nece sarily consider himself bound by it; 
for he lived at a rime when, as has already been e.:<
plained, the authority of the Prophet as the imerprerer 
of the Q ur'an was by no means considered paramount 
or exclusive. 

Because of the possibility that one of rh~ above situa
tions could reasonably apply (and ash-Shafi' i himself, 
of course, must have assumed this), Schacht's second 
argument by itself is inconclusive. In this particular 
instance, however, the fact still remains that the case of 
the six slaves first appears in the Muwat?a' as a deci sion 
of Aban and that some years later there exists a record 
of an identical decision being given by the Prophet. 
The unHkelihood of the.re having been historically, two 
such cases merits the conclusion that one of the anec
dotes is false; and it would be in accord with the general 
trends of legal development in this period to conclude 
further that this particular decision of Aban wa§ pro
jected backwards and fictitiously ascribed to the Pro
phet. But, even if we go so far-and this is certainly the 
crucial point- it by no means follows that the one-third 
rule itself was of Umayyad origin. 

There exists a further well-known Tradition to the 
effect that Sa'd ibn-Abi-Waqqa~ sought the advice of 
the Prophet as to how much of his property he should 
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bequeath to charity when his only relative was a daugh
ter, and that the Prophet se t the limit at one-third. This 
· l''radition is not open to the sJme objections as the case 
of the six slaves; and it would be arbitrary, to say the 
least, to assume that, simply because many other alleged 
decisions of the Prophet are fictitious, this one also is . . 
We cannot, of course, positively know whether or not 
Tawi:is was aware of this Tradition. But his view of the 
;ccipicnts of legacies, as ash-Shafi'i records it, is only 
intelligible if we assume that he must have recognised 
some limit to testamentary dispositions, and he cannot 
have ignored the question of precisely what limit. Ash
Shafi'i himself, at any rate, quite obviously knew of and 
accepted the one-third rule from a source other than the 
six slaves case; for having quoted the case he hegins his 
argument against the view of Tawiis as fo llows. "Thus 
the indication of the sunna is that the Prophet's grant of 
freedom ( to rhe two slaves) at the time of death con
stillltcs a bequest. " What could provide such indication 
for ash-Sha.fi'i if not the limitation of one-third? 

From the available ev idence, then, the foiJowing 
development may be reasonably assumed. In regulating 
a problem posed by the Qur'anic rules themselves the 
Prophet set the limit oflegacies at one-third. Later doc
trine subjected gifts made during death-sickness ro the 
same restriction. A particular decision to this effect is 
ascribed to Aban and later, ficti tiously, to the Prophet. 

It must be emphasised that one example like this 
cannot afl"ect the fundamental validity of Schacht's 
thesis; but in disputing the particular conclusions he 
draws in this case it questions the degree to which he 
carries his thesis. Once the apocryphal nature of the 
grea t majority of alleged decisions of the Prophet is 
established, it is a perfectly acceptable premise that no 
Tradition c:m be simply taken at its face value. But this 
cannot reasonably he developed into the proposition 
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that all Traditions should be regarded as fictitious until 
their authenticity is objectively established. Taking for 
granted the mechanics of "back projection" of doctrine 
and the development of fictitious isnads, it would appear 
that the all-important criterion is presented by the 
actual subject matter of the report. Where the legal rule 
enunciated clearly represents an advanced stage in the 
development of doctrine, or where it concerns problems 
which cannot have faced Muslim society until well after 
the death of the Prophet, the presumption of falsehood 
is overwhelming. But where, on the contrary, the rule 
fits naturally into the circumstances of the Prophet's 
community at Medina, then it should be tentatively 
accepted as authentic until reason for the contrary is 
shown. Once again this has little or nothing to do with 
the question of the authenticity of the isnad. This may 
well be-and indeed usually is-spurious. So, too, the 
detailed circumstances surrounding the rule may be 
false or inaccurate. But these are simply embellishments 
to satisfy the demands of formality which were so im
portant at this ti!Jle. 

Muslim jurisprudence, however, accepted as authen
tic the corpus of Traditions which the activities of the 
specialist scholars in the ninth century had produced, 
and we now return to the question of the effect this had 
on legal development. 

Ash-Sha.fi'i's legal theory had established a com
promise between the dictates of the divine will and the 
use of human reason in law. But his hopes that such 
mediation would resolve existing conflicts and intro
duce uniformity into jurisprudence were frustrated; in 
fact the varying reactions to his thesis of the authority 
ofT raditions resulted in the formation of three further 
schools of law in addition to those which existed in his 
own time. 

Those who were prepared, to accept the precise terms 
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of ash-Shafi'i's doctrine on the role of Traditions were 
a minority and thus, despite the consistent repudiation 
of this possibility by ash-Shafi'i himself, the Shafi'i 
school of law was born. It represented the middle posi
tion between those whose attitude towards Traditions 
was more reserved and those whose enthusiastic support 
of them was carried to extremes. 

From this latter group two more schools of law were 
formed, their common ground lying in their rejection 
of human reason in any form ~sa source oflaw and their 
insistence that each and every legal rule could find its 
requisite authority only in the divine revelation of the 
Qur'an and the practice or example of the Prophet. 
A~mad ibn-I:Ianbal (d. 8;;), who is alleged never to 
have eaten water melon because he was not in possession 
of any Prophetic precedent on the subject, collected, in 
his work entitled the Musnad, more than 8o,ooo ~adiths, 
and thus founded the I:Ianbali school. Dawiid ibn
Khalaf (d. 883), reacting strongly against the increasing 
subtlety of legal reasoning, expounded the principle 
that law should be based only upon the literal and evi
dent ({ahir) meaning of the texts of the Qur'an and the 
Traditions, and his acolytes thus became known as the 
~ahiri school. One of their later outstanding adherents, 
lbn-I:Iazm (d. 1064), denounced the use of analogical 
reasoning (qiyas) in law as a perversion and a heresy 
with such fervour that his voluminous writings were 
publicly burnt in Seville. 

Within the established schools oflaw, the Malikis in 
Medina and the I:Ianafis in Kiifa, the interests of past 
local tradition necessitated a cautious approach to ash
Shafi'i's thesis. Unwilling to undertake the complete 
revision of their existing corpus juris-as strict adher
ence to ash-Shafi'i's principles would have required 
-but at the same time forced to acknowledge the 
essential validity of those principles, they accepted the 
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authority of Traditions in a qualified form, and on this 
basis found it possible to reconcile their existing law 
with the dictates of ash-Sha.fi'i's theory. The process of 
adjustment did not prove unduly difficult; for a great 
part of the doctrine of the early schools was already 
expressed in the form of Traditions. 

A common feature of the jurisprudence of both 
schools was their reluctance to accept the binding nature 
of a single or isolated Tradition (khabar al-wa~id) when 
this contradicted the established doctrine. The eflect of 
such Traditions could be minimised by interpretation, 
however arbitrary and forced this sometimes might 
appear; the l:fanafis, for example, in order to preserve 
their rule that an adult woman had the capacity to con
clude her own marriage, had to interpret the Tradition 
which stated: "If a woman marries herself without a 
guardian, her marriage is null and void", as referring to 
minor females only. More particularly, both schools 
recognised subsidiary; but additional, principles of 
jurisprudence whose authority could override that of 
an isolated Tradition; the l:fanafis maintained the 
validity of "preference" (isti~san) and the Malikis that 
of "the consensus (ijma') of Medina". These principles 
represent the survival of the distinctive characteristics 
of the early schools--the freedom of speculation in 
Kiifa and the reliance upon customary practice in 
Medina--and were actually invoked to deny the Tradi
tion-based doctrine of khiyar al-majlis. 18 

By the end of the ninth century the sharp conflicts of 
principle which ash-Shafi'i's thesis had engendered had 
largely died away, and the place of the sunna or practice 
of the Prophet in Muslim jurisprudence was stabilised. 
On the one hand extremist support for the Traditions 
was tempered by the recognition that, in the elaboration 
of the law, it was necessary in practice to use human 
reason in the shape of analogical deduction (qiyas ). (This 
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at least, was the case with the I:Ianbali school; the Zahiri:s 
adhered rigidly to their original principles, and as a 
result became extinct in the Middle Ages.) On the other 
hand the established schools, having succeeded in for
mally justifying their established doctrine, we:e ~lOW 
quite prepared to acknowledge, as a marter of pnnc1ple, 
the authority of the Traditions. 

This development, initiated by ash-Shafi'i, deter
mined the whole futme course oflslamic law. With the 
spread of the area of law covered by divine revelation 
came an increasing rigidity of doctrine; the scope for 
independent activity was progressively restri~ted_a_s the 
particular terms of the law, through the T radtt10_ns, 
were identified with the command of God. The spnng 
of juristic speculation, which had supplied the rapidly 
moving stream of Islamic jurisprudence in its early 
stages, gradually ceased to flow; the current slowed, 
until eventually and inevitably, it reached the point of 
stagnation. 
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Part Two 

LEGAL DOCTRINE AND PRACTICE IN 

MEDIAEVAL ISLAM 

CHAPTER 6 

THE CLASSICAL THEORY OF LAW 

WESTERN jurisprudence has provided a number of 
different answers to the question of the nature of law, 
variously finding its source to lie in the orders of a 
political superior, in the breasts of the judiciary, in the 
"silent, anonymous forces" of evolving society, or in 
the very nature of the universe itself. For Islam, how
ever, this same question admits of only one answer 
which the religious faith supplies. Law is the command 
of God; and the acknowledged function of Muslim 
jurisprudence, from the beginning, was simply the dis
covery of the terms of that command. By the early 
tenth century the differences of principle which had 
arisen in the formative period concerning the precise 
scope of the divine will had been largely resolved, and 
the historical development described in Part I of this 
book had culminated in a generally accepted formula 
for the process of discovery which we may call the 
classical theory of law. 

This theory, therefore, is not a speculative essay, in 
the manner of Western theories of jurisprudence, on the 
fundamental question of the origins of law. Since law 
can only be the pre-ordained system of God's com
mands or Shari' a, jurisprudence is the science ofjiqh, or 
"understanding" and ascertaining that law; and the 
classical legal theory consists of the formulation and 
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analysis of the principles by which such compr!'!hension 
is to be achieved. Four such basic principles, which 
represent {lis tinct hut correlated manifestations of God's 
will and which are known as the "roots of jurispru
dence" (u~iil al-.fiqh), are recognised by the classical 
theory: the word of God himself in the Qur' an, the 
divinely inspired conduct or sunna of the Prophet, 
reasoning by analogy or qiyas, and consensus of opinion 
or ijma'. But although these are the same u~iil as were 
laid down by ash-Shafi'i, it will he seen that the com
posite structure of the classical legal theory is funda
mentally different from ash-Shafi'i's scheme. 

Appreciation of the terms of the Shan a is, of course, 
a process of human thought, whether this takes the form 
of the simple recognition of the manifest meaning of a 
Qur'anic rule or lies in the derivation of a novel rule by 
analogy. Both the nature and the effect of this whole 
process of appreciation of the divine law, which is pro
perly termed ijtihad (literally, the "effort" of one's own 
judgement) are regulated by the legal theory. 

In the first place the course which ij tihad must follow 
is defined. The mujtahid (or person exercising ijtihad) 
should first seek the solution of legal problems in the 
specific terms of the Qur'an and the sunna, applying 
thereto the accepted canons of interpretation and con
struction, including the doctrine of repeal or abrogation 
(naskh ). Thus the classical theory adopts the doctrine of 
ash-Shafi'i by integrating the Qur'an and the sunna as 
material sources of divine revelation. But the dominant 
position of the sunna has an even greater emphasis in the 
classical theory; for as well as explaining the Qur'an the 
simna may also repeal it. Where a problem is not speci
fically regulated by the Qur'an or sunna, the method of 
analogical reasoning must then he used to extend the 
principles inherent in. the divine revelation to cover new 
cases. 

CLASSICAL THEORY OF LAW 

The second function of the legal theory is the evalua
tion of the results of such ijtihad in terms of the author
ity which is to be attributed to them as expressions of 
the divine will. A moment's reflection will bring to light 
the fundamental nature of the whole problem of the 
authority of the law in Islam. It was not merely a case of 
the values which were to he attached to the various 
possible interpretations of the Qur'an and sunna and the 
results of juristic reasoning in general; there was also the 
primary question of the authority of the recognised 
sources of the divine will themselves. What, in fact, 
guaranteed the validity of the whole scheme of u~iil? 
These questions find their answer in the concept of 
ijma' or consensus. 

ljma', in the classical theory, is the agreement of the 
qualified legal scholars in a given generation and such 
consensus of opinion is deemed infallible. Natural 
enough as a juristic principle, ijma' is none the less the 
self-asserted hypothesis of Muslim jurisprudence. For 
although the validity of the principle is formally ex
pressed in a Tradition from the Prophet which states: 
"My community will never agree upon an error", it is 
the ijma' itself which guarantees the validity of the 
Tradition. ljma' is also the term used to denote the 
universal acceptance by all Muslims of the fundamental 
tenets of the faith, such as · belief in the mission of 
Muhammad and the divine nature of the Qur' an. In this 
bro~dest sense, of course, ijma' is not a criterion of 
authority at all but simply the collective expression of a 
common religious conviction. Here we are only con
cerned with ijma' as a technical legal principle which 
operates, within the bounds established by basic reli
gious dogma, to determine the precise significance of 
the terms of the divine will. And it is such ijma' which, 
in the ultimate analysis, guarantees the authenticity of 
the Qur'an and the various compilations of Traditions 
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as records of divine revelation, the validity of the 
method of analogical reasoning (qiyas ), and, in sum, 
the authority of the whole structure of the legal theory. 

In the attempt to define the will of God, the ijtihad of 
individual scholars could result only in a tentative or 

· probable conclusion termed {ann (conjecture). This was 
so, strictly speaking, even where opinions were based 
upon an apparently unequivocal text of the Qur'an or 
the sunna, and was a fortiori the case where principles of 
interpretation and construction or analogical reasoning 
were involved. Where, however, such conclusions were 
the subject of general agreement by the scholars, they 
then became incontrovertible and infallible expressions 
of God's law.ljma' thus guarantees the totality of the 
results of ijtihad legitimately exercised in accordance 
with the process laid down in the theory of u~iil. 
Consensus of opinion produces certain knowledge 
('ilm) of God's will, but at the same time, where no 
consensus is in fact achieved, variant opinions are 
recognised as equally valid attempts to define that will. 

It is this function of ijma' which constitutes the vital 
difference between the classical legal theory and ash
Shafi'i's thesis. Ash-Shafi'i had conceived of ijma' as a 
material source of law of minor importance. 1 In the 
classical theory ijma' does indeed operate as a material 
source of law in itself. For example, the basic doctrine 
of constitutional law, the elected office of Caliph, is not 
derived from any text of the Qur' an or sunna or analogy 
thereon, but simply from the agreed practice of the 
early Muslim community. However, the dominant role 
of ijma' in the classical theory is that of the paramount 
criterion of legal authority. The authority of ash
Shafi'i's theory had rested merely on its intrinsic merits 
and logical appeal.ljma' in the classical theory supplies 
the necessary ultimate test for the validity of juristic 
reasoning in general and in particular determines the 
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measure of recognition and authority to be afforded to 
ash-Shafi'i's principles. 

, The formal operation of the classical theory of 
u~iil may be shortly illustrated by the development of 
the doctrine of usury (riha). A Tradition from the 
Prophet explains the general prohibition of riha con
tained in the Qur' an by declaring that, when certain 
commodities of the same species are bartered against 
each other, rihii exists if there is either inequality be
tween the two amounts offered or a delay in delivery 
on one side. Six such commodi ties were specified in 
the T radi tion-gold, silver, wheat, barley, dates, and 
raisins, By analogy, the so-called " rihcirules"-equali ty 
of offerings and immediate delivery-were applied to 
the barter of other commodities which were deemed to 
possess the same essential characteristics as those speci
fied in the Tradition, on the ground that the same 
effective cause ('ilia) which lay behind the original 
ruling was present also in these new cases. Divergence 
of opinion as to the nature of this effective cause pro
duced variant doctrines in the different schools. In 
Shafi'i and I:Janbali law the riha rules are applied to the 
barter of all foodstuffs, in Maliki law only to foodstuffs 
which can be stored or preserved, while in I:Janafi law 
they are extended to all fungible commodities normally 
sold by weight or measure. ljma' then confirms the 
area covered by general agreement-the riha rules 
themselves and their application to all foodstuffs capable 
of being preserved-as a certain expression of God's 
will; beyond this point the possible extension of the riha 
rules is a matter of conjecture, and the varying solutions 
of the different schools are ratified as equally probable 
interpretations of God's will. 

Because it was not only differences of this type which 
were covered by the ijma' but also more serious differ
ences, such as the subsidiary principles of law adopted 
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by the ~Ianafts and .Malikis to qualify the authority of 
Traditions and strict qiyas,Z ijma' represents, in a sense, 
the contradiction of ash-Shafi'i's thesis; for it tolerates 
those variations which it had been ash-Shafi'i's aim to 
eliminate. Yet this permissive and inclusive function of 
ijma' is in fact limited to the ratification of the status quo 
at the time of its formation; from this stage onwards it 
becomes a purely prohibitive and exclusive principle. 
Ont:e formed the ijma' was infallible; to contradict it was 
heresy, and the possibility of its repeal by a similar ijma' 
of a later generation, though admitted in theory, was 
thus highly unlikely in practice. Further discussion was 
precluded not only on those points whit:h were the 
subject of a consensus, but also on those matters where 
the jurists had agreed to differ; for if the ijma' covered 
two variant opinions, to adduce a third opinion was to 
contradict it. As the acknowledged sphere of the ijmii' 
in this broad sense spread, the use of independent judge
ment or ijtihad, which had been progressively restricted 
during the formative period by the emergence of such 
principles as the authority of Traditions and the strict 
regulation of methods of reasoning, eventually dis
appeared altogether. ljma' had thus set the final seal 
upon the process of increasing rigidity in the law. 

Muslim jurisprudence of the early tenth century for
mally recognised that its creative force was now spent 
and exhausted in the doctrine known as "the closing of 
the door ofijtihad". The right of ijtihadwas replaced by 
the duty of taqlid or "imitation". Henceforth every 
jurist was an "imitator" (muqallid), bound to accept and 
follow the doctrine established by his predecessors. 
Certain modern writersJ have suggested that this doc
trine arose out of the peculiar circumstances of the 
Mongol invasions of the thirteenth certury, when the 
treasured heritage of the Shari' a was thus embalmed and 
interred to preserve it from the ravaging hordes of Gen-
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ghis Khan. But historically the phenomenon occurred 
some three centuries before this, and was probably the 
result not of external pressures but of internal causes. 
The point had been reached where the material sources 
of the divine will-their content now finally determined 
-had been fully exploited. An exaggerated respect for 
the personalities of former jurists induced the belief that 
the work of interpretation and expansion had been ex
haustively accomplished by scholars of peerless ability 
whose efforts had fashioned the Shari' a into its final and 
perfect form. This attitude was naturally doscly linked 
with the enervating ef!'ect of tbe spread oft he ijmii'. As 
a natural sequel to the classical theory it represents the 
post facto rationalisation of an existing state of alt'airs 
reached with the culmination of the qul'st to <'X press the 
law in terms of the will of God. 'When the consensus of 
opinion in the tenth century asserted that the door of 
ijtihad was closed, Islamic jurisprudence had resigned 
itself to the inevitable outcome of its self-imposed terms 
of reference. 

Thus circumscribed and fettered by the principle of 
taqlid, jurisprudential activities were henceforth con
fined to the elaboration and detailed analysis of estab
lished rules. From the tenth century onwards the role of 
jurists was that of commentators upon the works of the 
past masters, and their energies were perforce expended 
in a scholasticism which on occasions attained a remark
able degree of casuistry. Serious consideration was 
given to such hypothetical cases as the problem of the 
precise moment at which succession opens to the estate 
of a person turned into stone by the devil. Extracting 
the last ounce of implication from original principles, 
the jurists ruled that melted butter, into which a mouse 
had fallen and drowned, could not be used as fuel for 
lamps because the air would be thus polluted· by the 
impurity of the flesh of a dead animal. Similarly it was 
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not permissible to ride a camel which had drunk wine 
because of possible contact with the forbidden sub
stance through the sweat of the camel. A Maliki scholar, 
Ibn-Rushd (d. u z6, grandfather of the philosopher 
Averroes), refers to this last rule as "the final word in 
godliness and the ultimate degree of piety:•, a phrase 
which in fact epitomises the purpose and attitude of the 
scholars. For although such extremes of pedantry were 
not normally indulged in the sphere of legal relation
ships strictly so called, jurisprudence as a whole was 
now dominated by a spirit of altruistic idealism.4 

I slamic jurisprudence had in fact been essentially 
idealistic from the outset. Law had not grown our of the 
practice of the courts or the remedies therein available 
-as Roman law had developed from the actio or 
English Common law from the writ-but had origi
nated as the academic formulation of a scheme alter
native to that practice; its authority did not lie in the 
fact that it was observed but in the theoretical arguments 
of the scholars as to why it ought to be observed. Even 
so, the scholars in the original schools of law had paid 
considerable attention to actual legal practice, accepting 
it as authoritative unless an explicit principle of the 
religion was thereby infringed. But by the tenth century 
the growth and maturity of the theory of the four 
u~ul, which dispelled outright any notion of an authority 
attaching to the activities of legal t ribunals as a source 
of law, had produced an attitude of doctrinaire isola
tionism. Jurisprudence, divorced from actual legal prac
tice, had become an introspective science, wherein law 
was studied and elaborated for its own sake. 

One of the most obvious instances of this detached 
idealism of the doctrine-in the sense of its general 
neglect of the subject oflegal remedies and its content
ment to define substantive rights and duties without 
concerning itself with any' procedural machinery for 
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their enforcement-lies in the topic of constitutional law. 
Here the jurists propounded the doctrine of the election 
of the Caliph by the vote of representatives of the 
Muslim community, and defined the qualifications 
which aspirants to that office must possess. It was a 
scheme based upon the historical circumstances .of the 
first four Caliphs, and was formulated largely in contra
diction to the nature of Umayyad rule, of which one 
outstanding feature was the hereditary transmission of 
political power. But apart perhaps, from the early 
years of the 'Abbasid dynasty, the scheme never again 
bore any resemblance to political reality. Such devia
tions from the ideal order of things might be lamented 
and condemned by the scholars, but the Shari' a itself 
was powerless to prevent them. Might, in fact, was right, 
and this was eventually recognised by the scholars in 
their denunciation of civil disobedience even when the 
political authority was in no sense properly constituted. 
Obviously the effective enforcement of the whole sys
tem of Shari'a law was entirely dependent upon the 
whim of the de facto ruler. 

The ideal code of behaviour which is the Shari' a has 
in fact a much wider scope and purpose than a simple 
legal system in the Western sense of the term. Jurispru
dence (.fiqh) not only regulates in meticulous detail the 
ritual practices of the faith and matters which could be 
classified as medical hygiene or social etiquette- legal 
treati es, indeed invariably deal with these topics first; 
it is also a composite science oflaw and morality, whose 
exponents (fuqaM', sing.faqih) are the guardians of the 
Islamic conscience. 

Hence all acts and relationships are measured by a 
scale of moral evaluation. On the positive side of a 
central category of acts which are permissible or indif
ferent (mubaM are firstly acts which are recommended 
(mandub)-where performance brings reward from 
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God but omission does not entail punishment-and 
secondly acts which are obligatory (wajih); on the nega
tive side of the scale are firstly acts which are reprehen
sible (makruh)-where omission brings reward but 
commission does not entail punishment-and secondly 
acts which are prohibited outright (!wram) . Law and 
morality, however, arc not full y merged and in tegrated 
within the Shari' a. For example, unilateral repudiation 
(;alaq) of a wife by the husband is morally reprehensible 
or maknih but, even when pronounced in a particularly 
disapproved form called bid' a ("innovation"), is none 
the less legally valid and effective. \Vhile our attention 
in this book is confined to law properly so called, the 
moral scale serves as a reminder of the essentially reli
giou character of the Shari a and of the fact that we are 
here dealing with but one part of a comprehensive 
guide to conduct aU of which is "law" in the Islamic 
sense and the ultimate purpose of which is to secure 
di in favour both in this world and in the hereafter. 

From the tenth century onwards the effect of the 
doctrine of taqlid was mirrored in the literature of the 
law. This consisted mainly of a succession of increas
ingly e.xhau tive comm ntaries upon tb works of the 
first systematic e>."Ponents of Lhe doctrine such as 5li k, 
ash-Shaybani and ash-Sh~Hi'i. Further glossaries were 
appended ro these commentaries; different views and 
lines of development were collated and amalgamated, 
and concise abbreviated compendia were produced. 
Authors, almost without exception, betrayed a slavish 
adherence, not only to the substance but also to the 
form and arrangement of the doctrine as recorded in 
the earliest writings. By the fourteenth century various 
legal texts had appeared which came to acquire a par
ticular reputation in the different schools and areas of 
Islam. Representing for each school the statement of 
the law ratified by the ijnza', they retained their para-
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mount authority as expressions of Shari' a law until the 
advent of legal modernism in the present century. 

Classical ju ri sprudence had thus, by the principle 
of ijmii', consecrated tl1e whole body of doctrine 
enshrined in the authori tative texts as the complete ex
pression of the divine command. Ald10ugh historical 
research as has been seen in Part I of this book, shows 
that the great buLk of the Jaw had originated in custo
mary practice and in scholars' reasoning, that its precise 
identification with the terms of the divine will was 
artificial, and that the classical theory of the four zqul 
was the culmination of a process of growth extending 
over two c nttu:ies, yet tradi tiona! Islamic belief holds 
that the four Uftil had been exclusively operative from 
the beginning. The elaboration of the law is seen by 
Islamic orthodoxy as a process of scholastic endea-

our completely independent of historical or socio
logical influences. Once discovered, therefore, the law 
could nor be subject to historical exegesis, in the sense 
that its terms could he regarded as applicable only to 
the particular circumstances of society at a given point 
in time. Moreover the law was of necessity basically 
immutable; for Mu~ammad was the last of the prophets, 
and after his death there could be no further communi
cation of the divine will to man. 

Law, therefore, does not grow out of, and is not 
moulded by, society as is the case with Western systems. 
Human thought, unaided, cannot discern the true values 
and standards of conduct; such knowledge can only be 
attained through divine reve lation, and acts are good or 
evil exclusively because God has attributed this quali ty 
to them. In the Islamic concept, law precedes and moulds 
society; ro its eternally valid dictates the structure of 

tate and society must, ideally, confo rm. 



CHAPTER 7 

UNITY AND DIVERSITY IN 
SHARi'A LAW 

A TREE whose network of branches and twigs stems 
' from the same trunk and roots; a sea, formed by the 

merging waters of different rivers; a va.riety of threads 
woven into a single garment; even the tnterlaced holes 
of a fishing net: these are some of the metaphors ~se~ ~y 
Muslim authors to explain the phenomenon of zlchulaf, 
or diversity of doctrine, in Shari'a law. The ~arious 
schools of law, in which such diversity of doctnne was 
crystallised, are seen as different but inseparabl~ aspects 
of the same unity. According to an alleged dictum of 
the Prophet, there were no less than 36o such pathways 
to the eternal truth; but, leaving aside for the moment 
the minority groups or sects, four schools of law only 
have survived in Sunnite Islam since the fifteenth cen
tury-the J:Ianafis, Malikis, Shafi'is, a~d J:Ianbalis. '!'his 
chapter will deal with the general top1c of the ~elat~on
ship between these four schools, or madhaluh (smg. 
madhhah), which Islamic legal philosophy thus covers 
with the blanket authority of the ijma'. 

During the formative period of the law the schools 
were as a natural result of their circumstances of origin, 
hostiie and competing systems. The original scho.ols of 
Medina and Kufa conscious of the fact that the1r law 
largely reflected !~cal practice, had at first accepted dif
ferences of doctrine as natural and inevitable; but under 
the impetus of the' Abbasid policy to create an or~er of 
State and society which would give full expression to 
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the Islamic religious ethic, the two schools came to 
champion their respective systems as possessing a valid
ity not confined to a particular locality but universal for 
Muslims. Conflict of juristic principles had then pro
duced the opposing systems of the Shafi.' is and J:Ianbalis, 
and until well into the second half of the ninth century 
the four schools adopted a polemical and intolerant 
attitude towards each other as they vied for recognition 
as the superior expression of God's law. 

Legal practice, as may be gathered from ai-Kindi's 
account of the early judges of Egypt, reflected and 
accentuated the controversies between the scholars. 
Sortie qtirf,is apparently evinced a regard for doctrines 
other than those of the school to which they belonged. 
For example, the J:Ianafi Ibrahim ibn-al-Jarriil)., qat:/.i 
from A.D. 82o-826, was in the habit of noting the variant 
views of Abii-J:lanifa, Malik and others on the back of 
the case record and marking the one he preferred as an 
indication to his clerk that the decree was to be prepared 
on that basis. In general, however, the judiciary aligned 
themselves strictly with the tenets of a particular school, 
and in so doing lost their original character as repre
sentatives of a local legal tradition. I:Ianafi law was 
the system officially adopted by the central ' Abbasid 
government, and this naturally resulted in the wide
spread appointment of persons trained in that school to 
judicial office in the provinces. One Isma'il ibn-a!-Ya8a' 
is on record as the first qtic/.i. to apply J:Ianafi law in 
Egypt. Although his ability as a judge commanded 
general respect, his application of unfamiliar and alien 
rules- particularly his policy of the annulment of charit
able endowments> as advocated by Abii-f:Iarufa-pro
voked sufficient resentment to cause his dismissal in 
A,~D. 78J. 

Theological disputes served on occasions to under
line the distinction between the schools and to cause 
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outbreaks of bitter enmity and active hostility between 
them. During the course of the notorious inquisition 
(mi~na), inaugurated by the Caliph al-Ma'mun in 833 
to force persons of rank to make public profession of the 
doctrine of the createdness of the Qur'an as expounded 
by the Mu'tazilite school of theology, the J:lanaft qat/i 
al-Layth, who himself espoused the Mu'tazilite creed, 
refused to allow Maliki and Sha:fi'i scholars to hold 
audience in the mosque. Some years later after the end 
of the inquisition the Maliki qiit/i al-I:{arith retaliated by 
expelling the J:lanafi teachers from the mosque, and is 
also said to have rejected in his court the evidence of 
witnesses who were known to have Hanafi afliliations. 

That such rivalry between the schools could cause 
considerable frustration to litigants is shown by the case 
concerning the "House of the Elephant", which occu
pied the attention of various qiiljis of Egypt over the 
span of more than a century. In its dosing stages the 
case hinged on the question of whether or not the word 
"descendants" in a family settlement included the plain
tiffs who were the issue of the settlor's daughter. Under 
J:lanafi law, which recognises in many respects the im
portance of the cognate relationship, "descendants" 
would naturally include daughter's children, while the 
word would not be so construed under Maliki law, 
where the agnate relationship is generally paramount. 
Thus the Maliki qiit/i Harlin dismissed the plaintiffs' 
claim in 83 5. Ten years later his J:lanafi successor gave 
judgement for the plaintiffs, only to have his decision 
in turn reversed by the Maliki al-J:Iarith in 859. There
upon the plaintiffs appealed to the Caliph who, on the 
advice of a' commission of J:lanafi jurists appointed to 
review the case, ordered the reversal of al-J:Iarith's deci
sion and entry of final judgement for the plaintiffs. 

It was the development of jurisprudential theory in 
the late ninth century which was the chief contributive 
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factor to a lessening of the tension between the different 
schools. With their general acceptance of a basic scheme 
of the usul or sources of law and with the realisa
tion of their identity of purpose which this produced, 
competitive hostility gradually gave way to a mutual 
tolerance, and ultimately the existing symbiosis of the 
different schools. was recognised and ratified by the 
classical doctrine of ijma'. 

The I:Janbali school, however, for several centuries 
occupied a somewhat precarious position within this 
quartet of schools. As the supreme exponents of an 
anti-rationalist attitude in law the J:lanbalis had initially 
rejected the method of juristic reasoning by analogy and 
were regarded by the other schools as collectors of 
Traditions rather than lawyers proper; while on the 
theological plane fanatical J:lanbali elements violently 
opposed the tenets of the Ash' arite creed, an attenuated 
form of rationalism accepted by the generality of Sun
nite Islam, and during a series of revolts at Baghdad in 
the twelfth and thirteenth centuries aggressively perse
cuted particular scholars of the other three schools.s 
That the J:lanbalis were admitted within the ambit of the 
ijma' at all is indicative both of the latitude of ijma: as a 
principle of toleration and of the fact that the technical 
science of law was now largely divorced from strictly 
theological issues. 

As has already been observed,6 the emergence of a 
theory of u~ul basically common to all the schools had 
little effect upon the existing diversity of substantive 
doctrine. For the Shafi'i and J:lanbali schools, indeed, 
legal theory preceded the elaboration of the law, and 
this basically accounts for the fact that their doctrine 
coincides more often than is the case with any other two 
schools. Even so, considerable variations arose between 
them, not only because the J:lanbalis rigidly adhered to 
the terms ofT raditions of weak authority in cases where 
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the Shafi'is resorted to analogical reasoning, but also 
because the Traditions themselves, embodying as they 
did the local practices and juristic speculations of the 
early schools, often allowed a choice between conflict
ing rules of apparently equal authority. 

J:Ianafi and Maliki law, on the other hand, were in 
existence before Shafi'i formulated his theory of u~ul, 
and although much of their law was already formally 
expressed in terms of that theory, in particular as Tradi
tions from the Prophet, there was a residuum of local 
doctrine which was not so expressed; this the J:Ianafis 
and Malikis proceeded to rationalise, in the course of the 
ninth century, by modifying and supplementing ash
Shafi'i's theory in a variety of respects. 

Most of these accretions represent qualifications of 
ash-Shafi'i's principal thesis-the paramount authority 
of Traditions from the Prophet-which, it will be re
called, had initially expressed the views of those who 
opposed the current doctrine of the Establishment in the 
early schools. Thus, one of the distinctive details of 
J:Ianafi legal theory is the maxim: "Addition constitutes 
abrogation", which means that where two texts of 
divine revelation (na~~) deal with precisely the same 
point but one of them adds a novel element to the terms 
of the other, then the text which contains this addition 
or increase prima facie abrogates the other. The maxim 
was adopted to counteract the authority of two par
ticular Traditions, one of which states that compelling 
legal proof is provided by the evidence of one witness 
and the oath of the plaintiff as to the truth of his claim, 
and the other that the penalty for fornication ({incl') is 
one hundred lashes and one year's exile. Both exile as a 
penalty for fornication and the acceptance of the oath 
of the plaintiff supported by one witness as legal proof 
were current practices in the Umayyad period which 
had been rejected by the scholars of Kufa. Their J:Ianafi 
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successors, who, of course, accepted the principle of the 
authority of Prophetic precedents-as these two par
ticular rules were now expressed to be-were forced to 
justify their established tradition to the contrary by the 
following argument. The Qur'an itself mentions only 
the evidence of two witnesses as constituting legal 
proof, and only flogging as the penalty for fornication; 
hence the additional elements of the plaintiff's oath and 
banishment contained in the respective Traditions mean 
that each Tradition does not simply explain the Qur'an 
but contradicts it, and therefore the normal rules of 
abrogation must apply; but since each Tradition is an 
individual report (khabar al-wa~id) their authority is 
not in fact sufficient to abrogate the text of the Qur'an, 
and therefore their terms are not binding. 

The outstandingly distinctive feature, however, of 
Maliki and J:Ianafi legal theory, as opposed to that of the 
Shafi'is and J:Ianbalis, is their recognition of supplemen
tary sources oflaw. These represent the classical expres
sion.of precisely those elements in the legal method of 
the early schools which it was ash-Shafi'i's purpose to 
eliminate. Freed om and flexibility of legal reasoning is 
the keynote of the J:Ianafi principle of isti~san, or "juris
tic preference", and, to a lesser degree, of the Maliki 
principle of isti#a~, or "consideration of the public 
interest"; while the concept of a local and limited con
sensus survives in the Maliki principle of "the ijma' of 
Medina", the authority of which was now formally sub
stantiated on the ground that Medina was the home of 
the Prophet and therefore its agreed practice was simply 
the continuation of the Prophet's sunna. In their role of 
juristic criteria, alternative, and often superior, to the 
authority of Traditions or of strict reasoning by ana
logy, these principles are the very contradiction of the 
essence of ash-Shafi'i's thesis, which lay in his insistence 
that the authority ofTraditions was paramount and that 
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analogical reasoning was the exclusively valid method 

oflegal reasoning. Although legal li terature from classi

cal times onwards, naturally tended to ~inimise the 

importance of these supplementary principles, they in 

fact represent the real sources of the bulk of Hanafi and 

Maliki law; their survival, under the umbr~lla of the 

ijma', shows how successfully the early schools had 

absorbed the shock of ash-Shafi'i's attack, and why they 

were able to preserve the distinctive characteristics 

which st.emmed from .their circumstances of origin. 

C~rt~m moden: wnters7 have created the impression 

that zstz(lsan and zsti!la~, as principles peculiar to the 

J:Ianafis and Malikis, are on the same level as the sub

sidiary pri~ciple of isti!~ab recognised by the Shafi'i 

school. Is:z.f~ab, however, is merely a natural principle 

of! ega! evtdence-the presumption that a state of affairs 

known to exist in the past continues to exist until the 

contrary is established-and is, as such, endorsed_by 

Islamic jurisprudence as a whole, although the Shafi'is 

perhaps apply it more consistently than the other 

schools .. Thus, .a missing person (mafqiid) is presumed 

~o ~~ ahve unttl the contrary is established, e.g . by a 

)Udtcral decree of his putative death based on the fact 

that such a time has elapsed since his disappearance as 

compl~tes his normal life span. Succession to the missing 

p~rson s estate, therefore, opens at the time of the judi

era! decree, and the entitled heirs are determined accord

in?ly. Only t?e ~hafi'i school, however, recognises· that 

thrs sam~ pnncrple governs the right of the missing 

person hrmself to succeed to the estate of a relative who 

dies during his absence; by ist~~ab it is presumed that 

the missing person survives any relative who dies prior 

to the decree of his putative death. But according to the 

other schools the missing person in this respect is to be 

accou~t~d dead from the date of his disappearance; for 

them zst~~ab operates as a shield to protect the missing 
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person's estate from the claims of his heirs, but not as a 

sword to support his own claims to the estates of others. 

It will be clear from this one example, therefore, that to 

regard the supplementary principles of the Maliki and 

I,Ianafi schools as in any way parallel to the principle of 

isti!~ah is to misunderstand completely their function 

and significance. 
Once the early hostility between the schools had dis

appeared and they had settled down to a state of peaceful 

co-existence, the development of doctrine naturally dis

played traces of cross influences between them. But 

although this process of interaction often resulted in 

a superficial assimilation of the details of the law, it 

rarely affected the basic characteristics of the different 

systems. 
In the laws of homicide, for example, all schools 

recognise the procedure of compurgation (gasama). 

For the school of Medina this was a mode of proving the 

offence of homicide where the guilt of the accused could 

not be established either by his confession or by the 

normal standard of two acceptable eye-witnesses of the 

killing. Fifty accusatory oaths taken by the blood rela

tives (' aqi!a) of the victim established the responsibility 

of the accused provided there was some other indication 

of his guilt. According to Malik himself such indication 

was provided by two circumstances only: a statement 

by a dying person charging the accused with his death, 

or one eye-wi mess of the killing. This second case Malik 

specifically calls "suspicion" (lawth). Ash-Shafi'i, how

ever, broadly defined "suspicion" as any circumstances 

raising a prima facie case against the accused, and later 

Maliki law was influenced by this view to the extent that 

it specified several additional situations which consti

tuted sufficient "suspicion" to support the ,com purga

tion procedure, including, e.g., the accused being dis

covered near the body with blood-stains on him. But 
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even so Sha.fi'i and Maliki law never reached complete 
agreement, for the Malikis included the naming of his 
killer by the dying victim as one of the categories of 
"suspicion", which the Shafi'is did not admit, and ex
cluded proof of existing enmity between the accused 
and the victim, which the Shafi'is admitted.s I:Ianafi law, 
it may be noted, took no part in this development but 
preserved the particular tradition of the school of Kiifa, 
under which compurgation was an essentially defensive 
procedure, fifty oaths being taken by the inhabitants of 
a neighbourhood in which a corpse had been discovered 
to repudiate the charge that one of their community had 
perpetrated the killing. 

An example of interaction in the realm of family law 
is provided by the doctrine of kafa' a, or marriage equal
ity.9 This had originated in Kiifa, and, though unknown 
to early Medinan law, was later adopted into the Maliki 
system. Here, however, it never assumed so elaborate a 
form as it did in I:Ianafi law. The I:Ianafis, for example, 
hold that the trade or occupation of the husband is an 
important element in determining whether he is the 
equal of his spouse, and recognise for this purpose a 
detailed hierarchy of the professions; the Malikis, on the 
other hand, do not consider this a material factor at all. 
Nor does the doctrine have the same significance within 
the general scheme ofMalilu family law as it has for the 
l:Ianafis, where it is primarily designed ro protect the 
interests of the marriage guardian; for he is allowed ro 
obtain, on grounds of non-equality, rhe annulment of a 
marriage contracted by his adult ward without his con
sent or intervention. In Maliki law a marriage can be 
validly contracted only by the bride's guardian and a 
petition for annulment on grounds of non-equality is 
accordingly restricted to cases where the husband has 
fraudulently misrepresented his status. 

For Islamic legal history the most important result of 
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this whole complex process of development of legal 
theory and the adjustment of the substantive doctrine 
thereto was the loss of conscious knowledge of the real 
origins of the law. The I:Ianafi and Maliki schools both 
attempted to consolidate their traditions by ascribing 
doctrines as they had finally emerged in the classical 
period to their early representatives. Malik and Abu
I.fanifa particularly thus came to enjoy an undeserved 
authority as originators of the doctrine.' 0 Again, differ
ences between the two schools, which had stemmed from 
their originally local character, were perpetuated in the 
guise of legitimate results of the jurisprudential process 
prescribed by the theory of the four uriil, and this was 
so whether the initial cause of diversity had lain in the 
actual custom of the locality, or in juristic specula
tion (ra'y), or in some other factor. The schools of 
Medina and Kufa, as we have seen,n had differed as to 
the measure of support due from a husband to his irre
vocably divorced wife during her "waiting period" 
(' idda ); in Kufa the husband was bound to provide full 
maintenance, while in Medina the wife, unless she was 
pregnant, had the bare right to lodging in the husband's 
home. Maliki and I:Ianafi jurists of the classical era re
tained the respective doctrines of their predecessors, but 
now explained them in terms of what had become the 
generally accepted criterion governing a wife's right to 
support, namely that maintenance was the consideration 
provided by the husband for the control (i~tibas) he had 
over his wife. Both schools recognised that the 'idda 
period was imposed in the interests of the husband in
asmuch as it was designed to determine the paternity 
of any child born to the divorced wife; but while the 
Hanafis considered that this in itself amounted to suffi
~ient control of the wife's activities by the husband to 
make her maintenance incumbent upon him, the Malikis 
argued that this was only so where the wife in fact 
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proved to be pregnant as a result of the former marriage. 
Obviously the original cause of the divergence-the 
existence of variant texts of the Qur' an on this subject
had long since faded into oblivion. 

It is often asserted that the differences of doctrine 
among the Sunnite schools are of relative insignificance 
compared with their essential agreement, and that their 
respective systems have the same fundamental structure 
and principal institutions of law, and diverge only on 
subsidiary particulars. 

This, admittedly, is the nature of the bulk of the 
variations. All schools agree, for example, on the basic 
notion of legitimacy as being dependent upon concep
tion, and not merely birth, during the lawful wedlock 
of the parents, and all recognise six months as the mini
mum period of gestation so that there is no presumption 
of legitimacy in favour of a child born within the first 
six months of a marriage. They differ only, in this con
text, as to whether the six-month period begins to run 
from the contract of marriage itself or from the actual 
consummation thereof. Again, the fundamental rules 
governing the care and custody of children ({!at/tina) 
are common to all the schools. Fallowing the divorce or 
estrangement of parents, custody of their young chil
dren belongs to the mother; but she loses the right if she 
remarries or if the children are wholly removed from 
the father's influence and control, in which case custody 
passes to the child's maternal grandmother or other 
relatives, in accordance with a generally agreed scheme 
of priorities. Differences between the schools are here 
largely confined to the question of the duration of such 
care and custody, which is held to terminate in the case 
of girls at the age of seven (Shafi'is), or at nine, or 
at puberty (I:Janafis), or on their starting married life 
(Malikis). Such details of the law, it may be remarked, 
are often the subject of as much variance between the 
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individual scholars within a school as they are between 
the schools themselves. 

There are, however, many issues which provide a 
clear-cut distinction between one school and another 
and which can hardly be classified as subsidiary points 
of detail. Divorce is one example. While all schools 
recognise that a marriage may be .te:minated extra
judicially, either by unilateral repud1at10n by the hus
band or by mutual consent, they differ ra~ically as to 
the grounds upon which it may be termmated ~y ,a 
judicial decree. In l~anaf! law the only ground for a w1fe s 
petition is tbe incapacity of the h_usband to con~~n:mate 
the marriage because of sexual Impotence. Mahki law, 
however, allows a wife to rest her petition on the hus
band's desertion, failure to maintain her, cruelty, sexual 
impotence (even where this occurs after :he c~nsumn:a
tion of the marriage), or the fact that he 1s afflicted "':!th 
some incurable or chronic disease which makes man tal 
relations harmful to the wife. The distinction, there
fore is between a system which recognises only judicial 
ann~lment on the ground of an original defect in the 
marriage and one which recognises judicial dissolution 
for a wide variety of marital "offences" committed by 
the husband. 

Succession provides a further example of differences 
which can scarcely be brought under the head of legal 
triYia. For all schools the golden rule of intestate succes
sion is the distribution of the fixed shares (farci' it/) to the 
Qur' anic heirs and the residue of the estate to the nearest 
agnate relatives ('afaba). But in the abse~ce of any 
agnate relative the Malikis hold that the Public Treasury 
is a residuary heir, while in the other three scho?ls .the 
Treasury succeeds only by escheat .. Three pnnc1pal 
effects flow from this distinction. Firstly, the whole doc
trine of radd, or proportionate return of the residu~ to 
the Qur'anic heirs in the absence of any agnate relative, 
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has no place in the Maliki system. Secondly, cognate 
relatives (dhawii 'l-ar~am) such as the children of the 
deceased's daughter or sister, succeed in I:Janafi, Shafi'i, 
and I:Janbali law in the absence of any Qur'anic heir 
or 'a~aha relative, but never succeed in Maliki law, 
where they are excluded by the ever present Public 
Treasury. Finally, since the restriction of the power of 
testamentary disposition to one-third of the estate is 
designed to protect the interests of the legal heirs, a 
person who has no surviving relatives may, in the 
majority view, dispose of the whole of his estate by will, 
while in Maliki law he remains subject to the one-third 
limitation. 

The cumulative effect, therefore, of the results of the 
rule that the Public Treasury is an heir gives the Maliki 
system of inheritance a distinctive character of its own. 
It is often the case that a series of variations between the 
schools can be traced back to a single basic conflict of 
principle; and to regard them as piecemeal variations on 
isolated topics is to lose sight of the essential unity and 
cohesion of each of the separate systems. 

In fact, the divergence between the schools often goes 
much deeper than mere variations of substantive doc
trine, and strikes to the very roots of their juristic 
method and outlook. A distinction is popularly drawn 
between the I:Janafis as being the exponents of ra'y 
and the Malikis as being the exponents of ~adith. 
There is little truth in this distinction if the terms are 
taken to indicate a conflict between those who em
ployed human reason in law and those who observed 
the divinely inspired precedents of the Prophet; for 
during the formative period of the law the two schools 
adopted essentially the same position in this regard. The 
labels were probably attached to the two schools because 
of the supplementary principles of jurisprudence they 
recognised; for the "consensus of Medina" of the 
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Malikis was regarded' in classical times as the perpetua
tion of the sunna of the Prophet-and the terms sunna 
and ~adith were in fact now used synonymously
while the I:Janafi "preference" (isti~san) was identified, 
at-least by their opponents, with unfettered and arbi
trary opinion. Regarded in this light, then, the distinc
tion does reflect that fundamental difference of character 
between the two schools which their supplementary 
sources oflaw in fact express-the conservative attach
ment to tradition of Maliki law and the freedom of 
juristic speculation which dominated I:Janafi jurispru
dence. Many aspects of family law-for example, 
the paramount importance of patria potestas in Maliki 
law-show the distinction to lie between a school 
whose object was to preserve an established tradition 
and one whose task it was to create a tradition of its 
own. 

A further difference of attitude between the Hanafi 
and Maliki schools concerns the scope of law a~d the 
role of the courts wbo apply it. In many respects the 
Maliki system represents a morali tic approach to legal 
problems in contrast to a formalistic attitude adopted by 
the I:I.anafis; for while the Malik.is place great emphasis 
upon rhe intention of a person as affecting the vaUdity 
of his conduct, the l;lanafis mainly confine their atten
tion to the external conduct itself. 

Thus, where a person on his death-bed acknowledges 
himself to be in debt, the Malikis hold that the acknow
ledgement is subject to the scrutiny of the court, and 
will be valid and effective only where the court is satis
fied that the acknowledgement was true in fact and that 
the acknowledgor did not thereby intend to benefit the 
acknowledgee to the detriment of his legal heirs. In 
I~anafi law, on the other hand, there is no enquiry into 
the intention of the acknowledgor as such: basically the 
acknowledgement is valid if made in favour of a person 
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who is not his heir, and invalid if made in favour of an 
heir. Again, a bar to marriage exists between a husband 
and his former wife whom he repudiated in a triple form 
which can only be removed by the marriage of the 
woman to a third party, the consummation of this inter
vening union and, of course, its subsequent termination. 
Malik! law maintains that the intention of the parties to 
the intervening marriage is of paramount importance, 
and that, if the court finds that the purpose of such a 
marriage was simply to enable the wife subsequently to 
remarry her former husband, it will not have this effect. 
I:Ianafi law, on the contrary, deems any enquiry into the 
intention of the parties to be outside the province of the 
courts, and the marriage will always be effective in 
removing the bar, unless, at least, this was its expressly 
declared purpose. As we shall see later, 12 the technical 
formalism of I:Ianafi law is particularly evident in 
its endorsement of the system of legal stratagems 
(~iyal). 

Traditions are often the expression of ethical norms 
rather than of strictly legal rules, and the moralistic 
approach to law is at its most extreme among those who 
regard the Traditions as the supreme guide to conduct. 1 3 

Not surprisingly, therefore, it is the I:Ianbalis who go 
further than any other school in attempting to integrate 
the twin strands of law and morality in the Shari' a. In 
I:Ianbali law a loan with interest is ipso facto a complete 
nullity simply because riba is forbidden. Malik! and 
Shafi'i law also hold a loan with interest to be void, but 
on the more technically legal ground that the contract 
is vitiated in its essence-i.e. in the mutual agreement 
of the parties to enter into a transaction not recognised 
by the law. I:Ianafi law, on the other hand, applies its 
popular doctrine of severance, removes the offending 
terms relating to interest, and regards the transaction 
which remains as a valid gratuitous loan. These different 
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attitudes naturally govern the question of whether and 
when the lender or borrower may recover sums actually 
paid. 

Such considerations as these reveal the true extent of 
the divergence between the different schools; they ap
pear as essentially distinct systems whose individual 
characteristics were fashioned by their circumstances 
of origin. An objective assessment of the nature of 
ikhtilaf, in all its various manifestations, thus penetrates 
the veil of the classical legal theory and is the clue to the 
historical growth of Shari' a law in the first three cen
turies of Islam. 

Although the relationship between the schools in 
legal practice wi ll be more conveniently discussed later, 14 

it may be remarked here that,-geographically, the divi
sion between them in mediaeval times was well defined, 
inasmuch as the courts in different regions of Islam had 
gradually come to apply the doctrine of one particular 
school. Various factors had conditioned the physical 
clistribution of schools. A school would spread be
cause of the influence of the various centres of scholar
ship, or because it had been officially imposed upon a 
population by the political authoriry-it will be recalled 
that the litigants in the "Hou e of the Elephant" case 
had themselves no choice as to the school applicable to 
their suit; 1s or a school might spread because it was 
adopted by a population concurrently with its conver
sion to Islam through contact with missionaries or mer
chants travelling along the recognised trade routes. 
Thus, broadly speaking, I:Ianafi law came to predomi
nate in the Middle East and the Indian sub-continent, 
Malik! law in North , W est, and Central Africa, and 
Shafi'i law in East Africa, Southern Arabia, and South 
East Asia. The l:fanbali school never succeeded in gain
ing any real territorial dominion until its tenets were 
adopted by the Wahhabi movement in the eighteenth 
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century, so that today the I:Ianbali school is the official 
law of Saudi Arabia. 

Yet however distinct the four schools might appear 
from the standpoint of both their doctrine and the con
duct of legal practice ge~erally, th.ey were fu~ed and 
blended together by Islamic legal ph1losophy as msepa:
able manifestations of the same single essence. Th1s 
theory of the mutual orthodoxy of t?e sc_hools, wh~cl~, 
on an objectively historical view, rationalise~ and ~tm
mises the existing differences between them m the light 
of the common theory of the sources of law, finds a 
classical exposition in ash-Sha' rani's Mi{lin, or "T he 

- Balance", written about 1 530. Differences between ~e 
schools he asserts are simply the results of the legm
mate ex~rcise of independent judgemen.t ~ijtihiid) in. the 
absence of any explicit guidance from d1v1~e revel~uon. 
God permitted a wide scope in the elab.or~uo~ and mt~r
pretation ofhis basic precepts, and vanauons m doctnne 
can all be explained in terms of one ~tandard, t?at of the 
comparative severity or leniency of mterpre~~tl~n. Ash
Sha' rani accordingly prefers to speak of !au tude of 
interpretation" (tawsi' a) rather than of "divergence" 
or ikhtilaf A closely parallel attitude was adopted to
wards the two schools of early Talmudic law, which 
were both recognised as the words of the living G~d. 
Talmudic law thus, it has been said, "announces a.ph!lo
sophy of bold and candid plu.ralism. Sinc.e human Judge
ments at their best are destmed to be mcomplete and 
partial, two or more entirely disparat~ judgements of 
the same transaction may be equally rational and equally 
estimable." 1 6 Islamic jurisprudence succinctly expresses 
the very same notion in the alleged words of the .Pr~
phet: "Difference of opinion among my commumty IS 

a sign of the bounty of God" . 
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SECTARIAN LEGAL SYSTEMS IN ISLAM 

ON the supreme constitutional issue of the nature and 
incidents of political sovereignty in the Islamic theo
cratic state the four Sunnite schools of law speak with 
one voice. Their doctrine of the Caliphate, of which the 
central feature is that the office belongs to a member 
of the tribe of Quraysh upon election by the qualified 
representatives of the community, is b~sed upon their 
recognition of the authority of the Medman, Umayyad 
and 'Abbasid Caliphs. Two minority groups in Islam, 
however, do not so ratify and support the actual his
torical devolution of power. Emerging as distinct poli
tical factions during the civil war between Mu'awiya 
and 'Ali (A.D. 656-661), they both refused to accept the 
claims of the victorious Mu'awiya and the succeeding 
Umayyad dynasty to leadership. But this was the limit 
of their agreement. For while the supporters of 'Ali 
(shi' at' Ali) inaugurated the Shi' ite movement and held 
that political sovereignty belonged, after 'Ali, to ~he 
issue of his marriage with the daughter and sole surviv
ing child of the Prophet, Fa~ima, the second .group,. ~he 
"seceders" or Kharijites, demonstrated the1r hosuhty 
to both sides in the civil war by assassinating' Ali and 
attempting to assassinate Mu'awiya. Rejecting equally 
descent from Quraysh or from the Prophet as essential 
attributes for leadership, the Kharijites held that the sole 
requisites were piety in the faith of. Islam and per~onal 
capability. Moreover, the two facuons w~re. radtcally 
divided from each other and from the maJOnty on the 
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question of the nature of political authority itself. The 
Shiites ultimately came to maintain that leadership was 
a matter of divine right, the ruler deriving his authority 
from the hereditary transmission of divine inspiration 
along the line of the Prophet's descendants. The Khari
jites, on the other hand, held that the ruler was to be 
elected-and, if necessary, deposed-by the votes of 
the entire community. Schism in Islam thus took the 
form of two extremist factions ranged on opposite sides 
of the intermediate position adopted by the majority 
group of the Sunnites, for the Shi' ites represented a 
rigidly authoritarian concept of political power and the 
Kharijites advocated a more liberal and democratic 
system. As communities spiritually, if not always physi
cally, separated from the Sunnites, the Shi' ites and 
Kharijites naturally formulated their own systems of 
religious law; and the purpose of this chapter is to ascer
tain how far, if at all, the particular constitutional prin
ciples of the two sects affected the general nature and 
substance of their law so as to distinguish it from that of 
Sunnite Islam. 

No geographical or intellectual barriers isolated the 
sects from the Sunnites during the eighth and ninth 
centuries, and the evolution of their legal systems co
incided and merged with the general process of histori
cal development described in Part I of this book. Legal 
scholars of Kharijite or Shi' ite persuasion were inspired 
by the same purpose as the Sunnite jurists; the raw 
material of their jurisprudence, the local popular and 
administrative practice, was the same; they shared the 
same general method of juristic speculation, were sub
ject to the same influences, and evinced the same trend 
to ascribe their doctrines to their own representative 
authorities in previous generations; and thus not sur
prisingly, their law emerged in the ninth centu~y having 
the same broad pattern, recognising the same principal 
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institutions and expressed in the same literary form as 
Sunnite law. 

In fa~t, the sectarian legal systems, far from being 
wholly mdependent growths, often directly borrowed 
rules developed in the Sunnite schools. This has been 
convincingly demonstrated by Schacht.'' Nevertheless 
it is difficult to agree with the same eminent authority 
that the Kharijite and Shi' ite systems "do not differ from 
the doctrines of the ... Sunnite schools of law more 
widely than these last differ from one another" .'s For 
:V~ile this is generally true ofKharijite law, Shi'ite law 
m Its final form possesses certain distinctive character
istics which stand in sharp contrast to the principles 
recognised by the Sunnite systems as a whole. 

Considering first jurisprudential theory, the schemes 
?f u~ul, which were propounded by the sects, represent, 
JUSt as much as the Sunnite scheme, a systematically 
idealised rather than a historically factual account of the 
sources of law. It goes without saying that both the 
Shi'ites and the Kharijites regard the Qur'an and the 
sunna or practice of the Prophet as the basic material of 
divine revelation, although their respective versions of 
the sunna differ, sometimes on points of considerable 
s~bst.an~e, from t~at accepted by the generality of Sun
nlte J.u.nsts. As dJ.stinct from the standard corpus of 
Tradwons recogmsed as authoritative by the Sunnites, 
the sects came to possess their own collections which 
satisfi~d their own standards of authenticity, one of the 
most 1mpo!-"t~nt probative ~:iteria for the Shi'ites being 
the transmJsston of a Trad!tton by one or other of their 
recognis~~ leaders, or Imams. Beyond this point, how
ever, ~h1 Ite legal theory develops a unique character: 
for while the Kharijites agree with the Sunnites that the 
principles embodied in the divine revelation are to be 
~xtended, and new problems solved, by juristic reason
mg-even if the forms which this might assume are less 
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rigidly defined-the majority of the Shi'ites reject this 
role of human reason and maintain that the further 
elaboration of the law is the sole prerogative of their 
divinely inspired Imam. 

Here it becomes necessary to indicate briefly the 
composite structure of the Shiite movement. Contro
versy at various points in history as to who among the 
descendants of the Prophet was the rightful Imam split 
the Shi'ite community into a variety of branches, dis
tinguisHed not only by the person of the Imams to 
whom they acknowledged allegiance but also by their 
doctrines coneeming the nature of his office. From a 
l~gal standpoint the three most important branches of 
the Shi'ites are the small minority of the Zaydites, the 
lsma'ilites and the overwhelmingly most numerous 
group of the lthna-'asharites or Imamites. For the 
Zaydites the authority of the Imam is that of a human 
being; he is elected by the community on the basis of his 
personal abilities and has no closer link with God than 
that of being generally "guided upon the right path". 
The lsma'ilites and the lthna-'asharites, on the other 
hand, hold that the Imam, although he may be formally 
designated by his predecessor, is in fact appointed by 
God and possesses something of the divine essence; but 
while the Isma'ilite Imams have continued in unbroken 
line .from the time of' Ali down to the present day, the 
lthna-' asharites ("Twelvers") are so called because they 
recognise only twelve Imams, the last of whom retired 
from this world in 874 and is destined to reappear in the 
fulness of time.'9 Since these three groups all possess 
their own distinct legal systems, the term "Shi'ite law" 
can only be used by way of the broadest generalisation 
and is often, without further qualification, as meaning
less as the term "Sunnite law". 

Except in the case of the Zaydites, however, the doc
trine of the Imamate dominates Shi' ite jurisprudence to 
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the degree that it produces a concept of law, and the 
relationship of the political authority therewith, funda
mentally different from that obtaining among the Sun
n:ites. Such administrative powers as belong to the 
Sunnite Caliph must always be exercised within the 
)jmits set by the law, for the Caliph is as much bound 
by its terms as the rest of his subjects. On the other hand 
legal sovereignty, in the real sense of the term, vests in 
the Shi' ire Imam, who speaks with the supreme author
ity of the divi11e Lawgiver himself. Politically the differ
ence is between a constitutional and an absolute form 
of government;20 legally it is between a system which 
is basically immutable and represents the attempt by 
human reason to discern the divine command and one 
which purports to be the direct and living expression of 
that command. 

It follows that consensus (ijmii'), whether as a 
spontaneous source of law or as a criterion regulating 
the authority of. human reasoning, has no place in such 
a scheme of jurisprudence, where the authority of the 
Imam supersedes that of agreed practice and his infalli
bility is diametricaJJy opposed to the concept of prob
able rules of law (t:=) and equally authoritative 
variants (ikh.tilaf). For the Kharijites and Zaydites, on 
the other hand, both of whom accepted the necessity 
for human reason in law, consensus plays much the 
same role as it does for the Sunnites, though it is natur
ally only the opinions of their own scholars which are 
relevant in the formation of such a consensus. Here, 
however, the.Kharijite recognition of the consensus of 
the early community at Medina prior to their own 
"secession" serves to accentuate a further distinctive 
and important feature of Shi'ite jurisprudence. No 
authority whatsoever, in their view, can attach to 
the practices of the early Muslim community because 
it was not then properly constituted; ·in particular 
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the election of the first three Caliphs-one manifesta
tion of the ijmii' of the Medin~n _community-~~d 
contradicted outright the first pnnctple of the Sh1 tte 
creed that • Ali was the legitimate successor to the 
Prophet. . . 

On a purely theoreti~l plane, th_;?"• s~c~ comctden~e 
as exists between Sunmte and Sh1 tte JUnsprudence ts 
overshadowed and outweighed by the doctrine of the 
Imam!lte. Yet in practice the potentially legislati:',<: ~ole 
of the Imam has been a reality only for the lsma tlttes. 
As far as the lthna-' asharites are concerned, it has repre
sented, since 874, an ultimate ideal which

1 
awaits. the 

return of the hidden Imam for its imp ementatlon. 
During the protracted interregnum the exposition. of 
the law has been the task of qualified scholars (mu;ta
ltids), and however much they may h~ve been reg~r~ed 
as the agents of the Imam and wor~tng under hts ~n
fluence their use of human reason ( aql) tb determtne 
the law' has been accepted as necessary and legitimate. 
Inevitably, therefore, the concept of probable rules of 
law (zann) and the authoritative cri.terion_ of consens~s 
have been recognised by the lthna- ashantes, and thetr 
system is certainly not without i~s v~riant sch~lastic 
opinions. Furthermore the actual htstoncal evolutton of 
law in the various Shi'ite groups has closely followed 
that in Sunnite Islam; for although Shi' ite jurisprudence 
knows no doctrine of "imitation" or taqlid, Imams or 
their representative scholars have seldon: seen fit_ to 
depart from the traditional law as expresse~ m autho~lta
tive manuals belonging to the early medtaeval penod. 
Similarly Kharijite law, which continued in theory to 
be capable of development by the exercise of indepen
dent judgement (ijtiltad), in fact remained as stable over 
the centuries as its Sunnite counterpart. 

Passing now to the sphere of substantive legal doc
trine, Kharijite law knows a limited number of rules, all 
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of a subsidiary nature, which have no parallel in the 
Sunnite schools. A mother's right of custady of her 
male children, for example, terminates in Kharijite law 
when the child is two years old-a rule which inciden
tally coincides with that of tbe lthna-' asharites. But the 
great bulk of Kharijite law-and certainly all its basic 
tenets-can find adequate authority among the Sunnite 
jurists. Thus, custody of girls belongs to the mother 
until the age of seven, when the child may opt to live 
with either parent; tllis is normal Shafi'i doctrine. A wife 
is entitled to be maintained on a scale determined by 
exclusive reference to the husband's means; this, again, 
is the Shafi'i view as opposed to the other Sunnite 
schools, who take into account the wife's own circum
stances and background. Arrears of maintenance cannot 
be claimed by a wife unless the amount of maintenance 
was fixed by a previous court order or agreement be
tween the spouses; this is substantially I:Janafi law, 
while the other Sunnite schools hold arrears of main
tenance to be a recoverable debt notwithstan.ding the 
absence of an agreement or judicial maintenance order. 
Crue1ty is a ground for a wife's petition for dissolution 
of her marriage-as it is for the Malik is bur not for the 
three other schools. Kharijite law is not, of course, 
simply a haphazard amalgam ofSunnite principles; it is 
a cohesive system with its own spirit and character. But 

, the variations between Kharijite law and one particular 
Sunnite school or another, while they may be of con
siderable practical consequence, have no peculiar Khari
ji te stamp or sectarian significance. 

Far different is the case 'VIith the Slu..,ites. Confining 
our attention to the rna jori ty group of Lhe lthna-' ashar
ites, their doctrine assumes in several fundamental 
respects a unique character sharply opposed to that of 
the Sunnite (and the Kharijite) systems as a whole. 
A brief review of three outstanding features of 
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lthna-'asharite law will illustrate the nature and eXtent 
of the divergence. . 

Sexual intercourse in Sunnite Islam (and m the 
Kharijite Zaydite and Isma'ilite sects) is legal and per
missible 'on two grounds only-the dominion that a 
master possesses over his slave-girl or a valid contract of 
marriage (nik.#). lthna-'asharite law, h~w~ver, recog
nises a third, and totally different, permtsstble form of 
sexual relationship known as mut' ~· . . 

While nikah is, in essence and mtenuon, a hfe-long 
union mut' a is a temporary relationship contracted for 
a specific period and in consideration of a specific remu
neration (ujra) payable to th~ worn~~· The normal 
impediments to a nik.# m~rnag~ ansmg ou.t of the 
blood, affinity, or foster relauonshtp of the parties apply 
equally to mut' a, as also does the bar created by dtffe;
ence of religion; a man may therefore contra:~ mut a 
with either a Muslim woman or one from the peo~le 
of the book" (Jewish, Christian, etc.), but a Mushm 
woman only with a Muslim. On the other han~, as 
opposed to the permissible maximum of ~our w1ves, 
there is no limit to the number of women wtth whom a 
man may conclude mut' a contr~cts. F ;mhermore, none 
of the principal rights and d~ues wht.ch stem fr?m t~e 
permanent bond created by nik.a~ apphes to a mut a con
tract. No right of maintenance bel?ngs to the woman 
and no corresponding duty of ohed_tence. falls upon her, 
and there are no rights of mutual mhentance hetw~en 
the partners. Nor can there he a divorce. in the techmcal 
sense, either by the husband. ~ro~ouncmg a formal ~e
pudiation or by the wife peuuomng the court f~r dts
solution. The contract may, however, he termmated 
prematurely either by mutual agreement or by ?ne party 
unilaterally. Where the man prematurely t~r:nmate~ th~ 
union he is said to "make a gift of the remammg penod 
to the woman and has no right to recover any propor-
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tionate sum of the remuneration (ujra). Conversely, the 
woman is bound ro return a proportionate part of the 
ujra if she fails to fulfil her obligations for the speciiied 
period. 

Mul' a, then, is nor simply a nilcti~ with an accom
panying condition of a time-limit, hut is a distinct and 
individual legal institution. If nik.a~ is classified, how
ever artificially, by Muslim jurisprudence as a type of 
sa.!e (bay'), whkh results in the transfer of an absolute 
proprietary interest, mut' a falls under the head of hir~ 
or lease (ijara), as being the transfer of the usus only for 
a limited period. Such a concept of marriage is utterly 
alien to general Muslim jurisprudence, arid however 
proper the motive for the conclusion of a mut' a may be 
-as where, for example, a term of 99 years is stipulated 
- the resulting relationship is, outside Ithna-'asharite 
jurisdiction, not only void in civil law but amounts to 
the criminal act of fornicat ion (rina') and will, in strict 
theory, be sanctioned by the severe penalties prescribed 
therefor. 

Talaq (divorce by repudiation) provides our second 
example of a major clash between Ithna-'asharite and 
Sunnite law. Here there is no dispute as to the basic 
right of a husband unilaterally to repudiate his wife at 
will; but in the regu lation of the incidents governing the 
exercise of this right, Ithna-'asharite law is restrictive to 
3 degree that betrays an essentially different attitude 
from that adopted by the Sunnites to this form of 
divorce. 

In the firs t place, no formalities are attached by Sun
nite law to the manner in which a repudiation may be 
pronounced: it may be effected orally or in writing; any 
words indicative of repudiation may be used, and wit
nesses are not necessary for its validity (as distinct from 
its proof). I thna-'asharite law, on the other hand, postu
lates a strict adherence to form: the pronouncement 
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must be made orally, using the precise term ralaq or 
some form thereof, in the presence of two witnesses. 
Furthermore, there must be proof of a definite intention 
to repudiate, while for the Sunnites generally repudia
tions pronounced as a jest or threat, and for the I:Ianafis 
in particular repudiations uttered under duress or 
by a husband in a state of intoxication, are valid and 
effective. 

Secondly, ralaq is classified by the Sunnites, accord
ing to the circumstances in which it is pronounced, as 
either " approved" (ralaj as-sUJllla) or " disapproved" 
(ralii.q al-bic/' a). Talaq as-sunna may take the form either 
of a single repudiation, which is revocable by the hus
band until the expiry of the wife's 'idda period, or of 
one repudiation followed by two further confirmatory 
repudiations in successive months, when divorce be
comes irrevocable on the third pronouncement. Talaq 
al-bid' a, on the other hand, primarily designates forms 
of repudiation which are immediately irrevocable, such 
as where a single repudiation is expressly declared to be 
final or where three repudiations are pronounced at the 
same time. But in order to qualify as "approved" a 
repudiation must also be made in a wife's period of 
"purity" (ruhr, sc. when she is not menstruating) during 
which she has had no sexual relations with her husband, 
and failure to observe these attendant conditions will 
render the repudiation "disapproved". In Sunnite Islam 
the distinction between these two forms of ralaq is a 
tJurely moral one, for both types are equally valid and 
effective in law. lthna-' asharite law, however, does not 
recognise the "disapproved" forms of ralaq at all, but 
insists upon strict adherence to the "approved" forms 
under pain of nullity. In sum, therefore, the lthna
'asharite doctrines clearly manifest a desire to confine 
the husband's exercise of his power to repudiate within 
rigidly defined limits-a policy of which there is little 
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evidence in the generally lax and permissive nature of 
Sunnite law. 

It is the Ithna-'asharite law of inheritance, however, 
which stands out in boldest relief as the supremely dis
tinctive feature of their whole system. Entitlement to 
succeed on intestacy rests, for the Sunnites, on three 
distinct grounds which produce three separate groups 
of legal heirs-the Qur' anic sharers, the male agnate 
relatives ('a~aba) of the deceased, and, failing these two 
primary groups, female and cognate relatives. lthna
' asharite law, on the other hand, recognises one basis of 
entitlement only, that of"relationship" (qaraba) simply, 
and accordingly divides all relatives (with the exception 
of the spouse relict who always takes his or her Qur' anic 
share) into three classes. These, in order of priority, are 
(a) the lineal descendants and parents of the deceased, 
(b) brothers, sisters and their issue and grandparents of 
the deceased, and (c) uncles and aunts and their issue. 
Entitlement, therefore, depends solely upon the positiQn 
of the claimant heir within this scheme; and while the 
Qur'anic heirs, when entitled, will take their allotted 
share, and the basic rule applies that a male relative 
generally takes twice the share of a female relative of 
corresponding order and degree, the system differs 
vitally from Sunnite law in that it affords no distinctive 
place to the male agnate relatives. Ja'far a~-Sadiq, the 
sixth Shi'ite Imam (d. 765), is alleged to have peremp
torily dismissed their claims with the remark: "Dust in 
the jaws of the 'a~aba"; and those female and cognate 
relatives who only succeed in the last resort in Sunnite 
law are integrated within the general framework of the 
Shi': te classes of heirs. 

The paternal grandfather of the deceased, for ex
ample, occupies a favoured position in the Sunnite 
scheme in the absence of the deceased's father. Ranking 
as a substitute heir for the latter, he will take a Qur'anic 
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share of one-sixth i'n the presence of any child of the 
deceased, while by virtue of his agnate relationship he 
will be entitled, in addition, to any residue where the 
only surviving child of the deceased is a daughter, will 
take twice as much as the deceased's mother, when in 
competition with her alone or in company with the 
spouse relict, and finally will totally exclude any chil
dren of the deceased's daughter. In the lthna-'asharite 
system the presence of any one of the relatives men
tioned-child, grandchild or mother of the propositus 
-precludes the paternal grandfather from any rights of 
succession at all. 

Brothers and sisters of the deceased are equally ex
cluded from succession in lthna-'asharite law by either 
of the deceased's parents or any lineal descendant. In 
Sunnite law, on the other hand, they are excluded only 
by the deceased's father or male agnatic descendant. 
Germane or consanguine ·brothers and sisters take as 
residuary heirs when in competition with the de
ceased's daughter; in competition with the mother, 
sisters, in the absence of brothers, take a collective 
Qur' anic share of two-thirds of the estate, and brothers, 
with or without sisters, inherit as residuaries-two or 
more of them restricting the mother to her minimum 
share of one-sixth; while any brother or sister will 
totally exclude the issue of the deceased's daughter. 
Here, perhaps, the real nature and significance of the 
divergence between the two systems is at its most ap
parent. It is not only that females and cognate relatives 
generally enjoy a more privileged position in Shi'ite 
law, but rather that Sunnite law, in recognising the 
claims of agnate collaterals, embodies a much broader 
concept of the family group than Shi'ite law, which 
rests firmly upon the predominance of the narrower tie 
of relationship existing between a mother and father 
and their issue. 
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It may now be appreciated that the lthna-'asharite 
doctrines on the three topics we have discussed are of so 
pronouncedly individual a character that they cannot be 
regarded in the same light as the variations among 
the Sunnite schools or explained in terms of the same 
causes. 

Political considerations, it has often been suggested, 
adequately account for the special features of Ithna
'asharite law. Denying the authority of the first three 
Caliphs of Medina, the Ithna-'asharites maintained the 
validity of mut' a "for no better reason than that its pro
hibition had been attributed to • Umar".ZI Similarly, 
their rejection of the "disapproved" forms of repudia
tion of a wife is explicable on the ground that these were 
innovations practised by the Muslim community during 
the same period of its government by usurpers, and as 
such were devoid of authority. Finally the lthna-' ashar
ite scheme of inheritance is even more obviously allied 
with their political tenets; for the principles that cognate 
relationship is as strong a ground for succession as the 
agnate tie, and that the claims of collaterals are sub
ordinate to those of all lineal descendants, appear indis
pensable to a faction whose hierarchy of leaders traces 
its descent from the Prophet's daughter Fa!ima and 
claims to have inherited through her something of 
Mul_lammad's own divinely given qualities. 

• Ali holds the position of first Imam because, in 
Shi'ite belief, the Prophet so appointed him. Even so, 
the desire that the principles of relationship (qaraba) 
should show 'Ali to be closer in line of succession than 
the Prophet's uncle 'Abbas (and the dynasty to which 
he gave his name) produces a striking anomaly in the 
lthna-'asharite law. Where the claimants to an estate 
are relatives in the third class of heirs-uncles and 
aunts of the deceased and their issue-the normal rule of 
priority in degree is that any uncle will totally exclude 
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the issue of uncles, i.e. cousins of the deceased. Ithna
'asharite law, however, maintains that where the only 
competing heirs are a consanguine paternal uncle and 
a germane paternal uncle's son, the latter excludes 
the former. 'Abbas was the consanguine paternal 
uncle of the Prophet,' Ali his germane paternal uncle's 
son. 

Yet to ascribe the Ithna-' asharite variations to purely 
political factors is not wholly convincing. If they recog
nised mut' a solely because' Umar forbade it, they would 
l1ave rejected, equally flatly, any ruling ascribed to the 
first three Caliphs or any practice followed by the early 
Medinan community, and this they did not do: rather, 
they did not accept' Umar' s prohibition of an institution 
whose validity they recognised on other grounds. Fur
thermore, as we have pointed out, their rejection of the 
"disapproved" forms of repudiation was merely one 
aspect, albeit an importaRt one, of their fundamentally 
distinct attitude to this form of divorce as a whole. 
Similarly the differences in their law of inheritance go 
far beyond those that would be required by bare poli
tical motives. The hypothetical competition between 
'Ali and' Abbas for succession to the Prophet is a case in 
point; this is indeed a superficial modification dictated 
by political tenets, but the basic principles to which it 
forms an exception are themselves quite distinct from 
Sunnite law. For these reasons the lthna-'asharite doc
trines would appear to have some deeper significance 
than that of mere championship of the cause of' Ali and 
his descendants against the acknowledged rulers of the 
Sunnites. 

Ithna-' asharite jurists themselves consistently claim 
that their system is a closer expression and a more faith
ful representation of the spirit of the Qur'anic laws than 
its Sunnite counterpart. Mut' a is recognised because it 
is explicitly endorsed by the Qur'an in their interpreta-
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tion thereof. Repudiation is only effective when pro
nounced in the "approved" forms because these were 
the only forms expressly recognised by the Qur'an and 
the authentic precedents of the Prophet. Their scheme 
of succession is the development of the necessary impli
cations underlying the Qur'anic rules on the subject, 
which stress the rights of female relatives and nowhere 
indicate the pre-eminence of the agnate relationship as 
such. These views of the Ithna-' asharite scholars, then, 
reveal a vitally different approach to the question of the 
juristic interpretation of the Qur' an. Existing customary 
law is, for the Sunnites, impliedly endorsed by the 
Qur'an unless it is expressly rejected; hence the fusion 
in their scheme of inheritance between the old agnate 
heirs of the customary law (' a~aha) and the new heirs 
specified by the Qur' an. For the I thna-' asharites, on the 
contrary, existing customary law is impliedly rejected 
by the Qur'an unless it is expressly endorsed; and the 
express Qur'anic norms are no more subject to modifi
cation by practices arising after their revelation (the 
"disapproved" forms of repudiation) than they are by 
pre-existing custom (the rights of the ·~aha). In short, 
the Sunnites view the Qur'anic regulations as piecemeal 
reforms to be superimposed upon the existing law, 
while the Ithna-'asharites regard them as providing an 
outright break with past practice and laying down the 
first principles for the elaboration of an entirely novel 
system. 

Are the distinctive doctrines of the lthna-'asharites, 
then, the result of political factors, or do they stem from 
a particular method of juristic interpretation of the 
Qur'an, as they themselves assert? Formulated in ex
treme terms, the problem would thus appear to be 
whether the law of the Ithna-' asharites precedes and 
supports their political doctrine or whether their poli
tical doctrine precedes and determines the form of their 
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law. In fact, however, the problem and the apparent con
flict only exist if the term "political" is given the narrow 
connotation, such as it would normally have in Western 
terminology, of the bare form and incidents of temporal 
authority in the state. Now in an Islamic context, poli
tical, religious, and legal factors are inextricably merged 
in the notion of the theocratic state; and if we give the 
term "political" this comprehensive meaning, the Ithna
' asharite doctrine regarding leadership in Islam and their 
juristic approach to the interpretation of the Qur'an 
appear as complementary and interdependent aspects of 
the same political creed. Sunnite political theory repre
sents an amalgam of Islamic principles and pre-Islamic 
practice-rule by the traditional tribal aristocracy sub
ject to the dictates of the religious law. lthna-'asharite 
political theory, on the other hand, renounces any con
nection with pre-Islamic practice and sees the sole source 
of authority to lie in the founder-Prophet and his attri
butes as a religious leader. The respective attitudes 
adopted by the two groups towards the relationship, 
between the Qur'anic laws and pre-existing custom are 
not only directly parallel with their dist,inct political 
concepts but are a necessary and integral part of them. 
Juristically as well as politically, Islam meant a re
orientation and modification of existing practice for the 
Sunnites, while for the lthna-' asharites it marked a 
completely new point of departure. 

lthna-'asharite law, therefore, cannot properly be 
regarded as a system adqpted from the Sunnites and 
superficially modified to accord with political tenets. It 
appears as a natural manifestation and product of their 
own version of the nature of Islam, inseparably con
nected with the whole body of dogma and beliefs which 
constitute their religious faith. Just as this explains 
the fundamental divergences of Ithna-'asharite law, it 
equally accounts for the general similarity of Kharijite 
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law with the Sunnite system, for the approximation of 
lsma'ilite law to the Ithna-' asharite position, and for the 
fact that Zaydite law represents a fusion of Sunnite and 
Shi' ite principles. Yet, whatever the extent of their 
coincidence with, or divergence from, Sunnite doc
trines, the sectarian legal systems are, in the ultimate 
analysis, quite distinct from each other and from those 
of Sunnite Islam; for they derive their authority exclu
sively from those individual politico-religious beliefs 
by virtue of which the several sects and the Sunnites 
mutually regard each other as heretical. 

' 
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CHAPTER 9 

ISLAMIC GOVERNMENT AND 
SHARI'A LAW 

SHARi' A law had come into being as a doctrinal system 
independent of and essentially opposed to current legal 
practice. But the scholars, at least in the early period, 
had in no way opposed the existing constitution or its 
legal and administrative machinery as such. Primarily 
concerned to regulate the relationship of the individual 
Muslim with his God, the jurists had formulated stan
dards of conduct which represented a system of private, 
and not of public, law, and which they conceived it to be 
the duty of the established political power to ratify and 
enforce. Having traced the growth of the doctrine itself 
to its maturity of expression in the mediaeval texts, we 
now proceed to consider how far the de facto authority 
of Islamic government supported the religious author
ity of Shari' a doctrine by securing its effective applica
tion in the legal tribunals. 

Organisation of the Islamic state under the Urnay
yads was not based upon any firm separation of the 
executive and the judicial functions. Supreme power in 
both these respects vested in the Caliph, and through 
the delegation of his authority a great variety of sub
ordinate officials possessed judicial competence within 
the territorial or functional limits of their administra
tive duties. Provincial governors, army commanders, 
masters of the treasury, market-inspectors, and even 
officials in charge of the water supply all possessed 

. powers of jurisdiction within their own spheres of 
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activity, while the police (shur?a) provide perhaps the 
best example of the integration of the different aspects 
of authority inasmuch as the investigation of crimes, 
the arrest, trial and punishment of criminals all fell 
within the scope of their office. 

Settlement of disputes of a private nature, however, 
was a specific duty delegated to the qiiqi or judge. In
creasing importance and prestig~ were attached to this 
office; the qat/is came to have a general judicial compe
tence which cut through the subsidiary administrative 
divisions of the state, and by the end of the Umayyad 
period they had become the central organ for the ad
ministration of law. At the same time the qiiqis were 
in no sense an independent judiciary since their judge
ments were subject to review by the political superior 
who had appointed them, and upon his support they 
were entirely dependent for the enforcement of their 
decisions. 

With the accession to power of the' Abbasid dynasty 
and its declared policy of implementing the system of 
religious law currently being worked out by the scholar
jurists, the status of the judiciary was greatly enhanced. 
Henceforth the qat/is became inseparably linked with 
Shari' a law which it was their bounden duty to apply. 
Organised as a profession under the central authority of 
a chief qaqi (qaqi al-quqat), they were no longer the 
spokesmen of a law which represented the command 
of the provincial or district governor but now owed 
allegiance exclusively to God's law. But this did not 
mean that the future' course of the Islamic ship of state 
was to be steered by the Shari' a courts. The 'Abbasid 
rulers maintained a firm grip on the helm, and the 
Shari' a courts never attained that position of supreme 
judicial authority independent of political control, 
which would have provided the only sure foundation 
and real guarantee for the ideal of the Civitas Dei . 
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Alt~oug~ ~hey 11_1ay_h~ve been formally appointed by 
the ch1ef qal/z, the JUdiClary held office only during the 
pl~asure of the political authority, as indeed did the 
ch1~f qal/i himself, and_ their character of political sub
ordmates was respons1ble for a serious limitation on 
their powers of jurisdiction which existed from the out
se~. Thi: was th~ inab!lity of the qal/is to deal effectively 
wah cla1ms agamst h1gh and powerful officials of state. 
Such inability was simply the result of the failure of 
the political authority to recognise the decisions of the 
qal/is in t_hese cases and to enforce them by the machin
ery at h1s command. Although executive authorities 
may have been understandably reluctant to submit to 
the jurisdiction of an official whom they considered 
certainly no higher in the political hierarchy tban them
selves, they could have been forced to do ;o, But when 
the sovereign chose not to do this but to sit himself as a 
court, known a~ the court of Ma~alim (Complaints), to 
hear cases of th1s type, he demonstrated the subordinate 
~osition that had been assigned to the qal/is in the direc
t~on of the .a~airs of state. Ma~alim jurisdiction, par
tlcularly as 1t mvolved dealing with complaints against 
the behaviou~ or the judgements of the qal/is them
selves, underhned the fact that supreme judicial power 
~as.vested in the P?litical sovereign, and that the juris
dlctlon and authonty of Shari' a courts were subject to 
such limits as he saw fit to define. 

The' Abbasids may have held themselves out as ser
va~ts of_ t?e Shari' a law; they may have represented 
the1r pohCles as based on its dictates; but they were not 
prepared to allow independence to the courts whose 
sole duty it was to apply it. While the annalists are at 
pains to record instances of Caliphs and governors per
sonally submittin~ to the decisions of their qal/is, their 
more usual theme 1s that of peremptory directives issued 
by the ruler to the judiciary, of the reversal of their 
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decisions and the arbitrary dismissal of those who had 
incurred the displeasure of their master. 

This situation naturally provoked a deep resentment 
on the part of the legal scholars (fuqaha'), and was, in 
part at any rate, the reason why so many of them showed 
an extreme reluctance to accept appointment as qaljis. 
O~e of ~he n:ore graphic anecdotes illustrating their 
atutude m th1s regard concerns the appointment of 
'Abd-Allah ibn-Faruk as qalji of Qairawan in 787. This 
s~holar, _because of his refusal to accept the office, found 
lnm~elf m chains and about to be precipitated from the 
root of the mosque by the governor's guards. He then 
succumbed but was none the less reduced to a state of 
hyster!a ~y the arrival of his first litigants.zz The protests 
of ~~e JUnsts, however, were directed against the vulner
ablhty of the decisions given by the qal/is, not against 
the exten~ of their jurisdiction. However much they 
depl~r.ed mterfer:,nce .by the politica! authority in the 
actlvltles of Shan a tnbunals, they d1d not contest his 
;ig?t ~o !mpose initial restrictions upon their sphere of 
)Utlsdlctwn. Indeed, the Shari' a courts cannot have been 
intended, ~ven by the scholars themselves, to provide 
the exclus1ve organ of jurisdiction in the Islamic state 
as consideration of two aspects of the nature of th~ 
doctrine .which the courts were bound to apply will 
make plam. 

In the first place the essential function of the doctrine 
was t~e portrayal of the ideal relationship between man 
and h1s Creator. Although this naturally involved the 
precise formulati6n of the individual's rights and duties 
towards his fellow beings, the regulation of the position 
of the individual vis-a-vis the temporal authorities in 
the state lay largely outside the scholars' self-imposed 
te;ms of reference. Accordingly the early doctrine con
tamed no system of constitutionfillaw, nor did it make 
any attempt to regulate those matters which make up 
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the field of public law. Criminal law, for example, did 
not exist in the technical sense of a comprehensive 
scheme of offences against the public order. Homicide 
was regulated in meticulous detail, but was treated as a 
private and not as a public offence. F o~ ~he rest ~1e do~
trine was largely confined to the exposmoo of SIX speci
fic offences-illicit sexual relations, slanderous allega
tions of unchastity, theft, wine-drinking, armed robbery, 
and apostasy-inwhich the notion of man's obligations 
towards God predominated and which, because God 
himself had "defined" the punishments therefor, were 
known as the ~add (pl. ~udud) offences. 

Similarly in fiscal law, scholars were primarily con
cerned with those limited aspects of public finance 
which were deemed to constitute a man's obligations 
towards God--e.g. '{a/cat tax or "legal alms". In both 
these spheres of the law the scholars, at least in the early 
period, made no claim of comprehensiveness for the 
doctrine. Provided the religious duties were not contra
vened the sovereign had the right, and the duty, to take 
such measures against criminals or pursue such fiscal 
policies as the interests of the ~tate required. But 
these were activities strictly outside the purview of the 
Shari' a and jurisdiction over them was, by necessary 
implication, outside the competence of the qalj.is' 
courts. 

The second factor which seriously impaired the effi
ciency of the Shari a courts was the system of procedu~e 
and evidence by which they were bound. On the bas1s 
of the initial presumption attached by the law to the 
facts ih issue (e.g. the presumption of innocence in a 
criminal case or the presumption of freedom from debt 
in a civil uit) the parties to litigation were allotted the 
roles of mudda' i ("claimer", plaintiff) and mudda' a 
'alayhi ("claimed against", defendant) respectively, the 
former being the party whose assertion ran counter to 
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this presumption, the latter the party whose assertion 
was supported by it. Upon the mudda'i fell the burden 
of proof, and this burden could shift many times in the 
course of the same suit-as when, for example, the ori
ginal mudda' a 'alayhi in an action for debt became the 
mudda' i by pleading payment, a counterclaim, or set-off. 
But whether on an intermediate or the ultimate issue the 
burden of proof was always the same; the mudda' i had 
to produce two male adult Muslims to testify orally to 
their direct knowledge of the truth of his claim. Written 
evidence was not acceptable and any form of circum
stantial evidence was totally inadmissible. Some limited 
exceptions to this normal standard were recognised-in 
certain cases one witness might be sufficient if the mud
da' i also took the oath confirming his claim and the 
testimony of women might be acceptable (though two 
women were usually required to take the place of one 
man)-but in all cases the witness had to possess the 
highest quality of moral and religious probity (' adala). 
Some indication of the stringency of law and practice 
in this regard is afforded by one qalj.i' s rejection of the 
testimony of a trusted and personal friend because he 
had, on one occasion, been smitten with passion for a 
slave girl and had purchased her for a sum far in excess 
of her real value. Where the mudda'i failed to discharge 
this rigid burden of proof, the mudda' a 'alayhi was 
offered the oath of denial. Properly sworn on the Qur' an 
such an oath secured judgement in his favour; if he failed 
to take it, judgement would be given for the mudda'iJ 
provided, in some circumsf.ln~s, he himself took the 
oath. Oral testimony (shahada) thus provided the one 
form oflegal proof admissible in Shari a doctrine. Duly 
produced it was conclusive, in the sense d1at the court 
was bound to decide according to its term~, and there was 
thus no question of assessing the weight of evidence or 
deciding an issue on the balance of probabilities. No 
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cross-examination of witnesses on the facts was allowed, 
and the only recourse for the opponent was to impugn 
their character of moral and religious probity. The same 
procedure and the same standard of proof applied in 
both civil and criminal cases, the only difference of sub
stance being that a formal admission or confession 
(iqrcir) was binding in a civil suit but revocable in a 
criminal case. 

Based on the assumption that a witness of hitherto 
blameless character would always tell the truth and that 
even the most hardened criminals would hesitate to 
swear a false oath of their innocence, the doctrine dis
played an altruistic reliance upon the fore~ of religious 
belief which often proved out of touch wtth the prac
tical circumstances of litigation. This sphere of the law 
particularly reflects the fundamentally academic and 
idealistic approach adopted by the early scholars, who 
saw themselves in the role of spiritual advisers to the 
conscience of Islam rather than authoritarian directors 
of its practical affairs. It was this attitude in fact which 
lay at the root of the abhorrence which many s~holars 
demonstrated towards the office of qcir/i and wh1ch ex
plains why the famous jurist of Qairawan; Saryniln, after 
his investiture as qcir/i in 848, and despite the fact that 
he had been guaranteed complete independence in his 
office nevertheless had "such intense grief on his face 
that ~one dared to congratulate him. He rode 'straight 
home to his daughter Khadija, and said to her: 'Today 
your father is slaughtered without a knife'." 23 

The rigidly formalistic and mechanical nature _of 
Shari' a procedure left little or no scope for the exerc1se 
of any discretion by the qcir/i in controlling proceedings 
before him. The rules of evidence aimed at the establish
ment of the truth of claims with a high degree of cer
tainty, a policy which found perhaps its most striking 
expression in the rule that proof of the offence of 
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fornication (zina') could be established only by the 
.testimony of four upright male. eye-witnesses to the 
very act of carnal conjunction. But the postulation of 
the rigid standards of evidence in all cases could ob
viously occasion considerable injustice; and it was 
largely because of the often impractical burden of proof 
imposed upon a plaintiff, and the correspondingease 
with which unscrupulous defendants might avoid a 
civil or criminal liability which reason declared to exist, 
that the Shari' a courts proved, at least in certain spheres 
of the law, an unsatisfactory organ for the administra
tion of justice. 

Effective organisation of the affairs of state, there
fore, necessitated the recognition of jurisdictio~s other 
than that of the qcir/i. Although the scope Itself of 
Shari' a doctrine meant that certain types of case fell 
altogether outside the province of the Shari' a courts
litigation on fiscal matters, for example, was normally 
brought before the Master of the Treasury-it was the 
system of procedure and evidence to which the Shari' a 
courts were tied which was chiefly responsible for the 
curtailment of their jurisdiction. Indeed, there existed 
an official, known as the ~a~ib ar-radd, whose specific 
function it was to hear cases rejected by the qcir/i because 
the evidence proffered by the plaintiff, however intrin
sically compelling, did not fulfil the precise standards 
exacted by the Shari' a. 

Criminal law was the obvious sphere where political 
interests could not tolerate the cumbersome nature of 
Shari' a procedure. Jurisdiction here mainly belonged to 
the police, the delegate who exercised it being alter
natively called the wali al-jara' im (official in charge of 
crimes). These courts considered circumstantial evi
dence, heard the testimony of witnesses ~f dubious 
character, put them on oath and cross-exammed t?em; 
they imprisoned suspects, convicted on the bas1s of 
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known character and previous offences, might make the 
accused swear the oath by a local saint instead of on the 
Qur' an, and in general could take such measures to 
discover guilt, including the extortion of confessions, 
as they saw fit. Nominally respecting the substance of 
the religious law, these courts could apply the ~add 
or "fixed" punishments but were not bound to do so 
where the Shad' a standards of proof were not fulfilled; 
so that to their flexibility of procedure was added a 
wide discretion in the determination of penalties which 
gave a highly arbitrary flavour to their administration 
of criminal justice. 

Land law was a further matter of particular concern 
to government, inasmuch as the important land-owners 
had received their land by way of concessions from the 
sovereign to secure their political allegiance. For this 
reason the political authority himself chose to exercise 
jurisdiction in this sphere, on the basis of a discretionary 
system of procedure, and indeed of substantive law, the 
delegate he might appoint for the purpose being usually 
known as "the one in charge of complaints" ($ii~ib al
Ma?,iilim). Ma?,iilim jurisdiction thus came to have an 
area of operation much wider than ~e enquiry into 
complaints against officials of the state. Its limits were 
such as the sovereign cared to define and were often 
extended so as to constitute serious competition for the 
Shari'a tribunals, as is shown by the comprehensive 
powers of jurisdiction assumed under the Mamliik 
sovereigns of Egypt by the Court Chamberlain (~iijib), 
~h~s~ court decided cases of personal law normally 
JUStlctable by the qiif/is. 

Islamic legal practice, therefore, was based on a dual 
system of courts, and although all functions in the 
Islamic state were theoretically religious in nature, the 
distinction between the Maiiilim and Shari'a jurisdic
tions came very close to the notion of a division between 
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secular and religious courts. For whereas the qiit/.i was 
regarded as the representative of God's law the Sahib 
al-Maiiilim was regarded as the representa~ive ~f the 
ruler's law._A detail from the legal practice in Egypt in 
the early mnth century would appear to indicate this 
aspect of the distinqion: when a $a~ib al-Maiiilim was 
appoi~ted during the temporary absence of a qiit/.i, he 
held hts court in a private building not in the mosque 
which was the normal seat of the /atf.i' s court. ' 

Legal scholarship from the eleventh century on
wards24 evolved a doctrine of public law which rational
ised the place which the Shari' a had in fact come to 
occupy in the organisatio~ of the Islamic state. Basically 
common to all the Sunmte schools, the doctrine laid 
down the conditions for the office of Caliph-the two 
major requirements being extreme piety of character 
and the ability to ascertain and understand the terms of 
God's law (ijtihad)-and recognised that a ruler so 
qu~lified had the power to take such steps as he saw fit 
to tmplement and supplement the principles established 
by the religious law. This system of government was 
known as "government in accordance with the revealed 
law" (sryasa shar' ryya), but it is obvious that the term 
"shar' ryy a"zs here has a far wider connotation than the 
technical system of law which is expounded in the 
m~nual~ of the jurists and which we consistently refer 
.tom thts book as Shari' a law. To the public lawyers the 
concept of the sovereign being bound to rule according 
to the Shari' a meant that he was bound to give effect to 
the general purposes of God for Islamic society. While 
legal doctrine had explained these purposes in terms of 
the rights and duties of individuals and had established 
certain inviolable standards of conduct, the wider and 
supreme duty of the sovereign was the protection of the 
public interest; and in pursuance of it he was afforded an 
overriding personal discretion to determine, according 
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to time and circumstances, how the purposes of God for 
the Islamic community might best be effected. 

According to the treatises on public law, the court of 
the qritf.i forms the normal organ for the administration 
oflaw and "the pivot of the judicial system" .26 The duty 
of qat/ri' (acting as qrit/l) is one of supreme religious 
merit and a vital function of state, and any unwilling
ness on the part of scholars to undertake it is strongly 
condemned. At the same time doctrine recognised the 
limitations imposed upon the qric/.i' s jurisdiction by the 
nature of Sharf a law when it allowed him to abstain 
from giving judgement in cases where the evidence 
adduced did not meet the rigid Shari' a standards
although the view is often expressed that the qrit/i 
should temper the dictates of the doctrine in the light 
of practical necessity, by admitting, for example, the 
testimony of witnesses who are not strictly men of 
probity. 

Above the qacfis in the hierarchy of judicial authori ty 
are the Ma{rilim courts, whose pronouncements are the 
direct expression of the supreme judicial and executive 
powers combined in the sovereign and whose jurisdic
tion is superior particularly because of their recognised 
competence to formu late principles of substantive law 
additional and supplementary tO the scheme of strict 
Shari' a doctrine. One example of such activity, quoted 
as a preced~nt by the author al-Mawardi, is a decision of 
the Caliph 'Ali introducing a rule of contributory negli
gence in accidental homicide. Where three children 
were playing a game of horses and riders and child A 
pinched ' horse" B, causing him to dislodge "rider" C 
who died from the fa ll, ' Ali decided that each of the 
three participants in the game should bear the respon
sibility for one-third of the compensation or blood
money ( diya) due. Although early decisions such as this 
in fact became an integral part of the Shari' a law itself, 
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the doctrine of public law set no limit upon the future 
exercise of this power by the sovereign-beyond the 
natural one that an express prohibition of the Shari' a 
should not thereby be violated. This attribute of 

· Ma{rilim jurisdiction naturally had a vital significance 
in view of the fact that Shari' a doctrine had become set 
in a rigid mould, and it provided, in the view of the 
public lawyers at least, an instrument for the potential 
development of law in Islam along lines remarkably 
parallel to the way in which Equity freed the English 
legal system from the strictures of the common law. 

Apart from the "official in charge of crimes" (wrili 
al-jarri' im ), who is perhaps best regarded as exercising 
a species of M a{rilim jurisdiction in the particular do
main of criminal law, the doctrine of public law acknow
ledges the validity of certain other jurisdictions, ranked 
as inferior; because of their restricted competence, to 
the qat/is' courts. But the majority of these are essen
tially administrative offices and often purely ancillary 
to the qat/i' s jurisdiction, such as the assessment of dam
age to property or of the compensation due in cases of 
physical injury. Undoubtedly the most typically Islamic 
of these subsidiary functions described by the texts is 
that of an official called the mu~tasih, who is charged 
with the general supervision of the religious and moral 
welfare of the local population and whose duties range 
from the enforcement of the ritual prayers and fast to 
the proper segregation of the sexes in public places. He 
has the particular power to deal summarily with petty 
offences committed in the market place, such as the 
hoarding of foodstuffs or the fraudulent concealment of 
defects in merchandise; but this limited jurisdiction is 
merely an incidental part of his primary role and, as it 
has been expressed, while the Matafim courts act where 
the qat/i is powerless, the mu~tasih acts in those cases 
which are beneath the qrit/i's dignity.27 
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In thus describing a broad scheme of judicial admini
stration the writers on public law were simply comment
ing upon the existing state of affairs k?own to th~m ~nd 
were not propounding a system of u~tversal apphc~uo_n 
or exclusive validity; for they recogmsed that the dtstn
bution of judicial powers was ultimately the sole pre
rogative of the political sovereign and that the ~xtent 
of his "governmental" regu~ations must neces~anly be 
determined by particular circumstances of ttme and 
place. Historically th~ sc?pe of the ~everal offices has 
varied considerably m dtfferent penods and areas of 
Islam. Ibn-Taymiyya, for example, v.:riting i~ th_e four
teenth century, states that the military authonty m con
temporary Egypt and Syria had jurisdiction in most 
criminal cases and in certain civil suits, but had no 
judicial competence at all in the Mag~~b where its f~n~: 
tion was simply to enforce the dectstons of the q~t/.zs 
courts. Sometimes indeed the qiit/.i.s themselves exerctsed 
Shari a and M aralim jurisdictions concurrently, but as a 
general rule their province was that _of privat~ ~a"':c:
family law, inheritance, civil transactions and InJUries, 
and waqf endowments. . . 

It is the criminal law, perhaps, whtch provtdes the 
outstanding instance of the wide discretio.nary po_w~rs 
granted to the sovereign under thf doctrme of sryasa 
shar' €Yya. As far as concerns procedure, he may order 
the use of such methods as he sees fit to discover where 
guilt lies; for, as one author states, "were we simply ~o 
subject each suspect to the_ oath a~d t~en ~ree hu~, m 
spite of our knowledge ofhts notonetym cnme,saymg: 
'We cannot convict him without two upright witnesses', 
that would be contrary to s€Yii.sa shar'€Yya".28 As for 
substantive law the sovereign is completely free, out
side the hadd ~£fences, to determine what behaviour 
constitut~s an offence and what punishment is to be 
applied in each case. Such discretionary punishment 
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is known as ta' zir or "deterrence", since its purpose 
is to "deter" the offender himself or others from 
similar conduct. Most jurists, however, adhere to the 
view that ta' zir punishment should be restricted to 
flogging or imprisonment and should never exceed 
the prescribed ~add punishments of this nature-i.e. 
one hundred lashes or one year's imprisonment; but for 
the Malikis the principle that the punishment should fit 
the nature of the crime and the character of the offender 
is of absolute application and may, in suitable cases, 
necessitate the death penalty. Finally, since the broad 
purpose of ta'zir punishment is the prevention of any 
conduct prejudicial to the good order of the state, the 
sovereign may intervene under this head in cases of a 
strictly civil nattlre; in particular he may punish at his 
discretion persons who have committed homicides or 
assaults when they have been pardoned by the victim 
or his representatives. 

Doctrine had granted the ruler such wide discretion
ary powers on tl1e assumption that he would be ideally 
qualified for office. But it is precisely here that the 
idealistic nature of the doctrine is at its most apparent; 
for there existed no constitutional machinery, and in 
particular no independent judiciary, to guarantee that 
the ruler would be so qualified and that those powers 
would not be abused. Although the doctrine expressed 
to perfection the concept of a state founded upon the 
rule of God's law, it never seriously challenged the 
ruler's autocratic power to control tl1e practical imple
mentation of that law; and it finally reached the point of 
abject surrender and recognition of irs total impotence 
by acknowledging the principle that obedience was due 
to tl1e political power whatever its nature, and that even 
the most impious and tyrannical regime was preferable 
to civil strife. The order of allegiance expressed in the 
Qur'anic verse: "Obey God, his Apostle and those at 
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· the head of affairs" had been reversed, and the only 
limits upon the de facto power of the ruler were those 
that he found in his own conscience. 

Enough has now been said to indicate that Shari' a 
law, however strong its religious force as providing an 
ideal and comprehensive code of conduct for the indivi
dual, can form only a part of the Islamic legal system. 
The doctrine of siyasa shar' iyya, based on a realistic as
sessment of the nature of Shari' a law and the historical 
process by which it had been absorbed into the struc
ture of the state, admitted the necessity for, and the 
validity of, extra-Shari' a jurisdictions, which cannot 
therefore be regarded, in themselves, as deviations from 
any ideal standard. Islamic government has never meant, 
in theory or in practice, the exclusive jurisdiction of 
Shari' a tribunals. 
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CHAPTER 10 

ISLAMIC SOCIETY AND SHARI' A LAW 

IsLAMIC ideology required that those standards of con
duct which had evolved out of the past experiences and 
the present needs of society should, upon acceptance of 
the faith, be abandoned and superseded by the religious 
law as it had crystallised in the classical doctrine of the 
tenth century. It is the purpose of this present chapter to 
consider the results of the basic tension which was thus 
created, for the world-wide community of Islam, be
tween Shari' a doctrine and, established custom in the 
two major spheres of private law-the law of the family 
and the law of civil transactions. 

Family law, as far as the Arab populations oflslam 
were concerned, was generally administered in accord
ance with strict Shari' a doctrine. As a system which was 
based upon the customs of those localities where the law 
had originated, such as the Hijaz and Iraq, and which 
had successfully absorbed, within this framework, the 
reforms introduced by the Prophet, it was largely in 
accord with the innate temper of Arab society and sup
portable by it. For other peoples, however, the recep
tion of Shan a law posed serious problems, for its basic 
concepts were often wholly alien to the traditional 
structure of their societies. 

Among some communities the force of indigenous 
custom was strong enough to deny the Shari' a any in
fluence at all in the regulation of their family relation
ships. However sincere their profession and practice of 
the faith may have been, they accepted Islam as a 
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religion but not as a way of life; and consequently 
remained, from the standpoint of strict orthodox~, only 
superficially Islamicised. Here we are not refernng to 
the situation where social practice itself was contrary 
to the law as it would have been applied had the jurisdic
tion of the courtsbeeninvoked-Islamic,no less and no 
more than any other, society knew such a state of affairs 
-but our concern lies with those Muslim communities 
whose only official tribunals applied a law other than 
Shari' a law. The Berber peoples of North Africa, for 
example, have been governed down to the present day 
by a customary taw which is. r~gidly p~triarch?l in. its 
terms. In the region of Kabyhe m AI gena marnage 1s a 
form of purchase wherein the husband pays the dower 
to the bride's father, and upon repudiation of his wife, 
which is always irrevocable, a husband may claim com
pensation, which usually approximates to the sum he 
has paid as dower, either from the wife's father or from 
the next husband she marries.29 Berber customary law of 
this nature, one of the consistent features of which is the 
denial of rights of inheritance to women, is applied to 
almost half of the Muslim population of Morocco in all 
civil matters. At the opposite geographical fringe of the 
Muslim world an entirely different system of customary 
law, but one which is equally at variance with Shari'a 
doctrine, prevails among the matriarch?) ~ocieti~ of ~he 
Menangkabau region of Sumatra.3° Stmtlarly, outs1de 
the ritual practices and duties, Shan"' a law is scarcely 
applied at all among the Yoruba in Western Nigeria.3 ' 

For other Muslim communities custom gave way to 
the dictates of the Shari' a in some legal spheres, but con
tinued to apply in others. In the Indian sub-continent, 
for example, the Isma'ilite Khojas, the Bohoras and the 
Cutchi Memons continued, after their conversion to 
Islam from Hinduism, to be governed by the Hindu law 
of testate and intestate succession, and thus retained the 
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power, in outright contravention of Shari' a principles, 
to will awaythewholeof their estate. In Java, inheritance 
continued to be regulated by the customary matriarchal 
law and was not a matter for the religious courts, which, 
however, possessed a general competence to deal with 
matters of family law. Nor was it only in the outlying 
provinces of Islam, nor among those peoples whose con
version to the faith tOok place at a relatively late date, 
that Shan'"'a law failed to supersede existing custom. 
Certain Arab tribes of the Yemen never relinquished 
their established customary law under which, inter alia, 
women did not enjoy any proprietary rights.Jz 

Although the total or partial exclusion of the Shari' a 
by customary law thus brought about, at times, a sharp 
demarcation between the spheres of influence of the two 
systems, at other times Shari' a principles and elements 
of the customary law merged to form a composite legal 
system administered by a single jurisdiction. This phe
nomenon particularly followed the spread oflslam into 
the sub-Saharan African territories, where history pro
duced gradations of fusion, which ranged from a tenta
tive and piecemeal application of Shari' a norms by the 
established customary courts to a restricted recognition 
of elements of the customary law by Shari' a tribunals. 

Legal practice in Northern Nigeria after the Fulani 
conquests of the early nineteenth century provides some 
telling examples of the concessions which Shari' a law 
had inevitably to make to custom, even when a con
scientious attempt was made to apply the Shari'a in its 
entirety.JJ Here the courts of the qat/is (or Alkalai in the 
Hausa language) recognise the right of a wife to obtain 
dissolution of her marriage by returning to the husband 
the dower she received from him. Although this may be 
represented as the form of divorce known to Shan_, a law 
as khul' (release of the wife in consideration of a payment 
made by her) it is in fact an application of the customary 
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rule which allowed divorce on return of bride-wealth; 
for in Shari' a law lchul' can never be so enforced by the 
wife unilaterally, but is a normal contract to which the 
husband's free consent is indispensable. Again, it is on 
the basis of the customary practice that the courts nor
mally remove male children from the custody of their 
divorced mother when they are two years old; for the 
normal Malik.i law, to which the Alkalai' s courts are in 
principle 'bound, allows the mother's custody to con
tinue until the boy reaches puberty. Such mergers of 
Shari' a and customary law were not confined to African 
territories, as one final example must suffice to show. 
In Java, the customary regime of common ownership of 
acquisitions by husband and wife gained recognition in 
the Shari' a courts by the fiction that a commercial part
nership (shirka) existed between the spouses,J4 a device 
which allowed the courts to apply, inter alia, the custo
mary rule that a wife was entitled on divorce to claim 
from the husband one-third of their joint earnings.Js 

Turning now to the subject of civil transactions, the 
doctrine expounded by the classical jurists was of a 
highly idealistic character; for the two prohibitions of 
riha. and gharar or uncertainty had been developed to a 
degree of systematic rigour which eliminated any form 
of speculative risk in .contracts, and which postulated 
standards totally unrealistic in the light of the practical 
demands of commercial dealings. Here, then, the con
flict between the dictates of the Shari' a and the needs of 
society was particularly acute; it affected the Arab com
munities of early Islam no less than subsequent converts, 
and it eventually produced a situation wholly different 
from that which obtained in the domain of family law. 
For there the concessions which were made in favour 
of local custom always appeared as deviations from the 
one theoretically valid law, and, however integral a part 
of the law administered by Shari' a courts custom may 
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have become, the doctrine of the texts remained un
changed as setting a standard superior to, and quite 
distinct from, the adulterated legal practice. In the field 
of civil transactions, on the other hand, the doctrine 
merged with the legal practice and was gradually modi
fied to satisfy economic needs, as a brief survey of the 
three principal features of legal development in this 
regard will make clear. 
1 In the first place the letter of the existing law was 
utilised and manipulated to create a system of "devices,. 
(~iyal, sing. bila), designed to achieve purposes funda
mentally contrary to the spirit of the Shari' a. Thus, 
despite the prohibition of rihii, a loan with interest 
could be effected in a way in which the mutual obliga
tions arising thereunder would be enforced by a Shari' a 
cou.n. This was by the simpleexpedient of a double sale. 
L, the lender, would purchase an object from B, the 
borrower, for an agreed price of £X, payable immedi
ately in cash. B would then contract to re-purchase this 
same object &om L for a price of £X+ Y ( Y representing 
the agreed rate of interest) payable by a future specified 
date. Again, a I;Ianafi vendor of land could defeat the 
right of pre-emption belonging to the owner of adjoin
ing property, and avoid the ouster of the original pur
chaser, by making a prior gift to tlus purchaser of a strip 
of land one inch wide along the neighbour's border. 
This destroyed the basis of the neighbour's pre-emptive 
J>OWersince, as distinct from sale, no right of pre-emption 
arose on transfer by way of gift. Finally, a formal ac
knowledgement (iqrar) of debt would often be in itself 
sufficient to create an enforceable obligation, however 
contrary to the principles of the Shari' a the transaction 
from which it in fact arose might be; for doctrine held 
that a debt, duly acknowledged, was binding without 
any enquiry into the circumstances of its origin, and was 
effective subject only to proof of its non-existence or 
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illegality by those who might assert it; and proof of such 
a negative, difficult by any standards, was to all intents 
and purposes impossible under the rigid rules of Shai-r a 
evidence. . 

Although such 6iyal are often referred to as "legal 
fictions" they bear little resemblance, in form or 
substance, to the fictions known to English legal his
tory. When English courts accepted the fact that an 
imaginary occupier of land, Richard Roe by name, 
had ousted an equally imaginary lessee John Doe, they 
did so as a procedural basis for the trial of the issue 
between competing claimants to the title of freehold 
land. In the Islamic ~iyal, however, the act or trans
action of which the Shan a court took cognisance was 
a real not a fictitious one, and its purpose was not to 
facilitate the application of the law but to circumvent 
its . substantive provisions. Legal devices commonly 
erupt at a stage of immaturity in the growth of legal 
systems, and often prove as harmless and as transient a 
blemish as the pimples of adolescence. But there was an 
indication of a more serious malady in the acceptance by 
Muslim jurists of the shallow stratagems of the biyal, 
and in their condonations of acts which were trans
parently illegal by the religious standards of which they 
professed to be the guardians; for this may well appear 
as a betrayal of their trust where any claim that the letter 
of the law was being observed was little short of blatant 
hypocrisy. At best the system of the ~iyal may be 
regarded as a reluctant concession wrung from jurists 
who were tied to a fixed and rigid law, and who saw this 
as the only method by which the doctrine could retain 
some semblance of control over actual practice. 

Muslim jurisprudence, however, by no means unani
mously accepted the validity of biyal. The I:Janafi 
school, largely because of the formalism which was one 
of its distinctive characteristics,J6 was able to endorse 
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them, and all the major treatises written in support of 
biyal are the work of I:Janafi lawyers. Later Shafi'i 
scholars, radically diverging from the views of the 
founder of their school, also recognised biyal, but the 
Maliki school, with its concern for the real intention 

, behind overt acts, consistently repudiated them. Maliki 
jurisprudence, indeed, went so far as to formulate a 
principle, known as "the stopping of the means" (sadd 
adh-dharti'i'), which was specifically designed to pre
vent the use of legal means to achieve an illegal end. 
Yet it was the I:Janbalis, as may be expected from their 
extreme mora:listic approach to law, who were perhaps 
the most hostile opponents of the biyal, and a lengthy 
treatise denouncing and condemning their employment 
flowed from the pen of the l:lanbali scholar Ibn
Taymiyya. 

The second method by which doctrine accommo
dated itself to economic pressures was the formulation 
of novel rules by way of a supplement to the classical 
law. Some of these accretions were of a subsidiary nature 
and an inevitable result of the changing circumstances 
of society. In the early days for example, the .different 
rooms (hayt) within a house (dtir) were constructed to 
a standard pattern. Accordingly, inspection of one room 
was deemed in law to be inspection of the whole house 
by a prospective purchaser, who could not subse
quently, if dissatisfied, claim recision of the sale on the 
ground of a lack of p'roper inspection. But when archi
tecture adopted a more adventurous and less repetitive 
style, it became the rule that only inspection of every 
room constituted a proper inspection of the whole 
house. Other innovations of the doctrine, however, 
were nothing less than complete legal institutions. And 
although these were designed to permit results unattain
able under the form of the earlier doctrine they cannot 
in any way properly be regarded as a species of biyal, for 
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they represent direct and forthright modifications of 
the classical law and not the veiling of an illegal activity 
behind a fac;:ade of existing legal machinery. 

Thus, while strict classical doctrine required that a 
transfer of ownership by way of sale (hay') should be 
absolute and unconditional, later jurists admitted a form 
of sale in which the vendor retained a right of redemp
tion. Known as hay' hi'l-wafa', this institution could 
meet a variety of needs: it could provide the basis for 
what was in fact a long~term lease of certain types of 
agricultural land (against the strict terms of classical 
doctrine) where the purchaser might pay th~ price by 
instalments, or it could serve to effect a mortgage with 
interest, the vendor remaining in occupation of the pro
perty sold prior to its redemption and paying an agreed 
rent therefor to the purchaser. Again, the strict rule of 
the inalienability of landed property constituted as a 
wa9j settlement proved burdensome in practice, when 
funds for the proper upkeep or exploitation of the 
property were not available. Jurisprudence in Morocco 
catered for this situation by recognising the validity of 
"the sale of the air" (hay' al-hawri') above the property 
concerned. Although he had thus not, in theory, pur
chased the property itself, the purchaser-and subse
quent transferees of the same superficies--could in fact 
enjoy and develop the property with security. The same 
institution was also used to qualify, the strict rule which 
prohibited the alienation of the immoveable pr'6perty of 
minor wards by their legal guardians. 

Development of the law along these lines was essen
tially the work of the mufti or jurisconsult who gave his 
formal opinion (fatwri) upo~ the legal issues involved in 
a factual situation. Such responsa formed the vital link 
between the academic theories of pure scholarship and 
the influences of practical life, and through them the 
dictates of the doctrine were gradually adapted to the 
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changing needs of Muslim society. But however funda
mental the modifications so introduced may have been, 
the muftis regarded themselves as bound by the existing 
doctrine and claimed only to be developing, by dint of 
necessity, its inherent principles. This is the light in 
which it is necessary to interpret certain statements 
which apparently contradict outright the theory of 
"imitation" or ta9lid, such as that of the great Egyptian 
Malild jurist and mufti of the fourteenth century, al
Qarafi: "All categories of law based upon customs 
change if the customs upon which they are based 
change".J7 Fatwris were not, of course, confined to civil 
transactions but embraced the whole field of Shari' a 
law, and compilations of them came to have an authority 
as works oflegal reference complementary to that of the 
standard Shari' a manuals. Perhaps the most famous and 
most comprehensive of these collections is that made in 
India duri~ the seventeenth century and known as the 
Fatriwri 'Alamgiriyya. 

While the first two methods of legal development 
discussed were essentially creations of the doctrine, the 
initiative in the third and final aspect of development 
was taken by the 9ricfis' tribunals. Limited in point of 
geographical extent to north-west Afnca, that part of 
the Muslim world which the Arabs know as "the Island 
of the West" (]a{irat al-Maghrih), this was a process 
whereby certai'n customary contracts succeeded in be
coming an integral part of the corpus juris applied by the 
Maliki Sharf a courts.J& 

It will be evident from the classical doctrine of the 
sources of law, as we have described it, that custom 
per se had no binding force in Islamic legal theory. 
Within the framework of the recognised u~iil, however, 
'urf (literally "what is known" about a thing, and 
therefore, loosely "custom") operated as a principle 
of subsidiary value. Thus a contract of sale should 
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ideally be concluded by oral. offer and acceptance. But 
most jurists accepted as valtd the customary form of 
sale known as mu'iipit (offer), where there was an oral 
declaration on one side only and some action indicative 
of acceptance on the other. "A sale is effected", stated 
Malik himself "by what the people believe to be a sale." 
To take a further example from the sphere of family law, 
it was widespread practice to divid~ the dower payable 
to the wife in a marriage contract·mto two parts, one 
payable promptly and the o~er deferred until, usually, 
the termination of the marnage. In the absence of a 
stipulation in the contract itself determining the respec
tive proportions of prompt and deferred dower, the 
allotment would usually be decided in the basis of local 
custom-which represents an application of the legal 
maxim: "Custom ranks as a stipulation". 

In addition to this limited recognition of custom or 
'urf, Maliki legal writings. laid considerable stress upon 
the notion of the public mterest (mafla~a) and on t~e 
maxim that "Necessity makes prohibited things permis
sible". And although the purist would regard the scope_ 
of these principles as finally determined by the terms ~ ~ 
the substantive doctrine enshrined in the texts, thetr 
combined influence resulted in the judiciary adopting 
a tolerant and permissive attitude towards. custoi?~ry 
practices. Continually confronted with ~laims a~smg 
out of transactions which offended the stnct doctnne, a. 
qa4i would eventually recognise the b~nding tlature . of 
the transaction and his decision, findmg favour with 
other and suc~eeding qii4is, soon became established 
practice. In so acting the courts were not accordi~g any 
intrinsic force to custom as such, but were acceptmg the_ 
external facts of that custom on the broad ground of 
public necessity.39 

• 

Perhaps the most outstanding example of this process 
is afforded by the agricultural contract of khamessa, 
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under which the tenant retains a quota part of four
fifths of the produce of the land which he occupies and 
works, the remaining fifth representing the rental 
required by the land-owner. Such a type of land tenure 
contravenes two cardinal principles of strict Shari'a 
doctrine--namely that rental should not consist of 
foodstuffs and that its precise value should be known 
and determined. But the existence of this contract in 
north-west Africa was widespread, indeed an economic 
necessity in a society which possessed little floating 
capital, and from mediaeval times onwards it was uni
versally recognised by the Shad' a courts in this area. 

To appreciate the significant place which this pheno
menon of Maghribi legal practice occupies in the his
torical development of Islamic law as a whole it is 
necessary to consider in general terms the relationship 
between doctrine and practice, between jurists and 
judges, to which the nature of Shan a law gave rise. 

D ivergence of opinion was widespread, even among 
the jurists of the same school. Within each school doc
trine graded the relative authority of conflicting views 
on the basis of the support they commanded among its 
representative scholars, and opinions were accordingly 
broadly classified as either "dominant" (mashhur), 
"preferable" in certain circumstances (niji~) or "weak" 
( 4a' if). In a given area the practice (' amal) of the Shcu:I a 
ouns naturally tended to apply consistently one opm

ion among the several possible variants. Thus, on a 
matter of personal status, the Moroccan courts had con
istently applied the view of Maljk that the validity or 
therwise of the tra.nsactions undertaken by a mentally 

defective person depended solely upon whether he had, 
r had not, been formally placed under interdiction, 

however much to hls personal advantage or disadvan-
1 ge the transaction might be. But during the cineteen~h 

ntury the practice changed and became settled m 
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favour of the precisely contrary opinion of Malik's 
pupil, lbn-al-Qasim. Theory, of course, required that 
m cases of conflict the qiit/i should normally follow the 
dominant doctrine of his school. But in the interests of 
justice it was often a "preferable" or even a "weak" 
opinion which found favour with the courts while in 
the Ma~hrib, as we_ have just seen, the qiit:/is r~cognised 
transactions for which the texts supplied no real author
ity at all. 

.F.or th.ose whose concern lay with the practical ad
mimstratton of the law, the practice of the courts natur
ally supplanted the doctrine of the te~ts as the focal 
point of ~ttention, and this attitude received a particular 
Impetus m the Maghrib from the activities of a class 
of persons who were known as 'udul. The • udiil had 
~riginat~d, as,ear.Iy as the eighth century, as a ~ody of 

professiOnal witnesses, whose moral probity ('adiila) 
h~d been established after a process of screening (ta{
kiya) by the courts, and whose services in witnessing 
contracts relieved the parties concerned of undue em
barrassment or delay should the necessity of litigation 
arise. It gradually became the procedure of the 'udiil 
as business flourished, to make a note, at first by way of 
a ~imple aide-memoire, of the terms of the contracts they 
Witnessed, and eventually they assumed the function of 
public ~otaries, the deeds they drew up being known as 
watlu!'zq.· These documents in fact came to he accepted 
~s evidence by the courts, and thus provide an outstand
mg_ example o.f a legal institution created by practice 
a.gamst. the stnct terms of the doctrine; but their par
ticular Importance for our present purposes lies in the 
fact that their terms were always drafted in accordance 
with the established practice of the courts, regardless of 
whether this agreed with the doctrine of the texts or not. 
Thus the' udiil were a potent instrument in strengthen
ing the notion of the authority of the' amal. 
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· As a r~sult of this development there eventually 
emerged m north-west Africa a relationship between 
doctrine and practice unique in the legal world oflslam; 
for the Maliki jurists recognised the practice of the 
courts as the supreme criterion of legal authority. In the 
words of the author of the seventeenth-century Al
'Amal al-Fiisi (The Practice of Fez): "In principle the 
judgements of qiit:/is of our time which are based upon 
an isolated opinion ought to be rescinded immediately. 
The' amal, however, must prevail over the 'preferable · 
opinion'. It cannot be neglected." Maghribi jurispru
dence, therefore, diverges radically from the classical 
Islamic concept of law. It appears as the single instance 
of a "realist" form of Islamic jurisprudence which fol
lows the decisions of the courts rather than precedes 
them, and which, in the ultimate analysis, is concerned 
not with the law as it ought to be, but with the law as it 
is actually administered. 

Briefly to summarise the results of this and the 
previous C;hapter, legal development in mediaeval Islam 
may be assessed in terms of the extent to which actual 
legal practice diverged from the classical doctrine of the 
Shari' a texts. In the field of family law the dichotomy 
between this doctrine and the practice was clearly de
fi?ed. Be~ause family law was regarded as a particularly 
vttal and mtegral part of the scheme of religious duties, 
the classical doctrine of the Arab authorities remained 
inviolate as expressing the only standards of conduct 
which were valid in the eyes of God; and such deviations 
from this norm, as legal practice in certain areas con
doned, were never recognised as legitimate expressions 
oflslamic law. In the otherspheres oflaw, however, no 
such firm line could be drawn to separate doctrine from 
practice. The public law doctrine of siyii.sa shariyya 
re~o1p1ised that in the domain of public, and particularly 
cnmmal, law political interests necessitated additional 
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jurisdictions supplementary to that of the Shan a 
courts; while in the field of civil transactions forces 
inherent in Islamic society had brought about consider
able modifications of the strict classical doctrine. In 
both these respects it was the muftis or jurisconsults 
who were primarily responsible for the synthesis of 
doctrine and practice; for not only did they adapt the 
civil law by their fatwiis, but they also often sat as 
advisory counsellors ratifying the activities of the 
Ma~alim tribunals. 

In the light of these developments the classical doc
trine begins to fall into historical perspective as a stage 
in the evolution of law in Islam. The classical Shari a 
texts were always accorded a supreme respect and 
veneration as the portrayal of a pure religious ideal, 
which is why developments in the doctrine often as
sumed the aspect of reluctant concessions to the practice 
by way of exceptio utilitatis; but from a realistic stand
point the classical doctrine never formed a complete or 
exclusively authoritative expression oflslamic law. 

Part Three 

ISLAMIC LAW IN MODERN TIMES 

CHAPTER II 

FOREIGN INFLUENCES: THE RECEPTION 
OF EUROPEAN· LAWS 

FROM the nineteenth century onwards there grew up 
an increasingly intimate contact between Islamic and 
Western civilisation, and legal development was hence
forth conditioned, almost exclusively, by the novel 
influences to which Islam thus became subject. During 
the Middle Ages the structure of Muslim states and 
society had remained basically static, and for this reason 
Shari' a law had proved able to accommodate itself suc
cessfully to such internal requirements as the passage of 
time had produced. But the pressures which now arose 
from without confronted Islam with an entirely different 
situation. Politically, socially, and economically, Wes
te!'fl civilisation was based on concepts and institutions 
fundamentally alien to Islamic tradition and to the 
Islamic law which expressed that tradition. Because of 
the essential rigidity of the Shari' a and the dominance of 
the theory of taqlid (or strict adherence to established 
doctrine), an apparently irreconcilable conflict was now 
produced between the traditional law and the needs of 
Muslim society, in so far as it aspired to organise itself 
by Western standards and values. Accordingly there 
seemed, initially at any rate, no alternative but to aban
don the Shan""'a and replace it with laws of Western 
inspiration in those spheres where Islam felt a particular 
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urgency to adapt itself to modern conditions. An y 
understanding, therefore, of the nature of modern_ 
Islamic legal practice first requires an appreciation oi 
the extent to which, and the manner in which, laws 
of European origin came to be adopted in the various 
territories oflslam. 

In the relationships between Muslim and Western 
states it was naturally the fields of public law ( constitu
tional and criminal law) and of civil and commercial 
transactions which proved particularly prominent. And 
it was precisely here that the deficiencies of the tradi
tional Islamic system, from the standpoint of modern 
conditions, were most apparent. Sufficient has been said 
of the law of civil obligations generally to indicate its 
total inadequacy to cater for modern systems of trade 
and economic development, at least as long as the only 
permissible methods of adaptation of the classical law 
were of the nature discussed in the previous chapter. 
Equally insupportable to the modernist view was the 
traditional form of criminal jurisdiction, not only be
cause such potential penalties as amputation of the ha_nd 
for theft and stoning to death for adultery were offenstve 
to humanitarian principles; nor because the notion of 
homicide as a civil injury, acceptable though it might 
be to a tribal society, was no longer suited to a state 
organised on a modern basis; but more particularly 
because modern ideas of government could not tolerate 
the wide arbitrary powers vested in the political sove
reign under the Shari' a doctrine of "deterrence" or 
ta':rir (page 132 f. above). 

European law-criminal and commercial-had a 
foothold in the nineteenth-century Ottoman empire 
through the system of Capitulations, by which the 
Western powers ensured that their citizens resident in 
the Middle East would be governed by their own laws. 
This brought about a growing familiarity with Euro-
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pcan laws particularly when, as in t~e re~lm o~ commer
cial transactions, they were applted m mtxed cases 
involving Europeans and Muslim traders. Naturally, 
1herefore, it was to the laws applied under the Capitu
latory system that Middle Eastern authorities turned 
when the desire for efficiency and progress appeared to 
necessitate the superseding of their traditional law. At 
1he same time the adoption of these European laws as 
a territorial system meant that foreign powers might 
;tcquiesce in the abolition of Capitul~tions, whi~h be
came increasingly irksome as a grow111g emphasis was 
placed on national sovereignty. 

As a result of these considerations a large-scale recep
lion of European law was effected in the_ Ottoman 
empire by the Tant_imat reforms of the p:nod 1839-
1876. The Commercial Code promulgated m 1850 w_as 
in part a direct translation of the French Commercial 
Code, and included provisions for the pa~ment of 
interest. Under the Penal Code of 1858, which was a 
translation of the French Penal Code, the traditional 
~add or defined punishments of Shari' a law were all 
abolished except that of the death penalty for apostasy. 
There followed a Code of Commercial Procedure in 
I 86I and a Code of Maritime Commerce in I 863, both 
of which again were basically French law. To apply 
these Codes a ~ew system of secular, or Ni1._amiyya, 
courts was established, and it was because all civil juris
diction (excepting cases of personal status) no:" fell 
within the competence of these courts that the basic law 
of obligations was also codified, betwee~ I 869 and I ~76, 
in the compilation known as the Ma;alla or Me;elle. 
For a] though the substance of this Code owed nothing 
to European sources, but was derived entirely from 
Hanafi law the secular courts could not be expected 
properly to' ascertain that !a": from its traditio~al f~rm 
of expression in the authontattve manuals. Codtficatton, 
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of course, was also intended to achieve uniformity in the 
application of the law, a consideration of some moment 
in view of the widespread divergendes of juristic opin-
ion recorded in the Shari' a texts. 

1 

Egypt, from I87; onwards, went even further than 
the Ottoman authorities in the adoption of French law, 
for apart from promulgating Penal, Commercial and 
Maritime Codes and setting up a system of secular 
courts to apply them, she also enacted Civil Codes 
which were basically modelled on French law and con
tained only a few provisions drawn from the Shari' a.' 

As a result of these initial steps taken during the Otto
man period, laws of European origin today form a vital 
and integral part of the legal systems of most Middle 
Eastern countries. Criminal law and procedure are 
almost completely Westernised, though the last few 
decades have witnessed a movement away from the 
French Codes towards other sources. In I926 Turkey 
promulgated a Criminal Code based on Italian law, and 
her Code of Criminal Procedure which followed two 
years later was of Germanic inspiration. Italian law was 
also directly adopted by Egypt in her Criminal Code of 
I9J7, is the predominant influence in the current Leba
nese Criminal Code, and has been amalgamated with 
F~ench law in the Criminal Code now operative in 
Ltbya. As for the law of civil transactions and obliga
tions, this has become increasingly Westernised, 
throughout the Middle East generally, during the 
present century. Today the Ottoman Majalla is applic
able only in Jordan; it was superseded in Turkey by 
the adoption of the Swiss Civil Code in I927, and in 
Lebanon by the Law of Obligations and Contracts of 
I9J2 which rested squarely on French law, while Syria 
and Libya have recently promulgated Civil Codes de
rived from the Civil Code which came into effect in 
Egypt in I949· 

RECEPTION OF EUROPEAN LAWS 

This last Code, however, represents a definite depar
ture from the previous practice of indiscriminate adop
tion of European law, and may be regarded as an 
attempted compromise between the traditional Islamic 
and modern Western systems: for great emphasis was 
laid by the framers of the Code-in particular by its 
chief designer, 'Abd-ar-Razzaq as-Sanhiiri-on the 
fact that its provisions were an amalgam of existing 
Egyptian law, elements drawn from other contempo
rary Codes and, last but not least, principles of the 
Shari' a itself. As far as the actual terms of the Code itself 
are concerned, the debt owed to traditional Shari' a law 
was slight, for more than three-quarters of the Code 
was derived directly from the previous Egyptian Codes 
of I 87; and I 883.2 At the same time the insistence of the 
authors of the Code upon its composite nature and their 
assertion that the rules of foreign origin had been 
selected on the basis of their general consonance with 
Shari'a doctrine evinced a distinctly novel attitude to
wards the reception of foreign law. There was a ten
dency to regard the provisions of the Code as wholly 
divorced from their actual sources, and it might not be 
too fanciful to see here the embryonic beginnings of a 
process of the Islamicisation of foreign elements such as 
had taken place in the first two centuries of! slam. More
over, since Article I of the Code provides that, in 
matters not specifically regulated by the Code, the 
courts should follow "customary law, the principles of 
lsla~ic law, or the principles of natural justice", it 
obvtously opens the door to a wider reference to Shari' a 
law. It is true that such reference was not likely to have 
any important concrete results as long as the notion of 
Shari' a law as a fixed and rigid system expressed in the 
mediaeval texts prevailed. But recent developments in 
Shari' a family law, as we shall see, have largely dispelled 
this notion; and in the light of these developments the 
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recognition of Shari' a principles as a formative instru
ment of civil law may well come to assume an altogether 
deeper significance. 

From the latter part of the nineteenth century on
wards, then, the pure Shari' a in its traditional form was 
generally confined in the Middle East to the realm of 
family law, which term should be taken henceforth to 
include the laws of succession, the system of waqj 
settlements and, in most cases, the law of gift. Only the 
Arabian Peninsula remained generally immune to the 
i-nfluence of European laws. Here, in Saudi Arabia, the 
Yemen, the Aden Protectorate and the Hadramaut and 
the various principalities of the Persian Gulf, traditional 
Islamic law has remained the fundamental law up to the 
present day and, with the introduction of but a few 
superficial modifications, still governs every aspect of 
legal relationships. 

Outside the area of the Middle East the infiltration of 
Western law into the Islamic world was closely con
nected with the policies of occupying imperial and 
colonial powers. Since the completion of the French 
conquest in 185o, the Muslim population of Algeria ha 
been subject to exactly the same Codes of criminal and 
civil law as have been currently in force in France, and 
Shari' a law has been restricted to matters of personal 
status. Dutch public and penal laws were similarly im
ported into Indonesia from the nineteenth century 
onwards, while custom (adat) continued to govern the 
general field of private law-for in this area of Islam, 
as we have noted, the Shari'a had never won more 
than a limited recognition, despite the efforts q£ the 
Dutch to impose it as the proper law of the Muslim 
populations.J 

British policy in India, by contrast, had initially 
.. . aimed at the preservation of the existing legal system, 

which was the traditional I:Janafi law sponsored by the 
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Moghul Emperors and administered by the Ka1_is 
(qaf/.is ). After the reorganisation of the courts by 
Warren Hastings in 1772, English law was specifically 
applied by the courts in the Presidencies, but elsewhere 
Islamic criminal law was applied by Muslim judges, and 
in civil matters Shari' a law was applied to Muslims (as 
Hindu law was to Hindus) in accordance with the advice 
of native law officers, or maulvis, attached to the courts. 
In 1862, however, the Indian Penal Code-a codifica
tion, for export, of English criminal law-and the Code 
of Criminal Procedure came into force to supersede 
what remained of the Islamic criminal law. Civil law, 
meanwhile, had become increasingly anglicised by vir
tue of the principle adopted by the courts of deciding 
cases according to " justice, equity, and good con
science"; for British judges, and Indian judges trained in 
English law, inevitably resorted to the introduction of 
English rules as a result of both their desire for unifor
mity in the law applicable to a very mixed population 
and the general difficulty they experienced in properly 
ascertaining the terms oflslamic law from the authorita
tive Arabic texts. Indeed, "justice, equity, and good 
conscience" was in practice synonymous with English 
law. Codification of considerable portions of the civil 
law on an English basis narurally ensued, and from the 
latter part of the nineteenth century Islamic law has been 
confined in the Indian sub-continent, as elsewhere, to 
the domain of family law. 

Substantially the same position came to prevail in the 
Sudan about this time under the Anglo-Egyptian con
dominium. In 1899 a Penal Code was promulgated 
which was based on the Indian Penal Code but which 
was adapted to its Sudanese environment by the reten
tion, inter alia, of the Islamic institution ofblood-money 
(diya), payable in cases of accidental homicide among 
communities still organised on a tribal basis. Civil law, 
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on the other hand, was not codified-except in regard to 
particular aspects such as bankruptcy, bills of exchange 
and limitedliabilitycompanies-but,asin India, became 
anglicised through the principle of "justice, equity, and 
good conscience", so that the courts of the Sudan arc 
today guided, but not bound, by the English common 
law. The jurisdiction of Shari' a courts was eventually 
defined by the Sudan Mohammedan Law Courts Ordi
nance of 1902, which declared them competent to enter
tain, in the case of Muslim litigants, "any question 
regarding marriage, divorce, guardianship of minors 
or family relationship ... wakf, gift, succession, wills, 
interdiction or guardianship of the interdicted or lost 
person".• 

By way of contrast with the areas so far discussed, the 
Muslim territories of Morocco, Tunisia and Northern 
Nigeria preserved their traditional systems of Islamic 
law virtually intact until very recent times. This was so 
not only because of the innate conservatism of these 
peoples or because their close contact with Western 
civilisation came at a comparatively late date, but also 
because the Protectorate forms of colonial rule ( estab
lished by France for Tunisia in 1881 and for Morocco in 
1912, and by Great Britain for Northern Nigeria in 
1912) tended to perpetuate the status quo. 

In Morocco and Tunisia the competence of the 
qat/is' courts was restricted, at the time of French occu
pation, to matters of family law, while most of the civil 
and all the criminal jurisdiction were in the hands of 
other tribunals-those of the Qa'ids and the Wu{arii' 
in Tunisia and those of the Qa'ids and Pashas in 
Morocco. This dichotomy, of course, represent$d to 
a large degree the distinction between religious and 
secular courts, but it was in effect nothing more than 
the traditional Islamic distinction between Shari' a and 
Maralim jurisdictions. In any event the law applied by 
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the "secular" or Mai,.alim tribunals for long remained 
essentially Islamic, though due account was taken of 
those peculiar developments of the traditional Shari' a 
which had occurred in Morocco through the pheno
menon of' amal (page 145 above). A Code of Obliga
tions and Contracts was indeed enacted in Tunisia in 
1906, but this rested squarely on Islamic sources, and 
was designed simply to achieve uniformity and cer
tainty in· the application of the law. 5 Only in the last few 
years has French law been directly adopted in these 
countries, for example in the Criminal Code promul
gated in Morocco in 1954, which incidentally retained 
the Islamic offence of {ina' (fornication) and attached 
thereto a maximum penalty of six months' imprison
ment, and in the Codes of Commerce ( 1900 ), Civil and 
Commercial Procedure ( 1900 ), and Maritime Commerce 
(1962) enacted in Tunisia. 

In Northern Nigeria traditional Maliki law was 
applied by the courts of the Allcalai and the Mai,.alim 
courts of the Emirs in all civil and criminal matters, 
excepting the sphere of land tenure where customary 
law prevailed, at the time the Protectorate was estab
lished. Under the British policy of non-interference in 
matters of religion and the preservation of "native law 
and custom" this supremacy of Shari' a law was con
solidated, except that the courts were not permitted to 
impose sentences upon convicted criminals which were, 
in the words of Lord Lugard, "repugnant to natural 
justice and.humanity".This f,o~mula_covered the Shan a 
punishments of amputation of the hand for theft and 
lapidation for adultery which had, however, rarely_been 
applied in practice. But the ~add.or defined penalttes of 
flogging for fornication, wine-drinking, and slander
ous allegations of unchastity continued to be exacted, 
although the traditional manner of their application 
makes it evident that they constitute a form of public 
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shame and religious penance rather than a physical 
ordeal; for the one who administers the lashes must hold 
the whip between his fingers, must keep a stone or 
similar object under the arm he is using and must not 
raise his wrist above the level of his elbow. 

Yet the jurisdiction of the courts which applied 
Maliki criminal law in the case of Muslim offenders was 
not exclusive in Northern Nigeria, where there also 
existed British courts bound by the English law of the 
Nigerian Criminal Code. A variety of circumstances 
might determine whether the statutory or the Islamic 
law was to apply-such as whether the Emir's court 
within whose Emirate a capital offence was committed 
had competence, under the Native Courts Ordinance, 
to deal with such offences or not-and in cases of homi
cide the question of which system was to apply could, 
for the accused, be a matter of life or death. Maliki law 
regards as deliberate homicide, for which the heirs of the 
victim may demand the death of the offender, death 
caused by any conduct intrinsically likely to kill, even 
where there is no intention to kill or seriously injure, as 
well as death caused by any hostile act, whether intrinsi
cally likely to kill or not; and since Maliki law recognises 
no general defence of provocation, the death penalty 
is obviously applicable thereunder for offences which 
would only amount to manslaughter under the Criminal 
Code. This divergence between the two systems as
sumed prominence because a conflict of judicial opinion 
arose, from 1947 onwards, as to whether or not the 
Supreme Court could, on appeal, interfere with a death 
sentence properly imposed by a native court for deli
berate homicide when the act or omission concerned 
amounted only to manslaughter under the Criminal 
Code. Not, in fact, until 1957 could it be regarded as in 
any way settled law that a native court must not impose 
a punishment in excess of the maximum punishment 
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permitted under the Criminal Code for the same act or 
omission.6 

The same considerations, however, which had led to 
the adoption of modern Criminal Codes almost every
where else in the Muslim world, applied also to Nor
thern Nigeria, and the need for reform was felt more 
urgently as independence approached. Accordingly, a 
new Penal Code was promulgated in 1959 and follpwed 
by a Code of Criminal Procedure in 196o. Based on the 
Sudanese Criminal Code, and hence tracing its descent 
from the Indian Penal Code drafted by Lord Macaulay 
in 1837, the new Code retains traditional Islamic doc
trine in one respect; for the ~add (or defined) lashings 
may be imposed upon Muslims guilty of the offences of 
{inii' (fornication), false accusation of unchastity, or 
wine-drinking, in addition to the sentences prescribed 
therefor by the Code. Unlike the Sudanese Code, how
ever, the Nigerian Code does not retain the institution 
of blood-money (diya) in its traditional form. In certain 
cases compensation may be exacted from offenders in 
addition to, or in substitution for, any punishment pre
scribed; but a conviction on the basis of the incidents of 
criminal liability as established by the Code is an essen
tial prerequisite, and so it is obvious that such compen
sation cannot take the place of the blood-money payable 
in cases of purely accidental homicide.7 It is finally 
noteworthy that the Penal Code is to be administered 
through the existing court system, a policy which natur
ally involves considerable re-orientation of the tradi
tional training of Muslim judges (Alkalai). 

Introduction of Western Laws had not been achieved 
without initial difficulties in many Muslim countries. In 
Turkey, for example, prisons were built for communal 
confinement and the inmates were not obliged to work. 
Because the Italian Criminal Code, which Turkey 
adopted in 1926, contained provisions for solitary 
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confinement and penal servitude, its full application 

was impractical until new prisons suitable for thcs(· 

purposes had been constructed. Again, under traditiona I 

Islamic law as applied in Turkey, recalcitrant debtors had 

been imprisoned. When such sanction was abolished with 

the introduction in 1927 of a Civil Code and Code of 

Obligations based on Swiss legislation, relieved debtors 

concealed their assets from their creditors to such an 

extent that the government had perforce swiftly to 

introduce criminal sanctions. a In other countries prob

lems have arisen from the existence side by side of' 

Western and Islamic laws and the interaction between 

them. An interesting example is provided by a recent 

Sudanese case9 concerned with the interpretation of a 

clause in the Rent Restriction Ordinance, which allows 

a landlord to recover possession of a controlled hous(' 

as a residence for "himself". Here a Muslim landlord 

with three wives argued: first, that it is an accepted 

principle of English Common law that husband and 

wife are one and therefore the use of a house by his wife 

was a use by "himself"; second, that each of several 

Muslim ;o-wive_s is en~itled to a separate house as part 

of her nght of tmparttal treatment established by the 

Shari' a; and third, that he, as a Muslim husband, was 

bo~nd to treat his wives equally. Accordingly he 

clatmed recovery under the Ordinance of three houses 

on these grounds and was successful before the Court of 
Appeal. 

Such minor problems, however, do not seriously 

qualify the fact that Western laws have been success

fully assimilated in the various regions of Islam and 

that, while they may have been imposed initially from 

above, they are today in broad harmony with the temper 

of Muslim populations. Opposition to the introduction 

of secular laws was indeed voiced by the scholars of the 

religious law, hut was never strong enough to constitute 
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a fo rmidable obstacle. In general the attitude was taken 

that it was better to let the Shan"' a pass peacefully away 

from the field of legal practice intact rather rhan attempt 

such radical surgery of its principles as modem condi

tions required. At the same time Islamic legal tradition 

had always recognised the right of the ruler, through his 

Maralim jurisdiction, to supplement strict Shan"' a doc

trine in the fields of public law and general ci villaw, and 

rhe adoption of Western Codes in these spheres could 

appear as no more than a necessary extension of his 

admitted powers. From this standpoint the representa

tion of the new Criminal Codes in the Middle East as 

an d:ercise of the sovereign's prerogative of siyasa re

gulations and in particular his power of " deterrence" 

(ra' {ir) was not, perhaps, a purely formal and superficial 

:mempt to justify them. 
Family law, on the other hand, had always been the 

stronghold of the Shan_, a, and the reception of secular 

and Western laws in other spheres created a sharp 

dichotomy between the two systems which resulted in 

a growing emphasis upon the religious and Islamic 

significance of the Shad'a and a strengthening of its 

influence in those matters which remained under irs 

sway. One important example of tllis tendency to con

solidate tlte position of the Shan"' a in its traditional pre

serves was the Indian Shariac Acr, 1937, which asserted 

the Shad' a to be the fundamental law of all Muslims 

in India in regard to their personal status (including 

succession, gifts and WCUJf), and aimed at obliterating 

customary practices contrary to the Shan a which pre

vailed among certain communities. Yet Western stan

dards and institutions had created an impetus for reform 

in the field of family law also, and this at first seemed to 

have brought about the same apparent impasse between 

the needs of society and an allegedly immutable law as 

had caused the adoption of Western civil and criminal 
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codes. Turkey indeed saw as the only solution the total 
abandonment of the Shari' a and the adoption of Swiss 
family law in 1927. But, fortunately for the future ol 
Islamic law, no other Muslim country has as yet fol
lowed this example. With the determination to preservt· 
the influence of the religious law means have been 
sought, and found, whereby traditional Shari' a doctrin<' 
could be adapted to the circumstances of modern life. 
Only Afghanistan, the various states of the Arabian 
Peninsula, Northern Nigeria and other "colonial terri
tories" like Zanzibar have to date taken little or no par! 
in this development, although current indications an: 
that the time of their doing so will not be long delayed. 
Our future concern, therefore, will lie mainly with 
Islamic family law and the striking phenomenon of its 
recent evolution among the majority of Muslim peoples. 

CHAPTER I2 

ADMINISTRATION OF SHARi'A LAW 
IN CONTEMPORARY ISLAM 

FoR the administration of Shari'a family law classical 
Muslim tradition recognised one judicial organ only: 
the court of a single qar:/l. No hierarchy of Shari' a 
courts existed and no system of appeal as such, although 
dissatisfied litigants could always seek the intervention 
of the political authority through his Mar_iilim jurisdic
tion. Nowhere in modern Islam, however, does this 
rudimentary organisation still prevail. Systems of appeal 
have been introduced almost everywhere, even in the 
most conservative areas such as Northern Nigeria, 
where one of the most recent developments in this 
regard was the establishment of a Muslim Court of 
Appeal in 1956, and in Saudi Arabia and Afghanistan, 
where a kind of judicial hierarchy now exists with a 
plurality of judges in important cases. Egypt and 
Tunisia, in 1955 and 1956 respectively, abolished the 
Shari'a courts entirely and Shari'a family law, along 
with the civil and the criminal law, is now administered 
by a unified system of national courts. In Algeria the 
9ii¢is' courts act only as courts of the first instance and 
appeals lie to judges sitting in the ordinary civil courts, 
while in India· Shari' a law has been administered for 
almost two centuries through the ordinary civil courts 
from which a final appeal lay, prior to independence and 
partition, to the Judicial Committee of the Privy Coun
cil. Moreover, the systems of procedure and evidence 
applicable even in the qiir/is' courts have been greatly 
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modernised during the present century in all but the 
most traditional Muslim countries. 

Substantive law, in many legal systems, is merged 
inextricably with the structure and procedure of the 
courts through which it is applied. Islamic substantive 
doctrine, however, because of the circumstances of its 
historical origin, has an existence quite independent of 
the machinery of legal administration. Theoretically, 
therefore, the modern reorganisation of the traditional 
Shari' a courts and their procedure was a separate and 
distinct issue, unconnected with the nature of the law 
they were to apply. Nevertheless, as a result simply of 
the circumstances surrounding the administration of 
Shan""' a law in recent times, considerable modifications 
have been woven into its traditional fabric. Direct 
reform of the substanr;e of the Shari'a by political 
authorities has also, as we shall see in the following two 
chapters, been successfully accomplished. Our purpose 
in this chapter, however, is to consider only those 
developments which fall. essentially under the head of 
the administration of the law and in particular to con
trast the widely different positions which obtain in this 
regard in the Indian sub-continent on the one hand and 
the Middle East on the other. 

In the Indian sub-continent the administration of 
Shari'a law by British or anglicised courts, subject to 
the supreme authority of the decisions of the Privy 
Council, led to a remarkable fusion of the two systems. 
This is aptly termed Anglo-Muhammadan law, because, 
through the introduction of English legal principles and 
concepts, the law applied by the Indian courts came to 
diverge in many particulars from traditional Shari' a law. 
But this was not the result of any deliberate attempt to 
reform Islamic law as such; on the contrary, the con
scientious endeavour of the courts to apply Islamic law, 
as they understood it, is beyond question. It was simply 
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that the judiciary did not possess, in the nature of things, 
the same knowledge of strict Shari' a doctrine or the 
same attitude towards its paramount and exclusive 
authority as, say, the qac/is of the Arab countries, and as 
a consequence two principal features of judicial activity 
in this part of the Muslim world may be discerned. 

Firstly, because it was not in the character of the 
courts fully to appreciate or accept the doctrine of strict 
adherence to established author\ ties, they did not hesi
tate to formulate novel principles by way of supplement 
to the tradi tionallaw when this seemed necessary on gen
era! grounds of justice and equity. A widow, for example, 
was given a privileged position in regard to her claim 
for unpaid dower against her deceased husband's estate; 

·for by the rule of Anglo-Muhammadan law known 
generally, albeit inaccurately, as "the widow's lien", she 
is allowed to retain possession of her husband's estate, 
when such possession has been lawfully and peaceably 
acquired, until her dower debt is satisfied.l 0 Although 
this may be regarded as a particular implementation of 
the principle of "self-help" recognised by the Shari' a, 
under traditional law the widow in such circumstances 
normally ranks as an ordinary unsecured creditor. 
Again, the traditional law of gift (which remained 
firmly within the province of the .Shan"' a in the Indian 
sub-continent) is centred upon the strict principle that 
a gift is only effective when the thing given has been 
actually delivered to the donee. The rigid application of 
this rule was deemed harsh and inequitable under mod
ern conditions and it was tempered by considerable 
development of the doctrine of constructive delivery 
which found only scant recognition in traditional law. 
Particularly prominent, in this context, was the I:Ianafi 
rule that a gift of an undivided share in property 
(mushii') was not effective unless the share to be trans
(erred was first divided off from the rest of the property 
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and duly delivered. This rule applied in all cases except 
where the property concerned was "indivisible", which 
term was traditionally interpreted as meaning properrv 
whose division necessarily entailed the loss ofits norm~d 
usufruct. Judicial decisions in India, however, confinC'd 
the necessity for division in gifts of musha' within rh(' 
strictest limits, first by introducing a number of specifi, 
exceptions to the I:Ianafi rule, such as the gift of a shap· 
in freehold property in a commercial town or of sharL·s 
in a Land Company, and secondly by adopting a modi 
fied interpretation of "indivisible" property as referrin1·. 
to property which could be used to better advantage ill 
an undivided state. In these, as in other similar develop
ments of Anglo-Muhammadan law, it is clear that th(' 
courts regarded traditional Shari' a law, no less than t11 ,· 
English common law, as subject to modification by th ,· 
superior standards of equitable jurisdiction. Indeed, it i\ 
interesting to note how many of the most 'mportan 1 
Indian decisions of this nature belong to the period 11! 
the late nineteenth century, just after the supremacy ul 
Equity in the English legal system had been final! ; 
established by the Judicature Acts of 1873 and 1875. ' 

The second major development in the Indian sub
continent was the complete eclipse of traditional Sharl .1 
doctrine in certain respects and its replacement by tl 11 
precepts of English law. This, again, was not a proce::.~ 
of wilful substirution. As had happened in the civil Ia w, 
the courts often experienced extreme difficulty in ascer 
raining the correct Shan"' a principles applicable, and 111 
such circumstances naturally resorted to English Ia\\ 
as the most convenient and equitable expedient. P r
haps the ou tstanding example of d1is is supplied by UH 
principles which today govern the administration nl 
a deceased's estate in India and Pakistan. Under th, 
I:Ianafi law as found in authoritative texts the various 
rules of administration stem from the basic doctrine ol 
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the fictitious survival of the deceased, who remains, in 
contemplation of law, the owner of the estate until his 
obligations have been discharged. This doctrine is, of 
course, particularly vital in the case of insolvent estates 
where there is no devolution of ownership to the heirs 
at death and where the other major Shan""' a principle
that there is no inheritance until after the payment of 
debts-has its full effect. Judicial decisions in India, 
however, betrayed a total ignorance of the doctrine of 
the deceased's fictitious survival. Solvent or insolvent, 
the deceased's estate was held to devolve upon his heirs, 
as it did upon the old English heir-at-law, in accord
ance with their shares in the inheritance at the moment 
of death. The ownership of the heirs was, of course, 
subject to their personal liability to pay the deceased's 
debts in proportion to their shares in the estate. But 
under English law a debtor is generally competent to 
deal with his property and pass a good title to a bonafide 
transferee for value. Accordingly, because the heir was 
owner of his inheritance, it was held that he could pass 
a valid title to his share of the inheritance before the 
debts of the deceased had been paid; and the failure to 
apply the doctrine of the deceased 's fictitious survival 
thus also completely destroyed the real significance of 
the Shari' a principle that there can 'be no inheritance 
until after the payment of debts. 11 

In some cases judicial decisions in India have been 
based upon an imperfect and partial appreciation only 
of the terms of traditional Shari' a law, and principles 
and institutions of the Shari' a have been interpreted in 
·the light of English legal concepts. 

Gifts of property for a limited period, in particular for 
the lifetime of the donee, provide one example of the way 
in which the preoccupation of the Indian courts with 
English legal notions hampered the true comprehen
sion of the Shari a. These gifts were regarded essentially 
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as the "life-estate" of English law, which is technically 
the transfer of the ownership, or corpus, of property 
for a limited period with restrictions attached to its 
use ·or alienation; and, as such, gifts for the lifetime 
of the donee were proper! y declared by the Indian High 
Courts to be invalid under Hanafi law. For Hanafi law 
insists that a gratuitous transfer of the corpus o.f property 
(hiha) should be absolute and unqualified: any pur
ported limitations as to time or use are regarded as void 
conditions; but, while the conditions fail, the gift itself 
remains valid and the donee therefore acquires an abso
lute estate. However, while the Indian courts had cor
rectly ascertained the J:lanafi law of hiha, they had in 
fact concerned themselves with one aspect only of the 
J:lanafi law of gift. Apart from a transfer of the corpus 
(' ayn ), J:lanafi law also recognises the gratuitous transfer 
of the usus (manfa' a) of the property only. Such a trans
action is termed 'arryya, and may be validly accom
panied by conditions limiting the period or the mode of 
enjoyment of the property. Limited interests, therefore, 
but certainly not the English life-estate, may be effec
tively created under Shari' a law by a transfer of the usus, 
and this was finally recognised by their Lordships of 
the Privy Council in Sardar Nawazish Ali Khan's Case 
(1948), where it was held that it was a matter for con
struction by the court as to whether the gift was in
tended as a transfer of the corpus or the usus, and that, if 
the latter was the case, any limitations imposed upon 
the duration of the donee's interest were valid and effec
tive. But it should be noted that under strict J:lanafi law 
an' arryya is revocable at any time by the donor. 

Undoubtedly the most notorious misinterpretation 
ofJ:Ianafi law, however, occurred in regard to the law of 
waqf endowments. In the celebrated case of Ahul Fata 
v. Russomoy (1894) an Indian High Court declared 
invalid a waqf of which the income was to go to the 
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issue of the settlors, generation following generation 
until their extinction, and after them to widows, or
phans, beggars and the poor. On appeal their Lordships 
of the Privy Council upheld this decision on the ground 
of the well-known principle of English Equity that the 
ultimate gift to the poor was so remote as to be illusory. 
The poor, it was said, had been put into the settlem~nt 
"merely to give it a colour of piety, and so to legahse 
arrangements meant to serve for the aggrandisement of 
a family". This, therefore, was not a charitable settle
ment in any substantial sense and must fail. 

English and Islamic concepts of charity, however, 
differ radically in this context. "An approach to God:' 
(qurba), is the essence of a waqf, an~ s~c~ qu~ba 1s 
deemed to lie, by the consensus ofMushm Jurtsts, m the 
very act of the settlor relinquishing his ownership of the 
property. The corpus of the property having been thus 
immobilised (for it is deemed, in J:lanafi law, to belong 
only to God), Shari'a law is no longer concerned t_o 
ensure that the income or usufruct of the property 1s 
devoted to a "charitable" purpose. Certainly the sett
lor's own family may be validly desig~ated as benefi
ciaries in the unanimous opinion of all the schools of 
Shari' a law, while in the view of the J:lanafi jurist Abu
Yusuf, which had previously been applied in India, the 
settlor could reserve for himself the exclusive right to 
the income of the waqf during his lifetime. Many jurists, 
indeed, opined that no specific mention of such ultimate 
beneficiaries as the poor or the sick was necessary for the 
validity of the waqf; and those who did require such a 
designation sought only thereby to ensure the perma
nent nature of the settlement and not to indicate that 
such "charitable" institutions were in any way a more 
fitting purpose for a waqf than its enjoyment by the 
settlor's own family. 

Contrary as the decision in Abul Fata v. Russomoy 
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thus was to all the accepted authorities of the Shari' a, 
there is no doubt that the Privy Council was here 
endeavouring to apply Islamic law-and indeed they 
expressly stated this to be the case. But, in the first place, 
they preferred to follow the trend of recent decisions in 
the Indian High Courts rather than the opinions of such 
scholars as Ameer Ali as to the terms of the law en
shrined in the authoritative manuals; and in the second 
place their Lordships appeared to be in some uncertainty 
as to the principles upon which Shari' a law was to be 
properly ascertained. Three years later, in Aga Maho
medv. Koolsom Bee Bee (1897), it was correctly stated in 
accordance with the traditional doctrine of ta9lid (adher
ence to established authority) that "it would be wrong 
for the court ... to put their own construction on the 
Koran in opposition to the express ruling of commen
tators of such ... high authority" (the J:Ianafi text of the 
Hedaya). In Abu! Fata v. Russomoy, however, their 
Lordships felt able to ignore the authoritative J:Ianafi 
texts and place their own interpretation on certain 
alleged dicta of the Prophet, stating in reference to them 
that "it would be doing wrong to the great lawgiver to 
suppose that he is thereby commending gifts for which 
the donor exercises no self-denial ... and which do not 
seek the benefit of others beyond the use of empty 
words ... ". In short, therefore, it would seem that once 
again British judges had failed to appreciate the real 
significance of the doctrine of ta9lid, but had assumed 
that traditional Shari'a law was just as much subject 
as the English common law to modification by those 
equitable principles which had found acceptance in the 
courts. 

In this case, however, such influence did not prove, 
as it had done on so many other occasions, acceptable to 

the Muslim community in India, and the Legislature 
eventually overruled the Privy Council by the Mussal-
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man W~f Validating Act, 1913, which substantially 
restored the traditional J:Ianafi doctrine of family settle
ments under the w~fsystem. It is finally noteworthy, 
however, that British courts applying Islamic law in 
Aden, Zanzibar, and Kenya continued to regard the 
decision of the Privy Council in Ahul Fata's case as 
binding upon them, and this has in turn necessitated 
the promulgation of legislation on the pattern of the 
Wa'lf Validating Act in each of these territories. Fur
thermore, even after the passing of such legislation, the 
unwillingness of the East African courts to abandon 
English notions of chariry has resulted in a series of 
cases, the last a decision of the Pci vy Council of Decem
ber 1962, in which the relevant legislation has been 
so strictly interpreted that its aims have been partly 
frustrated.iz 

Anglo-Muhammadan law, then, is an expression of 
Islamic law unique not only in form-for it is genuinely 
applied as a case-law system through a hierarchy of 
courts which observes the doctrine ofbinding precedent 
-but also in substance, inasmuch as it has absorbed 
English influences, particularly those of Equity, in as 
generally facile a manner as nascent Islamic law had 
absorbed Roman influences in the earliest historical 
period. French influence in Algeria, it may be observed, 
resulted in a broadly parallel, though less extreme, 
situation because of the strict control the French judi
ciary exercised, through the system of appeal, over the 
qtit/.is' courts. For example, the French courts insisted 
upon the consent of an adult girl to her marriage, on 
the (oru1al ground that this was necessary in J:Ianafi if 
not in Maliki law, while in the matter of the custody 
of mjnor children they largely rejected the rigid rules of 
custody under Shari' a law and regarded the interests of 
the minor as the paramount and overriding considera
tion in all cases. These and other similar principles 
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reflecting French influence became an integral part of 
Shari' a law as applied in Algeria. 

Turning now to the Middle East, we find a very 
different state of affairs prevailed. Shari' a courts were 
dominated by the doctrine of taqlid to an extent which 
precluded them from administering the law in any way 
other than in strict accordance with the terms of the 
mediaeval texts. For this reason changes could only be 
effected through the intervention of the political author
ity, and this in fact occurre9 when the political authority 
proceeded to exercise its power, which it claimed under 
the principle of siytisa, to determine the manner in 
which Shari' a law should be administered. 

The doctrine of siytisa, it will be recalled, is the 
fundamental doctrine of Islamic public law which de
fines the position of the political authority vis-a-vis 
the Shari'a, and which grants him the right to take 
such administrative steps as he deems to be in the 
public interest, provided no substantive principle of 
the Shari'a is thereby blatantly infringed. One im
portant aspect of this prerogative of the sovereign is 
his power to define the jurisdiction of his courts, in the 
sense that he may set limits to the sphere of their 
competence. It was on this ground, of course, that 
the public lawyers had recognised the validity of the 
"extra-Shari'a" tribunals of mediaeval times, which 
had exerci!!ed jurisdiction in matters withdrawn from 
the competence of the Shari' a courts. On this broad 
ground also, the entirely new court system through 
which Shari'a law is currently administered in Egypt 
and Tunisia can hardly be condemned, from the sta~d
point of legal theory, as "un-lslamic", especially since 
the office of qat/i, albeit for centuries the traditional 
organ of Shari' a jurisdiction, was nevertheless an office 
created by the Umayyad administration and did not 
stem from any postulates of the divine revelation. Par-
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ticular emphasis, however, is laid by the texts of public 
law on the right of the sovereign to enforce new rules of 
procedure and evidence, and it is this limb of the siycisa 
doctrine which concerns us here. For Middle Eastern 
political authorities, by a series of regulations normally 
termed qaniin, restricted the competence of the qarjis' 
courts to cases which fulfilled certain procedural and 
evid~ntial conditions. Although these were administra
tive measures which theoretically left the substantive 
Shari' a doctrine unimpaired, they had a far-reaching 
effect upon the nature of Shari'a jurisdiction as the 
following outline of the principal instances of their use 
will show. 

Traditional Shari' a law, as we have noted, attached 
no value to written evidence, despite an explicit injunc
tion of the Qur'an that transactions should be recorded 
in writing. Abuses arising from the reliance of the 
courts on oral testimony resulted in siyasa regula
tions in the Middle East which prevented the courts 
from entertaining certain types of claim that were not 
based on documentary evidence. Thus the Egyptian 
Code of Organisation and Procedure for Shari' a Courts 
of 1897 provided that "no claim of marriage, divorce, 
or acknowledgement thereof shall be heard after the 
death of either party unless it is supported by documents 
free from suspicion offorgery ... ".This simple require
ment of documentary evidence was later extended to 
the necessity, in certain prescribed transactions, for 
documentary evidence of a specific kind-i.e. the certi
ficate of a duly authorised official. And when the Jor
danian Law of Family Rights, 1951, precluded the courts 
from entertaining any plea of repudiation (ralaq) from a 
husband (raised by him, for example, as a defence to his 
wife's claim for maintenance) unless such repudiation 
had been properly registered before the qarji, a step had 
been taken in the direction of making divorce by 
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repudiation a judicial proceeding. Here the opportunity 
might conveniently be taken to depart from our pre
occupation wi th the major blocs of Muslim populations 
and to observe that registration of repudiation ba:;. 
always been a legal requirement, from the time of thei r 
conversion, for the two-million-strong Muslim com
munity in Yugoslavia and, since 1937, for the fifty 
thousand Muslims in Dutch Guiana. 

The same procedural device was also employed in 
Egypt to counteract the effects, which proved unaccept
able to modern opinion, of the excessive periods of 
gestation recognised by Shari'a doctrine. I:Ianafi law 
presumes that a maximum period of two years may 
elapse between the conception of a child and its birth , 
while the other schools recognise even longer periods; 
four years is the term of Sha.fi'i and I:Ianbali law, while 
there is considerable Maliki authority for a term of seven 
years. Such rules were not entirely due to the ignorancl 
of the mediaeval jurists on matters of embryology, 
although belief in the phenomenon of "the sleeping 
foetus" may well have contributed to their acceptance 
It goes without aying that the jurists were well aware 
of the normal period of gestation, which formed tbe 
basis of many legal rules, and most Ithna-'ashari jurists 
in fact adopted a maximum period ofnine lunar months. 
It was, however, the particular effects of illegitimacy 
which probably induced the jurists to adopt an attitude 
of excessive caution. There was the desire to avoid 
attributing the status of illegitimacy to children born to 
widowed or divorced women after the normal period 
of gestation had elapsed since the termination of their 
marriage; for the illegitimate child had no claims what
soever, particularly as regards maintenance, upon its 
father. Again, for the Malikis at any rate, the birth of a 
child out of wedlock and outside the recognised periods 
of gestation after the termination of a marriage was 
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prima facie evidence of fornication, which might entail 
the (zadd penalty of lapidation, on the part of the 
mother; and the jurists had consistently demonstrated 
an unwillingness that these severe ~add penalties should 
be applied except where there was proof positive of 
guilt. In short, humanitarian principles seem to have 
influenced the jurists to accept the possibility of pro
tracted periods of gestation. As the question was bound 
up with rhe criminal law, their general atti tude w.as that 
legitimacy should always be presumed unless CJrcum
stances made its non-existence certain beyond any 
shadow of doubt. 

Such considerations, however, had largely lost their 
force in modern Egypt, where fornication was no longer 
a criminal offence and where provision had been made for 
the support of illegitimate children by their fathers. On 
the other hand there was growing concern for the abuses 
to which, in the light of modern medical opinion, the 
traditional law gave rise. Since the 'idda or "waiting 
period" of divorced women lasted as long as they were 
pregnant, divorcees could claim, on the assertio~ that 
their 'idda period was not yet completed, mamten
ance from their ex-husbands for a period of two years. 
Moreover they would have the right to share in his 
estate if he died within this period, at least where the 
divorce was not of the final and irrevocable variety. 
Finally, children born to divorced or widowed women 
within two years of the termination of their marriage 
possessed rights of m~intena~ce against the form:,r hus
band and the right (mdefeastble under the Shan a law 
of succession) to take a major share in his estate. 

Legal presumptions regarding gestation are, of 
course, a matter of evidence and as such a proper sub
ject for administrative regulations. Accordingly the 
Egyptian government felt able to tackle the problem 
by the device of restricting the competence of the 
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Shari a tribunals. Article 17 of Law No. ,~5 of 1929 thus 
provided that "No claim of maintenance shall be heard 
in respect of an 'idda period in excess of one year from 
the date of divorce. Nor shall any disputed claim of 
inheritance on the grounds of marriage be heard regard
ing a divorced woman whose husband died more than 
a year after the date of the divorce." Similarly, under 
Article 15, "no disputed claim of paternity shall be 
heard regarding ... the child of a divorced or widowed 
woman who gave birth to him more than a year after her 
divorce or widowhood". Shari' a courts, in other words, 
were not allowed to entertain claims in these respects 
unless the factual situation involved was in accordance 
with modem medical opinion on matters of gestation, 
the period of 365 days being deemed sufficient to cover 
all exceptional cases. 

Also incorporated in Article 1 5 of the Egyptian Law 
of I929 was a further provision which negated another 
aspect of the traditional law of legitimacy, and which 
again was a matter of evidence. Under l:lanafi doctrine 
the presumption that a child born to a married woman 
after six months of marriage was the legitimate child of 
her husband could be rebutted neither by proof that the 
marriage had never been consummated nor by proof 
that there was no physical access between the spouses 
at any possible time of conception. Traditional law 
knew only one method by which a husband might dis
own a child born to his wife. This was the highly forma
lised procedure of li' an, which owes its existence to the 
fact that a husband's disclaimer of the paternity of a 
child born to his wife amounts to charging her with the 
crime of adultery and makes him liable, in the event of 
his being unable to establish the offence by the requisite 
four witnesses, to the penalty of eighty lashes for an 
unproved assertion of u~chastity (qadhf). A husband 
who sought to disown his wife's child, therefore, was 
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obliged to swear four solemn oaths (taking the place of 
the four witnesses) that the child concerned was not his, 
and then to call down upon himself the curse of God 
(taking the place of the penalty for qadhf) if he had 
falsely sworn. The wife, failing her confession of adul
tery, could then avoid the penalty for adultery by 
swearing four oaths of her innocence in rebuttal and 
finally calling upon herself the curse of God if she was 
in fact guilty. As a result of this procedure (termed 
li' an from the Arabic la' ana "to curse"), which also 
effected a divorce between the couple and created a per
manent bar to their re-marriage, paternity of the child 
concerned was no longer attributed to the husband. 

Li' an was obviously an institution wholly out ofline 
with modem notions of procedure and evidence and the 
natural substitute for it- proof of non-access- was 
introduced in Egypt in 1929 by the same device of 
restricting the competerlce of the Shari a tribunals. 
Accordingly, the courts were forbidden to entertain 
disputed claims of paternity where it could be estab
lished either that the marriage had not been consum
mated at all or that the child concerned had been born 
to the wife more than one year after the last physical 
access between herself and the husband. 

Modifications of the traditionall:lanafi law of legiti
macy were also introduced in the Indian sub-continent, 
but stand in sharp contrast to the Egyptian reforms 
in regard to both their juristic basis and, to a large 
degree, their substance. For here judicial decisions re
cognised that the Shari' a had been superseded by the 
Indian Evidence Act of 1872, the substance of which 
was, naturally enough, English law. Under Section II2 

of the Act, a child born during the continuance of a 
valid marriage or within 280 days of its dissolution will 
be presumed to be the legitimate child of the husband 
unless non-access at any possible time of conception can 
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be proved. Thus, as distinct from normal Shari' a law and 
the present position in Egypt, the presumption of legiti
macy operates in favour of a child born during the first 
six months of a marriage, while the legitimacy or other 
wise of children born more than 280 days after the ter
mination of a marriage will presumably be determined 
by the normal principles of the English law of evidence 

Although administrative regulations in the Middle 
East were essentially matters of adjectival law, in om· 
instance they were clearly directed against substantiw 
Shari' a doctrine. This was in relation to the topic ol 
child-marriage. In the Egyptian Code of Procedure for 
Shari' a Courts enacted in 1931 a number of previou ~ 
provisions on this subject were consolidated with the 
following effect. No disputed claim of marriage was tu 

be entertained by the courts unless such marriage could 
be established by an official certificate, and under the 
existing law the competent officials were forbidden r<) 
conclude a marriage .or to issue such a certificate where 
the bride was less than sixteen or the bridegroom lese, 
than eighteen years of age at the time of the contract. 
Nor was any claim of marriage, even where it was not 
disputed, to be heard if either of the spouses was lcs, 
than the ages prescribed at the time of the claim. These 
provisions clearly affected the substantive rights ol 
marriage guardians, recognised by all schools of Shari' . 1 

law, to contract in marriage their minor wards of what
ever age, inasmuch as no judicial relief would be forth
coming in the case of marriages so contracted. But in 
theory the substantive Shari' a law remained untouched, 
and a marriage concluded between minors was still per
fectly valid. The indirect procedural method appeared 
the only way open to the Egyptian reformers at thi-.; 
stage, in the face of the established doctrine of tarjlid, tu 
restrict the practice of child marriage. 

A somewhat similar situation came to exist in Algeria 
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under French influence, where administrative regula
tions required a formal deed of marriage to be drawn 
up by the qii.</is, who were ordered by the Procureur
General to refuse such a document if the bride was under 
the age of fifteen. In India, however, developments in 
this regard were again of a totally different nature. 
Marriage of girls below the age of fourteen and boys 
below the age of sixteen was prohibited under pain of 
penalties by the Child Marriage Restraint Act o£1929. 
At the same time marriages concluded in defiance of the 
provisions of the Act were valid, and some relief was 
granted to girls contracted in marriage during minority 
by an extension of their so-called "option of puberty". 
Under traditional I:Ianafi Ia:v a minor girl contracted 
in marriage by any guardian other than her father or 
paternal grandfather may repudiate the marriage, pro
vided it has not been consummated with her consent, 
upon her attainment of puberty. Under the Dissolution 
of Muslim Marriages Act, 1939, this right of repudiation 
may also be exercised where the girl concerned has been 
married by her father or paternal grandfather. 

The role played in the moderh evolution of Middle 
Eastern Shari'a law by the method of restricting the 
competence of the courts should not be exaggerated. 
As a means of remedying purely procedural defects in 
the law it appears to be perfectly consistent with Islamic 
tradition; but when specifically directed against the 
terms of the substantive law it becomes of questionable 
validity. Practically effective though the denial of judi
cial relief may be, it is a harsh method of reform when 
the act or relationship concerned is admittedly valid, 
and a method which, if pursued to its logical conclusion, 
could wrest all semblance of authority from the Shari' a. 
Certainly its most extreme advocates could never con
template its employment against the two firmly en
trenched rights of the husband upon which the attention 
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of the reformers came to be focussed-his rights of 
polygamy and unilateral repudiation. To many, indeed, 
the particular manner in which the jurisdiction of the 
courts had been confined seemed an altogether illegiti
mate exercise of the sovereign's admitted power. For 
this right, they argued, existed in order that the sove
reign might distribute different cla~ses of case as be
tween one court and another, and could not be properly 
employed so as to deny certain types of claim, tenable 
under the substantive law, any enforcement at all. Prac
tical and theoretical considerations of this nature, there
fore, make the limitations of this method of reform 
readily apparent. 

Nevertheless, as opposed to the position in the Indian 
sub-continent, where judicial activities had modified 
the substance itself of the Shari'a, Islamic law in the 
Middle East had begun to take on a new look without 
any direct interference in its substantive provisions. The 
developments which we have briefly discussed in both 
these areas, however, may be conveniently termed 
"administrative" to distinguish them from outright 
reforms of the substantive law introduced under the 
aegis of the political authority, which will form the 
subject matter of the following two chapters. This dis
tinction, however, is primarily an analytical rather than 
an historical one ih regard to the Middle East as a whole, 
inasmuch as it was by no means always the case that the 
administrative aspects of development preceded direct 
substantive reform. Finally, in regard to the method of 
reform of the substantive law, it will be seen that an 
equally striking divergence exists in this respect also 
between the Indian sub-continent and the Middle East. 
In India, Shari' a family law was directly superseded in 
particular and limited spheres by statute law on the 
English pattern, examples of which have already been 
noted. In the Near and Middle East, on the other hand, 
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the Shari' a was systematically codified, a process more 
in accord with the temper of Arab jurisprudence hut 
naturally owing much to recent French influence, while 
great pains were taken to represent the reforms em
bodied in the Codes as legitimate applications of estab
lished Shari' a principles. In short, modern trends in the 
family law of both areas have perpetuated their own 
particular legal traditions. 
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TAQLiD AND LEGAL REFORM 

liMA' or consensus had in theory established that the 
family law expounded in the mediaeval legal manuals 
was the final and exclusively authoritative expression of 
the Shari' a, and under the ensuing doctrine of taqlid 
the basic principles of the texts, although they might 
be extended to cover new cases, were themselves in
violate and immutable. Diversity of doctrine, however, 
abounded both within and between the several schools 
of Sunnite law, and ijma' had ratified these variations 
as equally valid and legitimate interpretations of the 
Shari' a. It is the principle that taqlid allows a choice 
from among these variant views recorded in the authori
tative texts which has permitted extensive modification 
of the law as traditionally applied in Middle Eastern 
countries and which, as exploited by modem reformers, 
has lent an added significance to the alleged statement 
of the Prophet that "Difference of opinion among my 
people is a sign of the bounty of God". 

Islam had already experienced a considerable break
down of the barriers that geographical division had 
erected between the different schools of law in mediae
val times. Official sponsorship of the J:Ianafi doctrine by 
the central Ottoman government had resulted in the 
establishment of J:Ianafi courts in provinces of the em
pire, where the population belonged to another school. 
Thus Shafi'i and Maliki litigants in Egypt, and Maliki 
litigants in Tunisia and the Sudan were, 6f necessity, 
often subject to the application of J:Ianafi law. How
ever, the apparent conflict of allegiance which this 
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situation might seem to create for the individual con
science was not in reality a serious one, for it was 
primarily in regard to matters of cult and ritual prac
tices that Muslim populations identified themselves 
with a particular school or rite, and on technically legal 
issues they were prepared to accept the jurisdiction of 
tribunals applying the tenets of some other school. At 
any rate the influence of J:Ianafi law in the territories 

· mentioned survived the dismemberment of the Otto
man empire. J:Ianafi courts continued to operate in 
Egypt; two chief qadis, one J:Ianafi and one Maliki, sat 
in Tunisia, while judicial practice in the Sudan gradually 
created a fusion of the Maliki and ~Ianafi systems. 

In theory the right of a Muslim to be governed by the 
law of his school, at least in matters of personal status, 

·is beyond dispute. With the growing intercourse be
tween Muslim peoples in modem times this principle 
has naturally assumed a greater importance and courts 
owing allegiance to one school have not proved averse 
to applying another school, as the personal law of the 
litigants involved, on the advice of scholars learned in 
its tenets. Furthermore, traditional doctrine allows a 
Muslim to change his school at will, as an Indian court 
recognised in the Bombay case of Muhammad Ibrahim 
v. Gulam Ahmad (1864). Here, the marriage of a girl 
who had been brought up as a Shafi'i and who had 
married without her father's consent, was held to be 
valid on the girl's assertion that she had become a 
Hanafi and had married as such. Hanafi law, it will be 
r~called, is the only system which p~rmits an adult girl to 
conclude her own marriage contract without the inter
vention of her guardian., Until recently, legal practice 
in Zanzibar provided an interesting, although from a 
purist standpoint a wholly illegitimate, extension of 
this right of a Muslim litigant to opt out of an incon
venient rule obtaining in his own school. For here 
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'Ibac;li law (the 'Ibac;lites being the surviving branch of 
the original Kharijite sect) allowed a wife to obtain dis
solution of her marriage on the ground of the husband's 
cruelty. Shafi'i law, on the other hand, recognises a tem
porary form of judicial separation as the only remedy 
available to a wife in such circumstances; but Shafi'i 
wives used to be able to obtain a dissolution of their 
marriage ·on grounds of cruelty by the simple expedient 
of presenting their petition to the' Ibac;li qlit/.i. To confine 
ourselves, however, to the four Sunnite schools, modern 
conditions had thus brought about a growing awareness 
of the existence of their variant doctrines and a recogni
tion by the Shan a courts of their mutual orthodoxy. 

It is against this broad 'background of a developing 
contact and comity between the several schools in legal 
practice that the modernist legislative activities in the 
l:lanafi Middle East should be viewed. In 191; the prin
ciple that the Shari' a courts might be ordered to apply, 
in all relevant cases, an opinion other than that of the 
school to which they were traditionally bound was 
recognised by Section 53 of the Sudanese Mohamedan 
Law Courts Organi{ation and Procedure Regulations, 
which empowered the Grand Qiir/i to direct, by the 
issue of judicial circulars or memoranda, the application 
of rules other than the authoritative Hanafi doctrine. It 
was, however, Ottoman legislation ~f 1915 and 1917 
which took the lead in this process of reform and set the 
example which was later followed by the rest of the 
Middle Eastern Arab countries generally. Family law, 
or substantial parts of it, was codified on the juristic 
basis that the sovereign, as part of his acknowledged 
siyii.ra powers, had the right to define the jurisdiction 
of the courts, in the sense that he might order them to 
apply one among several existing variant opinions. 
These codifications also contained regulations of the 
type we have already discussed, which set procedural 
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limits upon the competence of the courts; but the vast 
bulk of their substance consisted of those rules which 
had been selected from the whole corpus of traditional 
Shari' a doctrine as most suitable for application in 
modern times. This, then, is the second, but by far the 
more important aspect oflegal reform under the author
ity of the doctrine of siyiisa regulations. TalchaY_yur 
is the general Arabic term for the process of selectwn; 
and if we omit the case of a restricted choice from among 
Hanafi variants only, such as had taken place in the 
Ottoman Majalla, it will be seen that the exercise of 
talchayyur falls under three distinct heads which may 
generally be regarded as chronological stages in the 
development of the principle. 

The first and natural step was to consider the domi
nant doctrine of one of the three other Sunnite schools 
as a possible alternative to the existing I:Ianafi law. 
Divorce, and in particular a wife's petition for dissolu
tion of her marriage, is perhaps the outstanding example 
of a topic where reform was felt to be a matter of par
ticular urgency in I:Ianafi countries and where i could 
be effectively achieved by the method of "selection". 
A l:lanafi wife could obtain a judicial annulment of her 
marriage if the husband had proved totally incapable of 
consummating it, and she could obtain dissolution on 
the grounds of putative widowhood if her husband had 
become a missing person and ninety years had elapsed 
since the date of his birth. But beyond this she had no 
means of freeing herself from a prejudicial union, apart 
from negotiating a divorce by mutual agreement; 
whereas the other schools, and in particular the Malikis 
(who were the mostliberal in this regard), allowed a wife 
to ground a petition on the husband's cruelty, his re
fusal or inability to maintain her, his desertion, or his 
affliction with some serious ailment which made the con
tinuance of the marital relationship harmful to the wife. 
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Accordingly, the first great monument of reform in 
th~ traditional family law-the Ottoman Law of Family 
Rzghts, I917-provided for judicial dissolution of rna;. 
riage in the cas_e of w!ves whose husbands were suffering 
from some senous d1sease or had deserted them withou t 
providing for their maintenance. In the first case Malik! 
authority was the basis of the provisions, while in the 
second case I:Janbali doctrine had been adopted . Egypt, 
howe_v~r~ proce~de~ ro effect a more complete adoption 
of Malik.i doctnne m laws of divorce promulgated in 
I ?2o and_ 1929. This legislation contained provisions for 
dtvorce m the case of fai lure to maintain by husbands 
who were not absent (the wider Maliki as opposed to 

t?e l:Ianbali rules) and included as a separate and addi 
tional ground for judicial dissolution desertion by th 
husband for a. continuous period of one year, even 
though there m1ght be property of the husband avai lable 
to provide maintenance for the wife. 

But alt~ough pre~omin_an~ly of Maliki inspiration, 
the Egypttan leg1slauon d1d mvolve certain modifica
tions of strict Maliki doctrine. In the first place the fact 
that a husband has a reasonable excuse for his absence 
(e.g. busi':ess commitments) is a good defence, under 
the Egypuan law, to a wife's petition based on desertion. 
This is, indeed, normal I:Janbali doctrine, but Malik! 
law holds the reasons for the husband's absence to be 
irrelevant; and it may be observed that the Sudan had 
follo~e_d the .Maliki law more closely in this regard when 
a JudiCial C1rcular of r916 allowed divorce to wives 
whose husbands had been absent, for whatever cause 
for a year or more, provided only that the wife asserted 
that she was afraid of falling into immoral conduct as a 
resul t _of beU:g l:£t alone. A second departure of the 
Egypuan legJslauon from strict Maliki law occurs in 
regard to a wife's petition alleging cruelty against the 
husband. Where a wife proves cruelty in the required 
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fashion the court will grant a decree of dissolution 
forthwith; but where cruelty cannot be so established 
and yet discord obviously exists, arbitrators' will be 
appointed from the families of both the spouses. Failing 
the success of attempts at reconciliation, the arbitrators 
will decree a divorce for the wife if they find that the 
fault for the discord lies chiefly with the husband, and 
up to this point the procedure under the Egyptian Law 
is in accord with Maliki doctrine. But where the arbi
trators find that the blame for the discord rests dearly 
with the wife they are empowered by Maliki law to 
enforce the form of divorce known as lchul', by which 
the wife is obliged to pay a consideration-usually the 
dower or part thereof-for her release. Under the 
Egyptian Law, however, the arbitrators do not have 
this power; and although the Maliki jurist lbn-Rushd 
might be quoted in support of such a view, this was 
presumably because the purpose of the reformers was 
to grant relief to ill-used wives and not husbands, whose 
right of repudiation (ralaq) provided the obvious 
remedy in such circumstances. 

Substantially similar reforms of the law of divorce as 
applied in the Indian sub-continent were effected by the 
Dissolution of Muslim Marriages Act, 1939· This Act, 
however, cannot be regarded, in the same way as the 
Egyptian legislation and similar laws subsequently pro
mulgated in other Middle Eastern countries, as a con~ 
scientious substitution of Maliki or other doctrines for 
the traditional I:Janafi law. Certainly the Indian refor
mers claimed to he adopting Maliki rules, and in one 
respect at least the Act is perhaps more obviously 
Maliki in its terms than its Egyptian counterpart; for it 
specifically states that a wife may obtain dissolution on 
grounds of cruelty where she is one of several co-wives 
and is not treated impartially with the rest-behaviour 
which the Maliki texts always recognise as constituting 
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legal cruelty (r/arar). Certain provisions of the Act, 
however, salutary though they may he in a modern 
setting, contradict all traditional doctrine outright, such 
as the rule that "renunciation of Islam by a married 
Muslim woman ... shall not by itself operate to dissolve 
her marriage". Other provisions represent considerable 
modifications of basic Maliki principles- the require
ments, for example, that a husband should have failed to 
provide maintenance for a period of two years, and that 
his desertion, or failure to perform his marital obliga
tions, should have run for a continuous period of three 
years before a wife's petition on these grounds can be 
successful. More particularly, however, the Act wholly 
ignores the special procedures of Maliki law by which a 
wife may be granted relief on these various grounds. 
Not only is there no provision for arbitrators in cases of 
alleged cruelty, but the Act also adopts as the general 
mode of dissolution a judicial decree of faskh (literally 
"recission") in place of the judicial repudiation or !aliiq 
prescribed by Maliki law and adopted in the Egyptian 
legislation. The distinction between these two types of 
legal machinery has a particular significance in cases of 
divorce for the husband's failure to maintain. Under the 
Dissolution of Muslim Marriages Act a decree of faskh 
on this ground operates as a final dissolution of the 
marriage, whereas the judicial repudiation ofMaliki and 
'Egyptian law is a revocable repudiation-i.e. one which 
will only become final on the expiry of the divorced 
wife's 'idda period and which will cease to be effective 
if the husband proves himself, during the period of 
'idda, able and willing to maintain his wife. On the 
question of the standard or level of maintenance to 
which a wife is entitled Egypt had already adopted 
Shafi'i doctrine, which fixes the standard by exclusive 
reference to the financial position of the husband. 
Hence a husband who demonstrates his ability to 
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provide the bare nec~s~i ties of ~fe .will be able ro effect 
revocation of a jud1aal repud1at1on pronounced for 
failure to maintain under the Egyptian Law. 

A second example of the selection by Middle ~ter_n 
countries of the principles of another school---in this 
case the Hanbalis-concerns the right of a husband and 
wife to r~gulate the incidents of their mari tal rela~on
ship by the stipulation of conditio?s in ~e ~mage 
contract itself. Adoption of I:Ianbali rules ts, m fact, a 
notable feature of modernist legislation in the Middle 
East, and it is somewhat of a paradox that the r:nets ~fa 
school which was traditionally renowned for tts stnct
ness and rigidity, and which in history had neve~ com
manded a wide allegiance, should now be considered_ 
suitable to govern the lives of a great nu~~er o~ I:Ianaf I 
Muslims. However, with regard to condmons m mar
riage contracts, I.Ianafi, Maliki, and Shafi'i doctrine 
stems naturally from the basic theory of contracts as a 
whole which obtains in these schools, namely that the 
effects of a given contractual relationship have been 
precisely determined by the law, in , terms of the.rights 
and obligations which arise, and are not susceptible to 
variation at the will of the parties. Conditions, accord
ingly, are only valid and enforceable in so far as they 
serve to consolidate the prescribed effects of the 
contract. 

As applied to contracts of marriage this · principle 
means that any conditions deemed contrary to the 
essence of marriage, such as the stipulation of a ti.me 
limit render the whole contract a complete nulhty; 
whil; any condition which seeks to modify or contradict 
the established rights of the parties-the rights of the 
wife to dower and maintenance, for example, or the 
rights of the husband to the general obedience .of his 
wife, to take three additional wives, and to exercise re
pudiation (ralaq) at will-is itself void and regarded 
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as n~n.-existen~ while_ the contract remains valid. Only 
condiuons whtch remforce the rigid scheme of the 
mari_tal relationship are valid, such as stipulations for a 
specific amo~t of dower. I:fanbali law, on the contrary, 
goes a considerable way towards endorsing the prin
ciple of individual freedom to regulate contractual 
relationships. This was largely the result of the peculiar 
characteristics of original J:Ianbali jurisprudence. Be
caus_e 0eir early_ scholars considered the accepted texts 
of divme revelauon to be the only valid sources of law 
~n o~er:iding emphasis was placed upon the obviou~ 
1mphcatwns of the Qur'anic injunction: "Muslims must 
abide by their stipulations". According to Ijanbali law, 
th_erefore, any agreement entered into by husband and 
wtfe as part of their marriage contract is valid and en
f~r~eable unless it involves something expressly pro
!Ubl_ted. by the Ia~ or is manifestly contrary to the 
mstltutlon of marnage. While this formula precludes 
such stipulations as the introduction of a rime limit iL 
permits, as opposed to the doctrine of the other scho~ls, 
stipulations which modify the normal rights and duties 
of the spouses, and in particular those which represent 
safe~uards for the wife's position. For it is not expressly 
forbtdden and not contrary to the institution of mar
riage ~hat a husband should have only one wife, or that 
the w~fe should not be obliged to live anywhere against 
her will, or that she should be free to engage in social or 
professional activities. Accordingly, conditions to this 
effect are valid and enforceable in Hanbali law. 

Since the primary purpose of the Middle Eastern 
reformers was the amelioration of the position of 
w_omen under the law, the appeal of this I:Ianbali doc
tnne was. undeniable and it has been adopted, to varying 
degrees, m most Arab countries. In the Ottoman Law of 
Family Rights, 1917, it was only stipulations against a 
second marriage oy the husband which were declared 
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valid on this basis, and the same is true of the Moroccan 
Code of Personal Status, 1958. Proposals were put for
ward in Egypt in 1926 to apply the I:fanbali doctrine on 
a broader basis-to provide a means of restricting not 
only the husband's right of polygamy but also his 
general dominion over his wife-but were not enacted 
as law. However, under the Jordanian Law of Family 
Rights of 1951, any "stipulation of benefit to one of the 
parties" was declared valid, while the Syrian Law of 
Personal Status of 1953 specifically included stipulations 
which restricted "the liberty of the husband in those 
matters permitted to him by the law". And a similar 
position now obtains, apparently, under the most recent 
Code of Personal Status to appear in the Middle East
that promulgated in Iraq on December 30th, 1959-
although the vague phrasing of the relevant section 
gives the courts considerable scope for interpretation.1 l 

In all these cases, following normal I:Ianbali doctrine, 
conditions securing some benefit for the wife are legally 
effective not in the sense that their observance will be 
enforced upon the husband by means of a prohibitive 
injunction, but in the sense that their infringement 
by him constitutes a sufficiently serious breach of the 
contract to release the wife from her own obligations 
thereunder and entitles her to claim a dissolution of the 
marriage. 

Courts in the Indian sub-continent, it may finally be 
remarked, have recognised the validity of agreements 
in Muslim marriage contracts provided they are 
"reasonable and not contrary to the provisions or 
policy of the law" , which apparently would include 
most conditions denying the husband the right to exer
cise his traditional powers.14 But this situation arose 
from the natural tendency of jurists and judge's who 
were conscious of the principles of English law to 
give effect to such agreements and quietly to disregard 
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the strict dictates of I:Ianafi law; it was certainlv 
not the result of a conscientious adoption of I:Ianba I i 
doctrine. . 

One final instance of the first stage of "selection" (II 
talchayyur may be of interest inasmuch as the purpos, 
here, contrary to the general trend, was to alleviate th<' 
hardships suffered by husbands, rather than wives, under 
the existing law. Divorced wives who are not pregnan t 
are obliged to observe an 'idda period which lasts for 
three menstrual periods (qurii') and during this time 
they have the right to maintenance from their former 
husbands. Hanafi law held that the' idda of a divorced 
wife who c~ased to have her normal menstrual period~ 
before the end of the' idda was to last until she had in fae1 
completed three such periods or had reached the age of 
the menopause set by the law at fifty-five, when slu 
was to remain in 'idda for a further period of thrrl' 
months. This rule is a particularly striking and unfor 
tunate example of the tendency of mediaeval jurists t 
insist upon the mechanical observance of the inciden t ~ 
of a legal rule (in this case the completion of thr '(' 
menstrual periods) and to neglect completely the pur
pose which the rule was designed to serve (in this case 
the ascertainment of the wife's pregnancy or otherwise). 
As a result of it, unscrupulous divorcees could clai m 
maintenance from their ex-husbands for excessive 
periods, simply by their allegation that they had M l 

completed three menstrual periods; and to prevent 
such abuse the Ottoman Law of Family Rights of 1917 
adopted the Maliki rule that the 'idda period of such 
women was to last for the normal time of gestation
i.e. nine months-plus a further three months as tlte 
normal period of' idda for women who had ceased to 
menstruate. In fact, however, as drafted in the Ottoman 
Law, the Malik! period was cut down to a maximum of 
nine months. It may be observed that the effect of the 
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traditional I:Ianafi rule was negated in Egypt by the pro
cedural regulations we have discussed, under which the 
maximum 'idda period, for practical purposes, was one 
year. 

Because reform of traditional Shana doctrine had 
begun in the Middle East, the major examples of"selec
tion" (talchayyur) are naturally all cases of the supe:
seding ofi:Ianafi law by some other system. But there ts 
no reason why the same process should not be used to 
advantage in certain respects in non-I:lanafi areas of 
Islam. Courts in Algeria, as we have seen, preferred the 
Hanafi to the Maliki doctrine concerning the capacity 
of an adult woman tO conclude her own marriage con
tract. Tunisia, in a law of 1959 which formed a supple
ment to her Law of Personal Status promulgated in 
1957, abandoned the traditional Maliki rule that the 
surplus of an estate, failing any '(lfaba relative,_ went 
to the Public Treasury, and adopted the doctnne of 
radd or "return" (to the Qur'anic heirs)as expounded by 
the non-Maliki schools; indeed it went beyond these by 
allowing the spouse relict to participate in th~ surplus.' 5 

And finally Saudi Arabia, rigidly conservanve enou~h 
in 1927 to defeat King Ibn-Saud's proposal to codtfy 
the law on the basis of other than I:Ianbali doctrines,' 6 

has recently accepted the principle that the ~les ~f the 
ther Sunnite schools might be preferred m smtable 

circumstances. 1 7 

Thus far a reformer could perhaps properly claim 
that he had done no more than exercise his ac,know
ledged right (as a muqallid ?bliged_ t? follow. aut?o~
ties) to choose between vanant optruons which Juns
prudence had recognised as e~ually authori~tiv:· But 
such a claim became more dubtous as the appltcatton of 
talchayyur or selection passed into its second stage; 
for now the reformers could only attribute the rules 
embodied in their Codes to the authority of individual 
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jurists whose opinions had preceded or were in conflict 
with the dominant doctrines of the four Sunnite schools 
as a whole. 

As opposed to the Egyptian policy of discouraging 
child marriage by the indirect and procedural method 
of denying judicial relief, most other Middle Eastern 
countries-Jordan, Syria, Iraq, Tunisia, and Morocco
have followed the precedent of the Ottoman Law of 
Family Rights by directly adopting as substantive law 
the rule that no child below the age of puberty may be 
contracted in marriage, the minimum ages for puberty 
fixed by the various laws ranging from twelve (boys) 
and nine (girls) under the Ottoman Law to the age of 
sixteen for both sexes in Iraq. Between these ages and 
th~ a.ge of full capacity to marry, usually eighteen, per
mtsswn to marry may be given by the court if it is 
satisfied of the applicant's maturity. For these rules the 
only available juristic support .lay in the views of very 
early scholars like lbn-Shubriima, who held that minors 
could not be contracted in compulsory marriage, and, at 
least as far as minor boys are concerned, in the opinion 
of the :?ahiri jurist lbn-I:Jazm. 

Similarly, when Syria in 1953 adopted a maximum 
period of gestation of one year as a rule of substantive 
law, only the isolated view of the Maliki scholar Muham
mad ibn-ai-I:Jakam could be adduced in support. 
Equally contrary to the established doctQne of all the 
four Sunnite schools were certain modifications of the 
law of divorce by raliiq introduced in Egypt in I929· 
Conditional repudiations uttered solely in order to 
induce a wife to perform or abstain from some act and 
without any intention that divorce should actually take 
place-e.g. "If you behave thus again you are repu
diated" -were declared inoperative on the alleged 
authority of such personages as the Meccan scholar 
'Ata', who died in A.D. 733, and Shuray~, who is said to 
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have been appointed judge of Kiifa by the Caliph 
'Umar (634-44). The provision that a repudiation 
coupled, by word or sign, with a number was to be 
accounted a single and revocable repudiation also rested 
on the authority of individualistic opinions such as that 
of the I:Janbali Ibn-Taymiyya. 

Reliance upon isolated doctrines is an outstanding 
feature of the Egyptian Law of Inheritance of I 94 3. Two 
examples from this law must here suffice. Firstly, where 
a child is born dead as the result of an assault upon its 
mother, Shari' a law exacts from the person who made 
the assault a special kind and amount of blood-money 
known as ghirra. All the Sunnite schools regard this 
money as belonging to the child itself, and therefore 
transmissible to its own heirs, while the I:Janafis further 
maintain that the child, because its legal existence is 
assumed by the ghirra rule, should inherit and pass to its 
heirs any other property which it would certainly have 
inherited had it in fact been born alive. Under the Egyp
tian law, however, the child itself does not acquire and 
pass to its heirs either the glzirra or, a fortiori, any other 
property, but the mother alone is entitled ro the blood
money for her still-born child, which is thus regarded 
as compensation payable for damage to the body of the 
mother herself. Rabi'a ibn-Abi-'Abd-ar-Rahman and 
ai-Layth ibn-Sa' d, both scholars of Medina who died in 
the early eighth century, are the only alleged authorities 
for this rule. 

The second example concerns the general problem 
of a competition, on intestacy, between the deceased's 
paternal grandfat;her and his collateral relatives. All 
schools agree that uterine brothers and sisters are totally 
excluded from succession by the grandfather. Germane 
or consanguine brothers and sisters are also excluded 
by the grandfather in I:Janafi law, but are allowed to 

share with him according to the Shafi'is, I:Janbalis and 
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Malikis. The Egyptian Law adopts the general principle 
of these latter two schools that such collaterals are not 
excluded by the grandfather, but departs in many par
ticulars from their rules concerning the precise mode of 
distribution among the respective claimants. To take a 
simple instance: as a general principle the grandfather is 
counted as a brother,· and as between brothers the ger
mane excludes the consanguine by virtue of his superior 
blood tie. Where, then, the deceased is survived by his 
grandfather, a full brother and a consanguine brother, 
Shafi'i and Maliki law would allot one-third of the estate 
to the grandfather and two-thirds to the full brother, on 
the ground that the consanguine brother should first be 
given a notional share of one-third as against the grand
father and then excluded from this share by the full 
brother to the latter's sole advantage. Under the Egyp
tian law, however, the consanguine brother will be 
excluded ab initio by the full brother, who will then 
share the estate equally with the grandfather. In this, as 
in other particulars where it diverges from the Shafi'l 
and Maliki doctrine, the Egyptian Law rests its provi
sions on the alleged views of the Prophet's son-in-law 
'Ali. But in order that the conflict of authorities should 
appear a more balanced one, the choice is represented as 
lying between the alternative views of' Ali on the one 
hand and those of the Prophet's secretary Zayd ibn
Thabit on the other, from whom, it is alleged, the 
Maliki and Shafi'i doctrine was derived. 

It will perhaps now be obvious that in this second 
phase of the exercise of talchayyur the mantle of taqlid, 
which until then had been cloaking the activities of tht 
reformers, was beginning to assume a threadbare ap
pearance. In their search for authority from the corpu ~ 
of ten centuries of juristic speculation the legislator' 
had foraged beyond the legitimate bounds established 
by traditional jurisprudence. Individual and, from an 
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orthodox standpoint, eccentric views held by scholars 
of bygone ages had been resurrected from the grave to 
which the general consensus of opinion had consigned 
them. 

In the third and final aspect of talchayyur, however, 
the claim of taqlid by the legislators becomes little more 
than an illusory formality. Legal rules are ostensibly 
constructed by the combination and fusion of juristic 
opinions, and of elements therefrom, of diverse nature 
and provenance; and to this activity is given the descrip
tive term talfiq (literally "to make up a patchwork, to 
piece together"). 

There is, however, some uncertainty as to the precise 
definition of talfiq. In one sense, of course, any depar
ture at all from the doctrine of a particular school con
stitutes talfiq. Because of the essential unity of the indi
vidual rites or schools, the adoption of Maliki law, say, 
concerning divorce, and the retention of the I:Ianafi law 
of marriage would, in effect, produce a composite legal 
system. At the more restricted level of the subject of 
conditions in marriage contracts, the application of the 
I:Ianbali doctrine to stipulations preventing a second 
marriage by the husband but not to stipulations securing 
social freedom for the wife (as is the case in the Ottoman 
Law of Family Rights) could be termed talfiq. And a 
similar view could be held of the Tunisian law ofintes
tate succession (page 193 abov~), which, accepts the 
non-Maliki principle of "return" (to Qur'anic heirs) 
but retains the Maliki view that cognate relatives 
(dhawii'l-ar~iim) have no rights of succession; for both 
the doctrine of "return" and the claims of the cognate 
relatives together largely depend, i.n traditional law, on 
the position which is assigned to the Public Treasury. 
The present Tunisian law amounts to an adoption of 
the non-Maliki view of the Public Treasury in relation 
to the Qur' anic heirs and a retention of the Maliki 
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view of the Public Treasury in relation to the cognate 
relatives. 

It was more than a simple extension of this situation, 
however, when the doctrine of one school was held to 
be applicable in certain specified circumstances and that 
of a different school in others. Roman law, by way of 
comparison, provides a good example of this in its rules 
concerning specificatio-i.e. the creation of a new kind, 
or species, of property out of existing material, such as 
the fashioning of an ornament from gold ore. Owner
ship of the created object belonged, according to the 
Sabinian school, to the owner of the material, but be
longed to the creator of the object according to the 
Proculian school. Justinian, however, ruled that owner
ship vested in the creator if the product could not be 
reduced into its original state, but remained with the 
original owner if it could so be reduced. A remarkably 
parallel instance of such a compromise solution between 
two opposing views is contained in the Egyptian Law of 
Inheritance of 1943 in a provision concerning the bars 
to succession which apply between non-Muslims. Ac
cording to I:Ianafi law, no rights of inheritance exist 
between two non-Muslims when one is the subject of 
a Muslim state and the other is the subject of a non
Muslim state, while in Maliki law such difference of 
domicile raises no bar to inheritance. Under the Egyp
tian Law such difference of domicile is not a bar pro
vided the laws of the non-Muslim state concerned 
permit reciprocal treatment, but is a bar if they do not. 
It would seem reasonable, then, to classify rules of this 
nature as the starting-point of calfi~ proper. For in the 
cases previously cited the boundary between the opera
tion of the rules of one school and another is clearly 
defined; whereas in the last case the views of two schools 
are closely fused together under the terms of the proviso 
in a single legal rule of restricted ambit. 
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In its extreme form, however, talfi~ goes far beyond 
the sphere of intermediate and compromise solutions. 
With regard to the same question of inheritance between 
non-Muslims, the Egyptian law (assuming the condi
tion of reciprocity to exist) would allow a Jew domiciled 
in a non-Muslim state to inherit from his Christian rela
tive domiciled in a Muslim state. This would not be 
possible under I:Ianafi law because of the different 
domiciles of the two relatives; nor would it be possible 
under Maliki law, where a difference of religion between 
non-Muslim relatives constitutes a bar to inheritance. 
Although, therefore, the reformers might claim Maliki 
support for holding that no bar is raised by difference of 
domicile and I:Ianafi support for holding that no bar is 
raised by difference of religion, the combination of the 
two views results in a rule for which no authority exists 
in any of the Sunnite schools. 

A particularly complex example of this extreme form 
of ralfiq is found in the Egyptian Law of WafJ!of 1946. 
Widespread dissatisfaction with the system of waif 
settlement had made reform in the traditional law 
highly desirable. Economists condemned the immobili
sation in perpetuity of vast amounts oflanded property 
which lay, withdrawn from commerce, under the "dead 
hand". Moralists inveighed against the evils of a system 
which allowed a person w deprive his legal heir of their 
rights by the simple expedient of declaring all his pro
perty to be wa~f, reserving the use thereof for himself 
during his lifetime and excluding from any benefit 
therein all or such of his family as he might choose. As a 
remedy for these two principal mischiefs, the Law of 
1946 provided, firstly, that all such wa~fs, other than 
those for specifically religious purposes, should have a 
maximum duration of sixty years or two successive 
series of beneficiaries, whichever was less; and secondly, 
that all legal heirs of the founder should have, after his 
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death, an "obligatory entitlement" in the wa'lf equi
valent to their rights of succession, whether they had 
been expressly nominated as beneficiaries or not. The 
limitation upon the period of a wcu;f was formally based 
on Malilu doctrine, which allows temporary founda
tions, buttressed by the principle that the ruler has the 
right to command the observance of something per
mitted by the Shari'a; while the rule of "obligatory 
entitlement" rested on the views of the Zahiri Ibn Hazro 
and certain I:Ianbali jurists, who regarded the excl~sion 
of some of his heirs by the founder as "oppressive" and 
opined that in such cases the excluded heirs should be 
admitted to share in the wcu;f 

It is in regard to a wa'lfin which the beneficiaries have 
an "obligatory entitlement" and which comes to an end 
under the terms of the Egyptian Law that our particular 
example of talfi'l occurs. Article 17 provides that in 
such circumstances "the property no longer subject to 
the waqf shall belong to the founder if alive, while if he 
is dead it shall belong to the beneficiaries". On straight
forward social and moral grounds-particularly in the 
lighF of the purpose of protecting the interests of the 
founder's heirs--the justice of this provision is beyond 
dispute. But the claim that its juristic basis lies in the 
traditional authorities is exceedingly tenuous. Ob
viously the major point at issue is the ownership of 
wcu;f property, for this will determine its subsequent 
reversion on the termination of the wa'lf Maf.ikj law, 
certainly, held that ownership remained with the 
founder, while I:Ianbali law held that it passed to the 
beneficiaries. The Egyptian Law, therefore, may be 
represented as amalgamating both these views, applying 
the Maf.ikj rule where the founder is alive and the Han
bali rule where he is dead. But, arbitrary though. this 
distinction which governs the operation of the respec
tive doctrines may be, what really exposes the fallacy of 
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the claim of traditional authority is the fact that the 
I:Ianbalis entirely rejected the validity of a temporary 
wcu;f, and never therefore regarded the ownership of the 
beneficiaries as anything other than a nominal title. 

When the traditional authorities had to be manipu
lated in this fashion to yield the required rule, any claim 
that this process constituted tafjlid had become nothing 
more than a thin veil of pretence, a purely formal and 
superficial adherence to the established principles of 
jurisprudence, which masked the reality of an attempt 
to fashion the terms of the law to meet the needs of 
society as objectively determined. This new attitude of 

· modem Islamic jurisprudence, which is, of r.:ourse, the 
antithesis of the classical view that the only legitimate 
standards for society are set by the law, was inherent 
in the process of reform from the outset; for, in fact, 
takhayyur was essentially the selection of views on the 
basis of their suitability for modem conditions. And as 
time went on, an increasing emphasis was placed upon 
practical and social considerations by the Explanatory 
Memoranda which accompanied the codifications of the 
Shari' a. The review of the mass of variant views which 
the method of takhayyur entailed had brought about 
a growing consciousness of the human and therefore 
fallible nature of the bulk of traditional Shari' a doctrine; 
and the validity of the thesis that the juristic speculations 
of mediaeval scholars were binding upon modern gene
rations naturally began to be questioned. Traditional 
principles now appeared in relation to certain problems 
as a formidable barrier to the further progress that 
modernism desired. TafJlidhad become largely a fiction. 
Like other historical legal fictions it had served its pur
pose as a transitional device; and when its potential ap
peared exhausted, modernist jurisprudence inevitably 
passed on to a more frank and open recognition of the 
real purposes that had inspired it. 
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CHAPTER 14 

NEO-IJTIHAD 

As early as 1898 the great Egyptian jurist Mu~ammad 
'Abduh had advocated the reinterpretation of the prin
ciples embodied in the divine revelation as a basis for 
legal reform, and scholars like Iqbal in India, pursuing 
the same theme, had argued that the exercise of ijtihiid 01 

independent judgement was not only the right, but also 
the duty, of present generations if Islam was to adapt 
itself successfully to the modern world. Such a thesis, 
representing an outright break with the legal tradition 
of ten centuries' standing, naturally engendered violent 
controversy. Its opponents maintained that as a contra
diction of the doctrine of "the closure of the door of 
ijtihiid" which had been established by the infallible 
ijmii' (consensus) it was tantamount to heresy, while its 
supporters replied by denying either the existence or the 
binding nature of such an alleged consensus. There is 
much to commend the latter view. Apart from the fact 
that the cessation of ijtihiid is explicable as the inevitable 
result of the historical development of Shari' a law, a 
universal consensus to this effect had never existed. In 
fact the l:lanbalis had consistently maintained the im
possibility of any real consensus after the generation 
of the Prophet's contemporaries-on the ground that it 
had become impracticable to ascertain the views of each 
and every qualified jurist, and in the fourteenth century 
the l:lanbali scholar Ibn-Taymiyya had himself claimed 
the theoretical right of ijtihiid. 18 Furthermore, the inci
dents and the authority of ijmii' had been laid down by 
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classical Muslim jurisprudence and not by any unequi
vocal dictate of divine revelation, so that it might well 
appear that a self-constituted human authority had arro
gated a legal sovereignty wruch belonged only to God. 

In fact, however, the theoretical dispute concerning 
the right or otherwise of ijtih~d w_as secon~ary a~d 
subordinate to the real and pracucaltssue, wruch lay In 

a straightforward clash between conservati~e and pro
gressive opinion. Th~se who saw the estab.lished law _as 
the ideal order of thmgs upheld the doctrme of taqlid, 
while those who sought reform argued for the legiti
macy of ijtihad as the ultimate and proper me~ns of 
changing legal rules which rested on the unarumous 
authority of the mediaeval manuals. In short, the funda
mental question was rather whether the law ought to be, 
than whether it could be, reformed. Nevertheless, be
cause of the principles involved and the stre~gth of the 
traditionalist attitude it has not been until the last 
decade that modernist legislation has given any prac
·tical implementation to the principle that the interpreta
tions of classical jurists may be wholly ignored and that 
the Qur'an and the authentic example of the Prophet 
(sun.na) may be construed afresh in the light of modern 
conditions. 

Prior to the open and explicit recognition of ijtihiid as 
a juristic basis of reform, a n~~ber of cha~~es w~re 
effected which combined tradttwnal authonues With 
wholly novel precepts, and thus represented a mid-way 
stage between taqlid and ijtihiid proper. Adopting the 
usual recourse of legal analysts in such circumstances, 
we may classify this type of reform under .the head of 
quasi-ijtihiid, and consider as an example of I t the rule of 
"obligatory bequests" introduced in the Egyptian Law 
of Testamentary D ispositions of 1946. . 

Representation, a a principle ofintestate successiOn, 
was afforded scant Iecognition by traditional Muslim 
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jurisprudence. Shafi'i and l:lanbali law admitted its ap
plication in the limited field of succession by the cognate 
relatives where, under the doctrine known as tan{il, 
relatives stepped into the shoes of the predeceased pri
mary heirs (Qur'anic sharers or' a{aha) through whom 
they were connected with the propositus and were 
entitled accordingly. A daughter's child inherited as a 
daughter, for example, and a maternal grandfather as a 
mother of the deceased. 

In regard to this same class of heirs, I:Ianafi law deter
mined the existence of entitlement by a system of 
priorities of much the same nature as that which applied 
to agnate relatives. Ascendants, for example, were in an 
inferior class to descendants and therefore excluded by 
them. But where there existed a number of claimants 
all entitled by virtue of being in the same class and of 
equal degree, the two l:lanafi jurists Abu-Yusuf and 
ash-Shaybani differed as to the principles governing the 
actual amount of the estate each would receive. Abu
Yusuf held that distribution should be per capita (i.e. 
taking into account only the actual claimants), while 
ash-Shaybani maintained that it should be per stirpes 
(i.e. taking into account the intermediate "roots" or 
links through whom the claimants were connected with 
the deceased). One of the simplest cases of the divergent 
results which stem from these two different principles 
occurs when great-grandchildren of the propositus are 
in competition and there is occasion to apply the funda
mental rule of succession that a male relative takes twice 
the share of a female relative of corresponding order and 
degree. As between, therefore, a great grandson X, the 
child of the deceased's daughter's daughter, and a great 
granddaughter Y, the child of the deceased's daughter's 
son, Abu-Yusuf would allot two-thirds of the estate to 
X and one-third to Y. Ash-Shaybani, on the other 
hand, would apply the rule of double share to the male 
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to the stirpes, or parents, of the actual claimants, which 
notional share would then descend to their respective 
issue, so that the result would be precisely the opposite 
to that of Abu-Yusuf. 

T his partial type of representation, which determines 
not the bare fact of entitlement but simply the quantum 
of the share received, is in fact applied throughout the 
whole of the Shiite system of intestate succession. 
Apart from these restricted applications, however, 
representation is precluded, certainly in regard to the 
primary classes ofhe.irs, by the basic rule common to all 
schools that the nearer in degree excludes the more 
remote. In particular, orphaned grandchildren are 
totally excluded from any rights of inheritance by a 
surviving son of the deceased. 

It was this last result of the absence of representation 
which was considered to be a grave defect in the tradi
tional law and which the Egyptian reformers proceeded 
to remedy by the system of obligatory bequests. Under 
the law of 1946 orphaned grandchildren of the deceased 
are entitled, norwithstanding the presence of a surviving 
child of d1e deceased, to the share their own parent 
would have received had he or she survived, provided 
that such a share shall be cut down, where necessary, to 
a maximum of one-third of the net estate (the recog
nised limi t on testamentary dispositions), and provided 
that the grandchildren concerned have not received such 
amount by way of gift inter vivos from the propositus or, 
of course, by actual bequest. This same system was 
adopted by Syria in 1953, by T unisia in 1957, and by 
Morocco in 195 8, although under the Syrian and Moroc
can laws the rule is confined to the children of the 
deceased's son and does not apply to the children of 
the deceased's daughter. 

That this reform is essentially a matter of intestate 
succession is perfectly clear from its general nature and 
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from the particular rule that, where a number of grand
children are so entitled, the male receives double the 
share of the female; for the normal principle of bequests 
is that individual legatees of a general class share equally 
regardless of sex. The reformers, however, used the 
machinery of bequests because this offered the soundest 
juristic basis for their purpose. In the first place, indivi
dual jurists had dissented from the majority view thai 
the Qur'anic injunction to make bequests in favour of 
near relatives had been completely abrogated by th r 
later rules of intestate succession. Ash-Shafi'i himsel f 
opined that it was still morally praiseworthy (manduh) 
to make bequests in favour ofnear relatives who were 
not legal heirs, while the ?-ahiri Ibn-I:Iazm considered it 
positively obligatory. And in the second place other 
early scholars supported the view that such provision 
for relatives in need could be enforced by the courts if 
the deceased had failed in this duty. With these ~radi
tional authorities, then, the reformers had combined 
their own particular interpretation of the spirit of the 
Qur'anic provisions by specifying those near relatives 
of the deceased who were so to be provided for. Since 
the objective of supplying a rule suitable for modern 
conditions had been achieved without a complete break 
with past tradition, and since the rights of obligatory 
legatees, who can never, of course, be legal heirs in their 
own right, are supplementary and not contradictory 
to the establi bed system of intestate succession, this 
development provides one of the most attractive and 
effective examples oflegal modernism. 

Ultimately, however, the stage was reached when ml 
shred of traditional authority at all could be adduced to 
support the desired rules. At this point the reformer. 
could only claim that their proposals were founded 
upon a novel but yet valid interpretation of the original 
sources of Shan"' a law; and the success with which they 
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did so may be measured by ~ecent pro:risions concern
ing those twin pillars of patnarchy whtch had been the 
unshakeable supports of Islamic family law since the 
days of the Prophet-the husband's rights of polygamy 
and unilateral repudiation. 

T here has perhaps been a natural te~den~y in recent 
years to exaggerate the picture of Muslim Wives labour
ing under the heavy shackles of the traditional law. 
Miserable though the lot of Muslim wives may ~ave 
been in practice, this was often not so much the .dt.r~ct 
result of the terms of the law itself as the responsibibty 
of society. The customary s~clusion .o.f. women, and 
especially the lack of educauonal faohties! l~ft them 
ignorant of their legal ri?hts and ~nable to InSISt upon 
the proper use of machmery whtch the law had pr~
vided for their protection. To counteract the husbands 
right of polygamy, l:lanbali law, as we ?ave seen, 
regarded stipulations against a second mar;;ag~ as. en.~ 
forceable while rbe Maliki concept of preJudice 
(tjarar) ~s broad enough to allow an insistent wi~e a 
judicial divorce in the event of her husband marryi_ng 
again. More particularly, all schools endorsed th: v~1d.~ 
ity of the two institutions of "suspended repudtatton 
(ta'liq a?·!aliiq) and "delegated repudiation" (cafwi¢ a!
talaq). A husband might thps be persua~ed etther to 
declare that divorce would become effective upon the 
occurrence of some event which the wife wished to 
avoid, or to delegate, absolutely or condit

1
ionall1, ~s 

power of terminating the man:ia.ge to some c ose r: attve 
of the wife (or even to the wtfe herself accor~ng t? 
some jurists), so that this power co~ld be exerosed if 
circumstances unfavourable to the wife arose. A further 
device formulated by the law to safeguard the wife 's 
position was that of deferred dower. Payment of a por
tion of the dower could be postponed by agreement of 
the parties until the termination of the marriage, and if 
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the amount so stipulated was high enough it would 
obviously provide an effective brake upon the capri 
cious exercise of the right of repudiation by the husband 

Nevertheless, despite the obvious concern of the Ia \\ 
for the position of the wife, the fact remained that th. 
husband's established powers could not be curtailed 
without his free consent. Reforms in the Middle East. 
by the use of administrative regulations and the prin
ciple of talchayyur, had succeeded in whittling awa;. 
some of the more oppressive features of l:lanafi Ia\\ ; 
but the husband's basic rights of polygamy and repu
diation remained secure, and whatever restrictions soci~: I 
and economic factors might impose upon their exer
cise, their mere existence under the law was sufficient t< ) 

constitute a formidable obstacle to woman's real eman-
cipation. , 

The first attempts to remedy this situation by way of' 
ijtihiid materialised in the Syrian Law of Personal Statu.c 
of 1953. Husbands were enjoined by the Qur'an, argued 
the Explanatory Memorandum to this Law, not to tab· 
additional wives unless they were financially capable ol 
duly supporting them. Such an interpretation had in 
fact been given to the Qur'anic "verse of polygamy" b\ 
many jurists, including ash-Shafi'i, but had always bee1 . 
construed as an essentially moral exhortation binding 
on the husband's conscience-although obviously a co
wife who did not receive proper maintenance could 
claim judicial dissolution of marriage, at least in Maiik1 
law. The Syrian reformers, however, maintained that 
this Qur'anic provision should be regarded as a positive 
legal condition precedent to the exercise of polygamy 
and enforced as such by the courts "on the principle 
that the doors which lead to abuses must be closed" . 
This novel interpretation was then coupled with ;1 

normal administrative regulation which required the 
due registration of marriages after the permission of the 
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court to marry had been obtained. Article 17 of the Law 
accordingly enacts: "The qiit/i may withhold permission 
for a man who is already married to marry a second 
wife, where it is established that he is not in a position 
to support them both". A second marriage concluded 
in defiance of this provision, however, will not be in
valid; but the parties will be liable to statutory penalties, 
and the courts will not recognise the marriage, for pur
poses of judicial relief, unless children have been born 
therefrom or the wife is clearly pregnant. 

With regard to repudiation (ralaq), which has rightly 
been held to occasion far greater prejudice to a woman's 
status than polygamy, the Syrian Law introduced a bold 
innovation when it provided that a wife who had been 
repudiated without just cause might be awarded com
pensation from her former husband to the maximum 
extent of one year's maintenance. This reform repre
sented the implementation of the spirit of those Qur'anic 
verses which enjoined husbands to "make a fair provi
sion" for repudiated wives and to "retain wives with 
kindness or release them with consideration"; but these 
verses, again, had been largely regarded by traditional 
jurisprudence as moral rather than legally enforceable 
injunctions. A limited practical effect had been given to 
them by those jurists who regarded the provision of a 
small gift of consolation (mut' a) for divorced wives, as 
obligatory on the husband; but the l:lanafis maintained 
that this mut' a was payable only when no dower had 
been specified in a marriage and a repudiation had been 
pronounced before consummation. In any event the 
Syrian Law certainly provides the first instance of a 
husband's motive for repudiation being subject to the 
scrutiny of a court, which may then penalise him for 
abuse of his power. 

It may perhaps be felt that provision of one year's 
maintenance is a small price to pay for an arbitrary and 
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totally unjustified repudiation. And the terms of tlu· 
Law do in fact appear as somethir1g of an anti-climJ 
after a resounding preamble on the need to adopt a n C\1 

attitu~e towards the laws of divorce and to remedy II •·· 
appalling lack of security in married life. Similarly, 11 

may be argued that the provisions concerning poly 
gamy had merely made this practic;: the privilege of dt. 
rich . Yet it was only natural =hat the .first steps of d 1• 

reformers in this new direction should be somewl 1.11 
h~si~ant and tentative. In any event the real significanc• · 
ot the Syrian provisions lies not so much in their con 
crete terms as in the juristic basis on which they re~l. 
For the first time independent assessment of til• · 
Qur'anic precepts had resulted in a departure fron1 
interpretations hallowed by thirteen centuries of leg~tl 
tradition. -

Thus unlocked, the "door of ijtih.ad" was swt11 11~ 
fully open by the Tunisian Law of Personal Status, T9 )7· 
Following the argumenrs put forward by Mu~amm.trl 
'Abduh more than fifty years previously, the Tunisian 
reformers pointed out that, in addition to a husband's 
financial ability to support a plurality of wives, th,· 
Qur'an also required that co-wives should be treated 
with complete impartiality. This Qur'anic injunction 
too should not be construed simply as a moral exhorta
tion but as a legal condition precedent to polygamy, " ' 
the sense that no second marriage should be permissibll· 
unless and until adequate evidence was forthcomi n).', 
that the wives would in fact be eated impartially. B111 
w1der modern social and economic conditions, declan rl 
the reformers, such impartial treatment was a practic;d 
impos:ibility. In short, there was an irrebuttable pre
sumption of law that the essential condition for pol) 
gamy was incapable of fulfilment. Polygamy, therefo re, 
was prohibited outright. 

Even more radical perhaps, in contrast with the pre-
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ceding Syrian Law, was the Tunisian ijtih.ad concerning 
repudiation, where once again reform was based on the 
views of Muhammad' Abdii.h. In the case of "discord" 
between spo~ses the Qur'an orders the appointment of 
arbitrators, a provision which had previously found 
practical implementation only in the Maliki procedure 
regulating charges of cruelty by a wife against her hus
band. Yet, argued the reformers, what more obvious 
case of "discord" between spouses than a pronounce
ment of repudiation by the husband? And who then 
better qualified to undertake the necessary function of 
arbitration than the official tribunals? On this ground, 
therefore, the right of a husband to repudiate his wife 
extra-judicially was abolished, Section 30 of the Law 
'enacting that "Divorce outside a court oflaw is without 
legal effect". Although the court cannot refuse to dis
~lve the marriage if the husband persists in his repudia
tion, two features of the Law are particularly striking. 
In the first place, the court has an unlimited power to 
grant the wife compensation for any damage she has 
sustained from the divorce; and secondly, the spouses 
are treated on exactly the same footing in this regard. 
For a wife also has the right to insist upon divorce, 
without adducing any specific ground, in which case the 
court has power to award compensation to the husband 
in suitable circumstances. It is noteworthy in this regard 
that an Algerian Ordinance of 1959, which followed the 
Tunisian Law in making all divorce judicial, apparently 
intends that a decree of divorce should be granted to the 
husband on his simple request, but to the wife only if she 
establishes the existence of proper grounds therefor.'9 

Reinterpretation of the Qur'an had thus achieved in 
Tunisia reforms hardly less radical than those effected 
in Turkey thirty years previously by the adoption of 
the Swiss Civil Code. At the same time the use of 
ijtih.ad is still the exception rather than the rule in the 
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Arab world and is resorted to only where the desired 
reforms cannot be accomplished with the formal obser
vance of the doctrine of taqlid. And from the most 
recent codifications of Shari' a law it would appear that 
Islamic society in the Near and Middle East generally is 
not yet attuned to the extremist approach of Tunisia, at 
least in regard ro the two major issues of polygamy and 
repudiation. The Moroccan Code of 1958 declares poly
gamy to be prohibited where there is any apprehension 
of unequal treatment; but, since the courts may only 
intervene retrospectively by gran.ting dissolution of 
marriage, in such circumstances the Law hardly go ·~ 
beyond orthodox Maliki practice. Compensation for tlw 
wife in cases of injurious repudiation is among thl· 
reforms introduced by the Code, but extra-judicial 
repudiation remains perfectly valid and effective. Under 
the Iraqi Law of Personal Status of 1959, the ga¢i will 
not give his necessary pemlission for a second marria~<: 
unless he is at his discretion, satisfied, first that the 
husband is financially capable of supporting an addi
tional wife or wives; second "that there is some lawful 
benefit involved"; and third that no inequality of treat
ment is to be feared. There is no provision in the Iraqi 
Code for compensation in the case of injurious repudia
tion, but a husband seeking to repudiate his wife is 
required, in normal circumstances, to obtain a decree of 
the court to this effect. 

Pakistan has provided one of the most recent pieces 
of modernist legislation in Islam by her Muslim Family 
Laws Ordinance of 1961. This short enactment of thir
teen sections represents the ultimate outcome of the 
proposals emanating from a Commission which was set 
up in 1955 to consider possible reforms of the family 
law. At the time they were published, the Commission's 
proposals were radical enough to provoke acute con
troversy, as appears from the forceful note of dissent 
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published by one member of the Comnlission. But by 
comparison with recent Middle Eastern legislation, the 
reforms actually embodied in the Ordinance appear 
distinctly moderate, particularly as the recommenda
tions of the Commission were only partially imple
mented. 

Arbitration councils, consisting of an independent 
chairman and a representative of each of the parties, are 
to be formed under the terms of the Ordinance to deal 
with the two primary matters of polygamy and repudia
tion. For a second marriage during the existence of a 
subsisting one the written permission of the Arbitration 
Council is required and will onJy be given where the 
council "is satisfied that the proposed marriage is neces
sary and just". As to when a second marriage will so be 
considered "necessary and just", it is obvious that the 
consent or otherwise of the existing wife will be ex
tremely relevant, but such factors as the sterility, physi
cal infirmity, or insanity of an existing wife are specified 
as circumstances which may be taken into account. 
Failure to obtain the Council's permission before con
tracting a polygamous marriage does not render such 
marriage invalid, but entails a three-fold sanction. The 
husband is liable to imprisonment of up to one year or a 
fine of up to s,ooo rupees or both; he is obliged to pay 
forthwith the entire dower of his existing wife or wives, 
even where the payment of part of the dower was ex
pressly deferred until the termination of the marriage; 
and finally the existing wife has the right to a dissolution 
of her marriage, an express clause to this effect being 
added by the Ordinance to the Dissolution of Muslim 
Marriages Act, 1939· 

Repudiation by the husband (ralaq), the Comnlission 
of 1955 had recommended, should not be effective with
out the permission of the court, and this should only be 
given when suitable provision had been made for the 
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wife:s maintenance. The Ordinance, however, mereh 

req~tres t~e husba~d, under pain of statutory penaltic; , 

t~ g_tve wntten no~tce ofhis having pronounced a repu 
dtatwn to the Chamnan of the Arbitration Council and 

to his wife. Following the delivery of such notice .1 

period of ninety days i'> to run, after which, failing tilt 

s~ccess of atte:np~s ar reconcilia tion, the repudiario11 
wtll become eflecttve. Since this procedure is to apph 

after the pr?,noun:ement.of a r~pucliation "in any forlli 
wh.atsoever , the 1m?1~dta te effect of the various type~ 
of 1r~evocable repudtatt.on kno:wn to traditional Shari'.• 
law IS completely nulhfied. However while this last 

result is a con ide1-able step forward, ~he fact remain~ 
that the Ordinance has left the husband's power f 

unilateral repudiation at his discretion substantially 
unimpaired. 

Unlike the Muslim countries of the Middle Easr 

~akis~n did . not attempt any comprehen ive codifica~ 
t10n of!slatruc law, but, in rlteEnali h tradition simply 

a.mended the ex:isti~g .law !n a li;lited number' of par
ucu lars. Moreover, rr IS evtdent from the deliberations 

of the 1955 Commission and from the terms of the 
, Ordinance that the ijtihad on which the reforms are 

allegedly based is of a very different nature from the 

conscie~1ti ous reinre;pretation of rhe orig inal sourc s 

~s prac?~~d by the Mrddle Eastern reformers. Eminent!) 
Islamtc though the system of Arbit;<ttion Counci l , 

may be, this does nor appear to be a deliberate attempt 
to tmplement the Q ur'anic provision while the rules 

. 1 ' 
concern~ng.Po ygamy are conditioned by straightfor-

war~- c~tt7r:a of .social d~sirability rather than by the 
9-ur aruc UlJ Uncttons of financia l capabi lity anJ impar
ttal treatmenr. As has always been the case since the 
fust legislative interference in the domain ofShari'a law 
in t~e Indian sub-continent, the problems of the juristic 
basts of reform have not commanded the same attention 
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as they have in the Middle East. In short, therefore, the 

Ordinance continues the particular tradition of Anglo

Muhammadan law in a manner which is certainly prac

tical and probably best suited to the present mood and 

aspirations of Pakistan. 
Sectarian groups in Islam have naturally become sub

ject to the terms of modernist legislation which has been 

promulgated on a nationali t basis, although in matters 

not so specifically regulated they bave continued ro be 

governed by their own system of personal law. This is 
the case, for exampl , with rbe Ithna-'asharite and Isma

'ilite Muslims in the Indian sub-continent, the Ja'fari 

Shi'ite population oflraq and the 'Ibac;lites in Algeria. 

But where sectarian communities are autonomous-at 

least in matters of personal status-legal reform is theo

retically far less of a problem than it is in Sunnite Islam, 

for the sects as a whole never recognised-the doctrine of 

taqlid in it. unrute form . No real impetus for reform 

however, has as yet been felt by the Zaydites in the 

Yemen or rhe' Iba c;I ite community in Zanzibar, while in 

Iran the stronghold oflthna-' ashari te belief, the Civil 

Code at present applicable largely retains the traditional 

family law but embodies featu re like the prohibi tion of 

child marriage and the compulsory registra tion of mar

riages, which may now almost be said to be the common 
law oflslam. 

It is recent laws affecting Isma' ilite communi tie out

side I nd ia wllich provide the harpest contrast with the 

proces of reform in Sunnire Islam for the radical 

changes that have been introduced rest simply on the 

supreme legislative authority of the Imam Aga Khan. 

T hus the prohibition of marriage before the ages of 

ciglueen for boys and sixteen for girls, which was con

taihed in the Rules and Regulation.~ of H is Highness the 

Aga Klza.Jt l snui'lli Councils in Africa, required no other 

juristic authority than the wi ll of the Imam and naturally 
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superseded the law previously applicable to Isma'ilites 
in East Africa-a point which was not fully appreciated 
in a recent decision of the Court of Appeal for East 
Africa.20 On the same basis the "New Constitution for the 
Shia lmami lsmailis in Africa" of 1962 strictly prohibits 
polygamy, allows divorce only by decree of the" Council 
a~d, contr~ry to .all Islamic tradition, accepts the prin
ctple oflegtttmatwn per suhsequens matrimonium. It may 
finally be remarked that the Law of Personal Status for 
the D~ze community of Lebanon, which was promul
gated m 1948, equally directly prohibited polygamy and 
declared repudiation to be ineffective until confirmed 
by the decree of the qac/i of the community, who was 
empowered to award damages to a wife who had been 
repudiated without reasonable cause.21 

For Sunnite Islam, however, such radical reforms had 
become possible only when jurisprudence had eventu
ally emerged from a long period of internal conflict to 
declare itself in favour of ijtihad, at least in cases where 
this. was deemed necessary to achieve the required 
reform. Strict theorists may, and indeed do, object to 
the activities of the reformers on the ground that the 
i~terpretation of the divine texts should be purely objec
tive, while so-called modem "ijtihad" amounts to little 
~ore than _forcing. from the divine texts that particular 
mterpretauon whtch agrees with preconceived stan
dards subjectively determined. Yet legal history shows 
that current social conditions had exercised a predomi
nant influence in the formative period of Islamic 
jurisprudence and that, whatever the classical theory 
oflaw might maintain, the early jurists had in fact inter
preted the Qur'an in the light of those conditions. From 
this standpoint modem jurists might well claim not only 
to be following the example of their predecessors but 
also to be improving upon it. For it is at least arguable 
that traditional jurisprudence had minimised the pur-
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poses of the Qur'an by rele~ating t? .the category. of 
moral injunctions many of Its prov1s1ons concerrung 
the treatment of women. Moderr reformers, on the 
other hand have laid great emphasis upon this type of 
Qur'anic p~ecept as well as upon .. certain ~eged sta~e
ments of the Prophet such as that Of all thmgs perrrus
sible repudiation (~alaq) is the mo~t abominable". A:td 
thus, it may be held, a new synthesiS ofl~w and morality 
has been created which more truly Implements the 
spirit of the divine commands. But whatever view may 
be taken of the theoretical basis or the results of moder
nist ijtihad, its practical and ~deniabl:, effect has been 
to infuse life and movement mto Shan a law. The era 
of taqlid now appears as a p~otracted ~oratorium in 
Islamic legal history. Stagnanon has gtven way to a 
new vitality and potential for growth. 
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CONCLUSION 

Religious Law and Social Progress 

in Contemporary Islam 

LooKING to the future there are two principal features 

of modernist legal activities which command attention. 

In the first place the current expression of the law 

rests upon a striking diversity of juristic criteria, which 

represent varying degrees of fusion between the two 

b_asic influe~ces of practical necessity and religious prin

cxples. Durmg the first stage of legal modernism these 

two influences had produced a clear-cut dichotomy in 

the law. Western law was directly adopted in the field of 

crime and civil transactions generally, while traditional 

Shari' a doctrine continued to govern the sphere of per

sonal status. Recent trends, however, have tended to 

bre~k d?wn this firm division. In the civil law a growing 

emphasxs has been placed on religious principles. A 

merger of foreign and Islamic elements is the outstand

ing feature of the Iraqi Civil Code promulgated in 195 3· 

Many of its rules were derived from the Hanaficodifica

tion of the Majalla and from tradition~! Shari' a texts 

while other provisions, on such matters as insuranc~ 
and aleatory_ contracts,. res~ squarely on European 

sources. Fa~xly law, on Hs sxde, has been increasingly 

permeated wxth Western standards and values, and it is 

here that the juristic basis of the law, viewed as a whole, 

appears most complex. For, as it stands within the limits 

of any single modern Code, the law is an amalgam of 

traditional and novel elements, and the novel elements 

are the result sometimes of the manipulation of estab-
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lishcd principles, sometimes of a fresh interpretation 

of the original sources, and sometimes of the frank 

recogn ition of the need of the time. 
Economic grounds alone were thus held to justify 

the tOtal abolition offamily settlements under the tradi

tional wa9j system in Syria in 1949 and in Egypt 

three years later, whi le social necessity has been the 

declared ba is of c rtain r cent reforms in that tradi

tionally most invulnerable sphere of the Shari'a-the 

law of succes ion. In 1945 a judicial circular in the 

Sudan allowed b quests to be made, within the estab

lished limit of ne-third of the net estate, in favour of 

legal heirs and expressly stated the reason for this 

reform to be the need !elt by testators to make additional 

provision for the less fortunate of these heirs. lthna

'asharite law, it is true, had always maintained that 

bequests to legal heirs were permissible, oh the ground 

that the Tradition, "No bequest in favour of an heir", 

should either be read with the additional words "except 

within the permitted third", or should be interpreted to 

mean not that it was prohibited to make such bequests 

but that it was no longer obligatory to make them. 

When Egypt adopted the same reform in her Law of 

Testamentary Dispositions of 1946 a veiled and oblique 

reference was made to the Ithna-'asharite view. But for 

a Sunnite community the direct adoption of the views 

of a heterodox sect could not be an acceptable juristic 

basis for reform; and so it is l1ardly surprising that the 

validity per se of bequests to legal heir~, contrary as this 

is to the consensus of traditional Sunnite authorities, has 

not- been recognised by any other Muslim country save 

Iraq, where the adoption of the rule is due to the fact 

that at least half of the population is Shi'ite. 

An even more radical departure from the traditional 

law of succession is contained in the Tunisian law of 

1959 which provides that aJI)' lineal descendant of the 
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deceased, male or female, excludes the deceased's col
lateral relatives from intestate succession; for under the 
agnatic system of traditional Sunnite law the brothers 
of the deceased, in the absence of any surviying maJ.: 
asc:endant or .descendant, are the primary residuary 
hetrs. It could m fact be argued with some force that this 
provision does implement the general spirit of the 
Qur'aruc legislation. For one of the basic trends of the 
reforms introduced by the Prophet was the replacement 
of the wider social unit of the tribe by the unit of the 
individual family. This purpose had been largely nulli
fied b~ the traditional law, in inheritance at least, by its 
reten~on ?f the customary tribal system, which gave 
supen or nghts to male agnate relatives. But it is ob
viously the concept of the family, as consisting of the 
husband, wife, and their issue, which inspired the Tuni
sian reform. No attempt, however, was made to suggest 
that the law rested on any other basis than that of the 
need fel t by society. Finally, it was on this same ground 
that the Pakistani M uslim Family Laws Ordinance of 
1961 directly modified the traditional law of inheritance 
by introducing the principle of full representation in 
regard to intestate succession by lineal descendants of 
the deceased. T his last reform, therefore, stands in sharp 
contrast to the Egyptian method of dealing with the 
same problem by the system of obligatory bequests, 
which found its juristic basis, convincingly enough, in 
tradi tional authorities. 

I.f ~e ?utright recognition of the needs of society 
:wruch JUnsprudence has thus endorsed in many respects 
ts. to he regarded as mo~e.rn ijtiluid, it is obviously a very 
dlfferent concept of zpiluid from that we have seen 
opera?n~' for example, in relation to polygamy and 
~epudtatto~, where reforms were based on particular 
mterpretattons of specific Qur'aruc injunctions. In sum, 
it appears that modern jurisprudence has not yet evolved 
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any systematic approach to the problem of adapting the 
traditional law to the circumstances of contemporary 
society. Lacking any consistency of principle or metho
dology, it has tackled the process of reform as a whole 
in a spirit of juristic opportunism. 

The second feature of modern Islamic law which is 
relevant to the question of potential future development 
is the fact that many of the substantive reforms must 
appear, on a long-term view, as te~~orary expedients 
and piecemeal accommodations. Thts ts not to deny the 
present efficacy of the reforms in solving the imm~diate 
problems of the areas in which they have b7en mt~o
duced. But certain provisions, such as the parual restnc
tions placed upon polygamy and repudiation, point 
inevitably towards the direction which future progress 
must follow and can represent only an intermediate 
stage in the advancement of a society along this road. 
In some cases novel provisions lie in uneasy juxtaposi
tion with the traditional law. The introduction of the 
representation rule in succession in Pakistan, for ex
ample, is completely disruptive of the finely balanced 
scheme of priorities established by the Shari' a. It means, 
for instance, that a granddaughter of the deceased, the 
child of the deceased's son, will now exclude the bro
thers of the deceased from inheritance while the de
ceased's own daughter will not. In other cases reforms, 
far-reaching in themselves, disclose a root problem 
which has still to be solved. The restriction of polygamy 
and repudiation, for example, is obviously aim7d ~t the 
ultimate goal of equality between the sexes. Wtthm the 
structure of traditional Shari'a law, however, these 
institutions appear as derivative rights of the husband 
stemming from the root concept of marriage as .a con
tract of sale wherein the husband purchases the nght of 
sexual union by payment of the dower. If the law, there
fore, is to endorse, logically and satisfactorily, any 
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system of real equality between husband and wife, it is 
at least arguable that this basic traditional concept 
epitomised by the payment of dower, must be com~ 
pletely eradicated. Finally, the uncertainty which still 
clouds the basic conflict between traditionalism and 
modernism is revealed by recent events in Iraq. In 1959 
the Iraqi Law of Personal Status adopted a completely 
n~:V system c:: inheritance which ~wed nothing to tra
dltlonal Shan a law but was denved from Ottoman 
legislat~on, itself of Germanic inspiration, concerning 
successiOn to government lands. The purpose of this 
enactment was to unify the law on a national basis, and 
since the divergence between the J:Ianafi and the Shi' i tc 
laws of succession was too deep-rooted to admit ot 
compromise? a "neutral" system was adopted as the 
only one wh1ch would be acceptable to both the Sunnitc 
and the Shi'i~e communities. By a law of February 1963, 
however, this system has now been abolished and re
placed by traditional Shi'ite law. 

In combination, therefore, with the opportunist char
acter of modern jurisprudential method, the nature of 
the sub~tantive reforms themselves lends a general air 
of transience and instability to current Islamic law. The 
fort~ess of the traditional law has been breached beyond 
repa1r, but the complex structure that has taken its place 
does not as yet rest upon the same solid foundations and 
its substance is almost volatile by comparison. ' 

This is perhaps inevitable in the circumstances of the 
time. For history appears to have turned full cycle and 
to have confronted Islam with a situation remarkably 
parallel to the one she faced during the Umayyad period. 
Just as the law of the Medinan community, a rudimen·
tary .~Y~tem of customary practice modified by basic 
Qur ~me precepts, proved wholly inadequate to meet 
the 71:cumstances of the new political empire, so today 
tradltlonal Sh~ri' a law has crumbled under the impact of 
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Western civilisation . And modern reformers, just like 
the Umayyad adminisu-ators, have managed to control 
the sudden surge of events by ad /we measures adopted 
under a policy of pragmatism and expediency. 

During the eighth cenrury jurisprudence had system
atically reduced the haphazard growth of Umayyad 
legal practice and the hoLch-potch . of. customary, 
Qur'anic and foreign elements Or wluch It was COm
pounded inro terms of an Islamic legal sy~tem. The 
question, therefore, may naturally_ suggest Itself_ as. to 

whether modem jurisprudence w1ll assume a similar 
function by endeavouring to assimilate and "Islamise" 
the mass of heterogeneous material which makes up 
current legal practice; and, following the approved 
fashion of concluding historical surveys, we may now 
briefly speculate upon the form such a process might 

take. 
Fundamentally, and in its simplest terms, the problem 

facing Muslim jurisprudence today_ is t~1e _same pro?le_m 
which it has always faced and which IS tnherent m 1ts 
very nature-namely, the ne_ed to define the reJ~t~on
ship between the standards un~osed ~y the r:hg10us 
faith and the mundane forces wh1ch activate sooety. At 
the one extreme is the solution adopted by classical 
jurisprudence, a divine nomocra~y under which rc;li
gious principles were e~aborated tnto a comp:ehens!Ve 
and rig·d cheme of dunes to form the exclustve deter
minant of the conduct of sociery. The other extr me 
solution is that of secularism as adopted by Turkey, 
which relegates religious principles to the realm of. the 
individual conscience, and allows the forces of so:1ery 
an unfettered control over the shape of the law. Ne1tlter 
of these solutions can b acceptable to modern Mu lim 
jurisprudence; for while the former is w_holly unreali Lie, 
the Latter is positively un-Islamic. Obvtously, thcrcforl' , 
the answer lies somewhere between these two ex t rrmcs, 
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in a concept of law as a code of behaviour which is 
founded upon certain basic and immutable religious 
principles but which, within these limits, does not 
neglect the factor of change and allows the adoption 
of such extraneous standards as may prove more ac
ceptable to current Muslim opinion than indigenous 
tradition. 

Historical enquiry reveals that during the early period 
of Islam the religious precepts contained in the Qu'ran 
had been gradually absorbed within the framework of 
the existing customary law and the administrative prac
tices of the Umayyad Empire. When nascent Muslim 
jurisprudence came to systematise this material, it did so, 
in some cases, on the basis of a loose and liberal interpre
tation of relevant Qur'anic precepts in the light of exist
ing practice-this was generally so, for example, in 
regard to matters of family law-while in other cases 
it had developed the Qur'anic principles with extreme 
rigour, as, for example, in the doctrine of riha. And 
ultimately these accretions of juristic interpretation had 
all come to be artificially expressed, particular! y through 
the growth of Traditions, as manifestations of the 
divine command. As has so often been suggested in 
recent times, it must be the primary task of modern 
jurisprudence to ascertain the precise limits of the 
original core of divine revelation. And this perhaps will 
necessarily involve a re-orientation of the accepted atti
tude towards Traditions, not only as regards their 
authenticity, but also as regards the nature of their 
authority if their authenticity is duly established. Once 
the limits have been ascertained, it is axiomatic that 
these precepts of the divine revelation must form the 
fundamental and invariable basis of any system of law 
which purports to be a manifestation of the will of God. 

It cannot be denied that certain specific provisions of 
the Qur'an, such as that which commands the amputa-
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tion of the hand for theft, pose problems in the context 
of contemporary life for which the solution is not 
readily apparent. But, generally speaking, the Qur'anic 
precepts are in the nature of ethical norms- broad 
enough to support modem legal structures and capable 
of varying interpretations to meet the particular needs 
of time and place. And on this basis it would seem that 
Islamic jurisprudence could implement, in practical and 
modernist terms, its fundamental and unique ideal of a 
way of life based on the command of God. Freed from 
the notion of a religious law expressed in totalitarian and 
uncompromising terms, jurisprudence would approach 
the problem of law and society in a d_ifferent light. 
Instead of asking itself, as it has done smce the tenth 
century and still generally does today, what concessions 
must be wrested from the law by the needs of society, its 
new terms of reference would be precisely the opposite: 
to determine what limitations religious principles set 
upon society. . . . . 

Radical though the break With past tradtnon whtch 
such an approach involves might be, it is nevertheless a 
break with a particular construction of the religious law 
and not with its essence. This, at any rate, would seem 
to be the only realistic basis for future development and 
the only alternative to a complete abandonment of the 
notion of a law based on religion. Law, to be a living 
force must reflect the soul of a society; and the soul of 
prese~t Muslim society is reflected n~ither in any fo_rrn of 
outright secularism nor in the doctnne of the mediaeval 
text books. 
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ABBREVIATIONS 

BSOAS: Bulletin of the School of Oriental and 
African Studies. 

RSO: RiYista degli studi orientali. 

Part One: THE GENESIS OF SHARi'A LAW 

QuR'ANIC LEGISLATION 

Page r6, r. This was the standard Islamic view. The 
complications are here neglected that arise from 
the apparent existence of residual matrilineal ele
ments in Mul)ammad's time. Cf. W. Montgomery 
Watt, lvfuhammad at Medina (Oxford, 1956), 
378 ff., 292. 

r6, 2. G. Bergstrasser, whose observations in his 
Grundziige des islamischen Rechts (Berlin, 1935) 
anticipated in many respects the picture of early 
Islamic legal history now provided by Western 
scholarship, regarded the dissolution of the tribal 
organisation as Mul)ammad's chief political aim. 

17, 3· The prohibition of usury was, of course, an 
anti-Jewish measure in part; cf. Schacht, art. 
"Riba" in .Encyclopaedia of Islam, first edition; 
'W'att, Muhammad at jlt[edina, 296 f. 

LEGAL PRACTICE IN THE FIRsT CENTURY oF IsLAM 

Page 27, 4· For a comprehensive account of the his
torical development of the law concerning the 
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dhimmis and a detailed analysis thereof, see An
toine Fattal, Le Statut legal des rwn-Musulmans en 
Pays d'lslam (Beirut, 1958). 

29, 5· The best account of the early qadis, though 
limited to the qadis of Egypt, is by al-Kindi, 
GoYernors and judges of Egypt, Arabic text edited 
by Rhuvon Guest, 1912, Gibb Memorial Series, 
XIX. It is from this work that many of the details 
of legal practice which appear in this chapter are 
taken. 

30, 6. See R. Brunschvig, "Considerations socio
logiques sur le droit musulman ancien" in Studia 
lslamica, Fasc. III (1956). 

31, 7· Schacht, Origins, 225. 

JuRISPRUDENCE IN EMBRYO: THE EARLY ScHooLs 
OF LAW . 

Page 44, 8. Schacht, Origins, 15 3 f. 
49, 9· See the article of Farhat J. Ziadeh in the 

American Journal of Comparative Law, VI, No. 4 
(October 1957). 

51, 10. E. Sachau, Zur iiltesten Geschichte des mu
hammedanischen Rechts, 72 3· For accounts of ash
Shayban:i's life and work see Dimitroff, Asch
Schaibani (Introduction), and 0. Spies, "Un 
Grand Juriste musulman: Mohammed b. al-Hasan 
al-Shaibani" in the published reports of the Fifth 
International Congress of Comparative Law, 
Brussels, 1958. 

MASTER ARCHITECT: MUJ;IAMMAD IBN-loRis ASH

SHXFI'I 

Page 54, 11. For the text of ash-Shafi'i's argument see 
Khadduri's translation of the Risrila, in Islamic 
jurisprudence, 227-9. 
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NOTES 

56, 12. See Schacht, Origins, 53-7. 
56, IJ. Ibid. 45 f., 48. 
6o, 14. As translated by Schacht, Origins, 97· 

CoNCLUDING STAGES oF GRoWTH 

Page 64, 15. On the general subject of the classifica
tion of traditions see Aghnides, Mohammedan 
Theories of Finance, Introduction, 1-117; also An 
Introduction to the Science of Tradition, by al
Haki.m an-Naysabiiri, edited and translated by 
james Robson (London, 1953)· 

65, r6. Origins, 201 f. · 
66, 17. For an English translation see Majid Khad

duri, Islamic jurisprudence, Shafi'i's Risala, 141-5. 
72, 18. Seep. 46 above. 

Part Two: LEGAL DOCTRINE AND PRACTICE 
IN MEDIAEVAL ISLAM 

THE CLASSICAL THEORY OF LAW 

Page 78, r. See p. 59 above. 
8o, 2. See p. 72 above. 
8o, 3· See, e.g., O strorog, The Angora Reform, 31. 

(Cf. Montgomery Watt, Islam and the fntegratibn 
ofSociety(London, 1961), 243, 207.) 

82, 4· For this aspect of Muslim jurisprudence see 
my article, "Doctrine and Practice in Islamic 
Law", in BSOAS, xviii/ 2 (19 56). 

UNITY AND DIVERSITY IN SHARi'A LAW 

Page 89, 5· See G. H. Bousquet's French translation, 
in condensed form, of some of Goldziher's 
writings, Etudes islamologiques d'lgna{ Gold1iher 
(Leiden, 1962), p-6. 

89, 6. Seep. 71 f. above. 
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92, 7· See, e.g., Fyzee, Outlines of Muhammadan 
. Law, 19, and Abdur Rahim, Muhammadan juris
prudence, 165 f. 

94, 8. See Anderson, The Maliki Law of Homicide, 
a pamphlet published by Gaskiya Corporation, 
Zaria, N. Nigeria. 

94, 9· See p. 49 above. 
95> 10. See Schacht, "Sur Ia transmission de Ia doc

trine dans les ecoles juridiques de !'Islam" in 
Annales de l'Institut d'Etudes orientales, Algiers, 
x, 1952· 
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article "Doctrine and Practice in Islamic Law", i~ 
BSOAS, xviii/2 (19)6), 2'.5 f. 

IOI, I4. Seep. I82 f. below. 
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I02, I6. Edinond Cahn, "A Lawyer looks at Reli

gion", in Theology Today, xv (April1958), IOJ. 

SEcTARIAN LEGAL SYSTEMS IN IsLAM 

Page I05, I7. Schacht, Origins, 26o-8. 
Io5, I8. Ibid. 26o. 
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Montgomery Watt, Islamic Philosophy and Theo
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subject with his Kitah al-A{Jc~m as-Sul?am.yya. 
The HanbaU scholar Ibn-Taymtyya (d. 1338) and 
the Maliki lbn-Far~un (d. 1395) are the other 
outstanding author of treatises on public law. 
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' I l .. . 1" h _L. "I gal" " revelaciona "or scoptura rat e: Ulan e · 

13o, 26. The phrase of a!-Wansharishi, a ~Ialiki 
jurist (d. Fez I)07), whose work on public law 
has been translated into French and commented 
upon by Brunot a~d Demorn?!'nes in Le Livre 
des magistratures del WcmchertSl (Rabat, 1937). 

131 2.7. Brunot and Demombynes, op. cit. 18 ... 

1 p: 28. See my article "The State and th~ IndiVI
dual in Islamic law", in The Imernatronal and 
Comparative Law Quarterly (January 1957). 
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136, 29. Bousquet, Justice fra!lfaise et coutumes 
kabyles (Algiers, I95o), 48 f. 

136, 30. Bousquet, Du droit musulman_ et de son 
application effective dans le rnonde (Alg1ers, 1949), 
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"Law" in the series Papers on Malay Subjects 
(Kuala Lumpur, I9o8), 54· 

I40, 36. See p. 99 f. above. 
I43, 37· Quoted by Mahmassani, Fa!safat at

Tashri'Fi Al-lsliim (English translation by Farhat 
Ziadeh), I I6. 

I43, 38. To L. Milliot belongs the credit for the 
discovery and analysis of this phenomenon of 
Islamic jurisprudence. See his Introduction d 
!'etude du droit musulman, I67-78. A summary of 
this subject, and of the place of custom in Islamic 
law generally, will be found in my article "Muslim 
Custom and Case-Law", in The World of Islam, 
VI (I959), I3 f. 

I44, 39· See the penetrating work on this subject by 
Berque, Essai sur la methode juridique maghrehine 
(Rabat, I944). 

Part Three: ISLAMIC LAW IN MODERN TIMES 

FoREIGN INFLUENCES: THE REcEPTION OF EuRo

PEAN LAWS 

Page I p, I. For a general account of the process of 
codification in the Middle East, see the report 
presented by G. Tedeschi to the Fifth International 
Congress of Comparative Law, Brussels, I958, 
under the title "The Movement for Codification 
in the Muslim Countries: Its Relationship with 
Western Legal Systems''. 

I 53, 2. See Anderson, "The Shari'a and Civil Law 
(the debt owed by the new Civil Codes of Egypt 
and Syria to the Shari'a)", in Islamic Quarterly 
(I954), 29-46. 
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musulman et de son application effective dans le 
monde (Algiers, I949), 77 f. 
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I s6, 4· See Anderson, "The Modernisation of 
Islamic Law in the Sudan", in The Sudan Law 
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Legislation", in Studia lslamica, Fasc. XII (I9oo), 
123. 
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(I957)· 
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europeens en Turquie, Extrait du recueil de travaux 
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3If. 

I6o, 9· Hassan and Gaafor Ahdel Rahman v. Sanousi 
Mohamed Sir El Khatim (I9oo). This case, and 
others concerned with the relationship between 
civil law, custom and the Shari'a in the Sudan, 
have been analysed by C. d'Olivier Farran in a 
"Case Note" in The Sudan Law Journal and 
Reports (I96o), published by the Faculty of Law 
OfKhartoum University. 
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Page 165, 10. For this and the other features of Anglo
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Sharifa Bimi Mohamed Bin Hemed-Pri vy 
Council Appeal No. 63 of 196o. 

T AQLID AND LEGAL REFORM 

Page 191, IJ· See Anderson, "A Law of Personal 
Status for Iraq", in theintemationaland Compara-
tive Law Quarterly (October 1960), 550. 

191, 14· Fyzee, op. cit. 104 f. 
193,15. See Roussier, "Dispositions nouvelles dans 

le statut successoral en droit tunisien", in Srudia 
lslamica, Fasc. xu (196o), 138. 

193,16. See Schacht, "IslamicLawin Contemporary 
States", in the American journal of Comparam'e 
Law (1959), 146 f. 

193, 17. See Anderson, Islamic Law in the Modern 
World, 83. 
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Page 202, 18. But cf. H. Laoust, Essai sur les doctrines 
. . . de Ibn Taimiya (Cairo, 1939), 228. 

211, 19. See Roussier, "L'Ordonnance du 4 fevrier 
1959 sur le mariage et le divorce des Franc;ais de 
statut local algerien", in Recueil Sirey (April 1959), 
Chroni9ue. 

216, 20. See Anderson, "Muslim Marriages and the 
Courts in East Africa", in the journal of African 
Law, 1, No. I (1957). 

216, 21. See Anderson, "The Personal Law of the 
Druze Community", in The World of Islam, n, 
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of Arabic legal terms appearing in the text 

'adala Th~ quality of religious probity and moral in
tegrity which a witness must possess for his testi
mony to be admissible. A person of such character is 
called • ad! and the plural 'udiil is often used of per
sons whose profession is essentially that of public 
notaries. 

'amal Practice of the courts. 
'a9ila The group who shoulder the burden of collective 

responsibility for compensation in cases of homicide, 
wounding and assault. 

'ariyya Gratuitous loan, or transfer of the usus of 
property. 

'a~aha Agnate relatives. 
a~! (pl. u#i.l). Lit. "root". Technically, the sources of 

law or the principles of jurisprudence . 
'ayn The substance or corpus of property. 
hay' Sale or barter. 
hid' a Lit. "innovation". Used of practices which are 

contrary to established tradition and therefore "bad" 
or "disapproved". In this sense the term is the op
posite of sunna-i.e. that which is in accord with 
established tradition and therefore "good" or "ap
proved". 

t/a' if Weak. Used of poorly attested- Traditions or 
juristic opinions of slender authority. 

t/arar Damage, prejudice. In the context of divorce, 
cruelty. 
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dhawu'l-ar~am ~it. "the possessors of relationship 
~hrough t~e rz?m or womb"-i.e. cognate relatives. 

dh~mm~ Obltgatton, undertaking, responsibility. 
dhzmmz One whom the Muslim State undertakes to 

protect in the practice and profession of his religion 
. -particularly the Jew and the Christian. 

dtya Blood money or compensation due in cases of 
homicide, wounding and assault. 

foqih (pl. fuqalui.') Legal scholar, jurist. 
fort/ Precept of the divine law. The form fara.'id (pl. of 

farit/~) is used particularly of the quota sl~ares of 
mhentance prescribed by the Qur'an. 

faslch Rescission, annulment of a contract. 
fatwa (pl. fatawa.) Opinion of a jurist on a legal 

problem. 
fiqh Lit. "understanding". The science of law or juris

prudence. 
gharar Uncertainty, risk (particularly in relation to 

commercial contracts). 
ghirra Blood money or compensation payable for the 

destruction of a foetus. 
~at/tina The care and custody of young chi ldren. 
/tadd (pl. budud) A specific, fixed penalty. 
/tadith Report, or Tradition, of a precedent set by the 

Prophet or other early authorities. 
balcam Arbitrator. 
!zara.m Forbidden. 
hiba Gift, or the gratuitous transfer of the corpus of 

property. 
!z~la (pl. ~iyal)_ Legal device or stratagem. 
!zzsba In Its wtdest sense the function of ensuring that 

the precepts of the Sharr a, particularly those of a 
, . moral and r~ligious nature, are observed. 
zd~a The penod following the dissolution of a mar

nage during which the legal rights and obligations of 
the spouses are not wholly extinguished. In par-
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ticular a widow or divorcee is · not allowed to re
marry during this period. 

ihtiba.s The control or dominion which a husband has 
. in law over the person and the activities of his wife. 

ija.ra Hire or lease. · 
ijma.' Consensus of opinion. 
ijtiha.d The exercise of human reason to ascertain a rule 

of Shari' a law. 
ikhtilaf Divergence of juristic opinions and doctrines. 
'ilia Effective cause. The ascertainment of the reason or 

'illa underlying a legal rule is an essential step in the 
process of reasoning by analogy (qiyas ). A legal 
principle established by an original case is extended 
to cover new cases on the ground that they possess 
a common 'ilia. 

iqrlir Confession or admission. 
isniid Chain of authorities reporting a Tradition. 
istibsiin The principle ofjurisprudence that in particular 

cases not regulated by any incontrovertible authority 
of the Qur'an, Traditions or ijma', equitable con
siderations may override the results of strict ana
logical reasoning. 

istif{zrib Continuance, i.e. the presumption in the laws 
of evidence that a state of affairs known to exist in 
the past continues to exist until the contrary is proved. 

is tiff# The principle of jurisprudence that "considera
tion of the public interest" is a criterion for the 
elaboration of legal rules. 

kafri'a Social equality (of the spouses in marriage). 
kharaj . Land tax. 
khiyar Option. 
khiyar al-majlis "The option of the session". The right 

of a party to repudiate unilaterally a contract he has 
concluded as long as the "session" lasts. A "session" 
is the period during which contracting parties devote 
themselves to the business in hand and is terminated 
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by any event-such as physical departure from the 
place of business-which indicates that negotiations 
are concluded or suspended. 

khul' A form of divorce by mutual agreement, the wife 
providing a consideration for her release. 

lawth Lit. "suspicion". Circumstances constituting 
.prima facie evidence of guilt in cases of homicide. 

li' an Lit. "imprecation". The procedure by which a 
husband may repudiate paternity of a child born to 
his wife. 

madhhah School of law or rite. 
mafqiid Missing P.erson. 
mahr Dower. 
makriih Blameworthy. 
mandiih Praiseworthy. 
manfa'a Usufruct. 
mashhiir "Well-known." Used of a Tradition which is 

widely reported or a juristic opinion which com
mands widespread support and is "dominant" among 
the existing variants. 

mafla~a The public interest. 
mG{_iilim Lit. "complaints". The prerogative jurisdic

tion exercised by the political authority or his 
delegate. 

mudda' ii'alayhi The litigant against whom a da' wa, or 
claim, is made. 

mudda'i The litigant who makes a da'wa or claim, and 
upon whom falls the onus of proving his contention. 

mufti A legal scholar competent to deliver Jatiiwii ( q. v.) 
mu~tasih The official exercising the function of ~isba 

(q.v.). 
mujtahid One who exercises ijtihiid ( q.v.). 
muqallid One bound by the principle of taqlid (q.v.). 
mushii' Property jointly owned by two or more 

persons. 
mut' a (a) A form of compensation for divorced wives. 
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(b) A marriage contracted for a specified period of 
time. 

mutawiitir A Tradition which has a sufficient!~ large 
number of independent chains of authonty to 

guarantee its authenticity. 
mut_iihana A contract of exchange of ~ruits growing on 

the tree (particularly dates) for the1~ calculated value 
in harvested fruits of the same spec1es. 

naskh Repeal or abrogation.. . ,_ 
naff Text. An explicit prov1s10n of the Qur an or the 

Traditions. 
nikiilz Marriage. . . 
qadhf The offence of an unproved imputation of illlClt 

sex relations ( cf. t.itl.i). 
qanrln Administrative regulation. 
qariiba Relationship. 

A d Of Compurgation m cases of qasiima proce ure 
homicide. . 

isas Retaliation. The legal sanction in cases of homtq . . 
cide and wounding. 

qiyiis Juristic reasoning by analogy. . 
qurha Lit. "approach ~o God". Particularly the p10us or 

charitable element m waqf settlements. 
qur' (pl. qurii') Menstrual period. . 
radd 'Return." The distribution of the restdu~- ~f 

an e tate, failing any residuary heir, to the Qur amc 
heirs pro rata their original sha:es. . . . . . 

riiji~ Preferable. Used of a vartant JUrts_tlc opuuo? 
which, though it may not be mashhur (q._v.), ts 
nevertheless deemed to be the more correct vtew. 

ra'y Juristic speculation. . . 
riba Basically, interest on a capttal loan. In classtcal 

doctrine, however, the term covers many forms of 
gain or profit which accrue as ~e result of a trans
action and which were not preasely calculable at the 
time the transaction was concluded. 
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ruldt~a Lit. "indulgence". Used of a legal rule which 
represents a particular exception to, or concession 
from, a generally accepted standard of conduct. 

shaha.da Oral testimony in court. 
shirka Partnership. 
shurra Police. 
siyiisa shar' iyya "Government in accordance with the 

revealed law". The sovereign's prerogative power 
of supplementing the doctrine of the jurists by ad
ministrative measures and regulations. 

sunna Lit. "trodden path". Historically there were 
three principal stages in the development of the con
cept of sunna. D uring the first century of Islam the 
term means local custom or traditional practice; for 
the early schools of law it signifies the generally ac
cepted doctrine of the school; and from the time of 
ash-Shafi'i onwards it denotes the model behaviour 
of the Prophet-the practices he endorsed and the 
precedents he set. 

tafwi¢ Delegation of an authority or power-e.g. the 
delegation by the husband of his power to repudiate 
his wife (tafwit/ ar-ralaq). 

· taldtayyur The modernist process of "selection" from 
variant juristic opinions. 

ralaq Unilateral repudiation of his wife by a husband. 
talfiq T he process in legal modernism of"patching to

gether" or combining the views of different schools 
and jurists, or elements therefrom, to form a single 
legal rule. 

ta'liq Lit. "suspension". To make the effect of a legal 
act or transaction dependent upon some future con
dition or contingency-e.g. ta' liq ar-ralaq, to pro
nounce a repudiation which will become effective 
upon the occurrence of a specified event. 

an;_il The doctrine of representation (in succession). 
aqlid The principle of strict adherence to the law as 
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expounded in the authoritative legal ma~uals .. 
ta't.ir Lit. "deterrence". The power of dtscrett?nar_y 

and variable punishment, the essence of whtch ts 
that it is corrective as opposed to the ~add punish
ments which are retributive. 

ta;_kiya The screening of witnesses to establish their 
credibility. 

tha'r Blood revenge. The system of private justice 
operating in cases of homicide and wounding in pre
Islamic Arabia. 

'udiil See 'adala above. 
ujra Lit. "remuneration". The monetary consideration 

payable by the husband in a contract of temporary 
marriage. 

'urf Lit. "what is known about a thing" and loosely 
"custom". 

usul See as! above. 
;,ajih Obligatory. 
waqf A settlement of property under which ownership 

of the property is "immobilised" and the usufruct 
thereof is devoted to a purpose which is deemed 
charitable by the law. 

wali A person authorised to act on behalf of someone 
else-e.g. a legal guardian. 

wali. al-jara'im An official exercising jurisdiction over 
criminal offences (jara'im) by delegation from, and 
on behalf of, the political sovereign. 

wathiqa (pl. wathii'iq) "A trustworthy docu.ment"
e.g. a draft contract drawn up and witnessed by the 
'ut/iil ( q.v.). 

{akiit Alms tax. 
t:ann Conjecture. The legal value attached to the results 

of juristic reasoning. 
;_ina' T he offence of illicit sexual relations-i.e. s~xual 

intercourse between persons who are not ettber 
husband and wife or master and slave concubine. 
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